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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

Neutron dosimetryhas been extensivelystudiedat Hanford since the
g

inceptionof operationsin the mid-J940s (Wilsonet al. 1990). At the present
r,

time, Hanford contractorsuse thermoluminescentdosimeter (TLD)-albedo

, dosimeters to record the neutrondose equivalentreceivedby workers. The

energy dependenceof the TLD-albedodosimeterhas been recognizedand docu-

mented since introducedat Hanford in 1964, and numerous studieshave been

performedto help assure the accuracyof dosimetersused in the work place.

Historically,the largest pe,'_onnelneutron exposuresoccurred at the

fluorinatorglove boxes used for processingplutonium. In the past, the

HanfordMultipurposeDosimeterwas calibratedto accuratelyrecord doses from

this source. This has resulted in conservativeassessmentsfor many other
neutron sources.

With the recent change in Hanford'smission, there has been a significant

decrease in the handlingof plutoniumtetrafluoride,and an increase in the

handling of plutoniummetal and plutoniumoxide sources. Also, the introduc-

tion of U.S. Departmentof Energy LaboratoryAccreditationProgram (DOELAP)

requires the dosimeterto accuratelyassess the dose equivalentfrom 2SZCf

sources under the low scatter conditionsof the calibrationlaboratory.

This study was initiated to document the performanceof the current

Hanford TLD-albedodosimeterunder the low scatterconditions of the call-

bration laboratoryand under the high scatterconditions in the work place

under carefullycontrolledconditionsat the PlutoniumFinishingPlant (PFP).

The neutron fields at the PFP facilitywere measured using a variety of

instruments,includinga multispherespectrometer,tissue equivalentpropor-

tional counters,and speciallycalibratedrem meters. The dose equivalent

rates from plutoniumfluoride,plutoniumoxide, and plutoniummetal sources

were determinedusing these instruments. The plutoniumtetrafluoridesource

is of 'importancebecause it is the same source that was used to calibrate

o instrumentsand neutrondosimeters at Hanford from 1964 to 1981. The dosim-

eter results from the plutoniumtetrafluorideexposuresmay be useful in

interpretingpast dosimeter records. A varietyof neutron dosimeterswere
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exposed on an acrylic plastic phantom (the same phantoms used in DOELAP

accreditation) in these measured fields. Measurements were also performed

with selected thickness of acrylic plastic positioned between the neutron

source and the detectors to simulate glove boxes and neutron shielding
windows.

Various algorithms were used to evaluate the TLD-albedo dosimeters, and q

the results are given in Section 7 of this report. Using current algorithms,

the dose equivalents evaluated for bare sources and sources with less than

2.5 cm (1 in.) of acrylic plastic shielding in high scatter conditions typical

of glove box operations are reasonably accurate, as expected. But the TLD-

albedo dosimeters significantly overestimate the dose equivalent when exposed

to moderated neutrons from sources with 5 cm to 15 cm (2 in. to 6 in.) of

acrylic plastic shielding. The results confirm the traditional practice of

requiring that any errors result in overestimation of the dose equivalent.

Recently developed CR-39 track etch dosimeters (TEDs) were also exposed

in the calibration l_boratory and at the PFP. The results indicate that the

TED dosimeters are quite accurate for both bare and moderated neutron sources.

However, the accuracyof the TEDs decreaseswith increasingmoderator thick-

ness, because an increasing3ylarge fraction of the neutrons reaching the

dosimeters have energiesbelow the 100 keV thresholdfor detectionof fast

neutrons by the CR-39.

Until a personneldosimeter is availablethat incorporatesa direct

measure of the neutron dose to a person, technicaluncertaintiesin the

accuracyof the recordeddata will continue. This study is intended to help

document the accuracy of the existing Hanforddosimetrysystem, and to provide

informationthat could be used to help interpretvarious past and present

dosimeter algorithms. At Hanford, studiesare continuingto evaluatemethods

for reducing the uncertainty. Strong reliance is placed on parallel dosimeter

and instrumentmeasurementsin the work environment. Field measurementshave

been and continue to be a critical element to insure the credibilityof

routinedosimeter results.
o
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The following recommendationsare madeon the basis of this study:

• Continuing instrument measurementsanddosimeter exposureson
phantoms in characterized fields are essential to ensure the

• credibilityof routinedosimetryresults,especiallyif any changes
aremade to the system.

. Considerationshouldbe givento implementingthe CR-3gTED in
, combinationwith the TLD-albedodosimeterto providegreater

analyticalcapabilityin determiningpersonnelneutrondose.

• The HanfordProjecthas a long-standingpolicy(Wilsonet al. IggO)
that,if thereare any inaccuracies,the personneldosesrecorded
shallerr so that the recordeddoseswill alwaysoverestimatethe
actualdose;effortsshouldbe made to increasethe accuracyand
reducethe degreeof conservatismin neutrondosimetry.

• As partof the effortto increasethe accuracyof TLD-albedo
dosimeters,it may be possibleto developimprovedalgorithmsbased
on site-specificcalibrationfactorsor TLD chip ratiosusingthe
datacontainedin thisreport.
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I.0 INTRODUCTION

The Hanford ExternalDosimetryProgram is a multifacetedprogram involv-

, ing routine interactionbetween numerousoperationalorganizationswithin

each'sitecontractorand with the RichlandOperationsOffice (RL) of the U.S.

Departmentof Energy (DOE). The programprovides for the measurementand

" recordingof the officialexternal occupationalradiationdoses for all

employees/visitorsduring their employment/visit_t Hanford Site, and is

conductedfor DOE by Pacific NorthwestLaboratory(PNL)(a)in compliance

with the requirementsof DOE 5480.11and DOE 5480.15 (DOE 1988; 1987).

The Hanford ExternalDosimetryProgram is technical in nature and

involvessignificantqualitycontrol (QC) for the dosimetersand equipment

used. The thermoluminescentdosimeter (TLD) reader is the instrumentthat

processesthe TLD insertsby measuringthe light photonsreleased from the TL

chips in the inserts, therebydeterminingany radiation_ose received by the
individualdosimeterwearers.

The complete TLD system must meet the performancecriteriadescribed in

the DOE LaboratoryAccreditationProgram (DOELAP)handbook (DOE/EH-OO2GIgB6a)

and standard (DOE/EH-O027Ig86b). The individualsystem parts must be inte-

grated so that maximum automation is achieved. As designed and modified by

PNL, Hanford readers and insertshave provided such capabilityin full

compliancewith 'theperformancecriteria since 1970.

The Hanfordmultipurposedosimetersare calibratedbased on exposure(s)

to specificradiation sources,includingon-phantomcalibrations. Hanford-

specific calibrationfactors and environmentaldose correctionformulas are

applied. The dosimeters are processedto assess dose using an automated

reader system.

, 1.1 NIST-TRACEABLESOURCES

The radiationsourcesused as a basis for calibratingHanford personnel

. dosimeters are traceable to National Instituteof Standardsand Technology

(a) PacificNorthvlestLaboratoryis operated for the U.S. Departmentof
Energy by Battelle Memorial Instituteunder Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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(NIST) standards. For the multipurposedosimeter,primary calibrationis

based on

• 16-keV K-fluorescenton-phantom exposurefor the shallow-dose
photon component

• on-phantom137Csexposure for the deep-dosephoton component

• on-phantomZS2Cfexposure for the fast-neutroncomponent.

Additional exposuresare made using selectedK-fluorescent,filteredx-ray

techniques,beta sources, and neutronenergies to determine the response of

the dosimeters to other radiationenvironments. Informationpertainingto the

calibrationof the exposure and/or dose receivedfrom these sources is avail-

able in the respectivesourcedocumentationmaintained at the 31B Building

CalibrationFacility.

1.2 HANFORD SITE CALIBRATIONFACTORS

Calibrationfactorsdetermined from the NIST calibrationsources are

used directlywithout any modificationfor field conditions,with the

exception of the fast-neutroncalibration. When a TLD-albedo dosimeter is

exposed to bare 2S2Cfin the field, its responseper rem-dose-equival,nt is

consideredto be 1.73 times higher than its response to bare 2S2Cfin the

calibrationlaboratory. (The factor is based on historicalmeasurementsfrom

the field using survey instrumentsand other dosimetricdevices.) Therefore,

the dose responses in the laboratoryare multipliedby 1.73 to approximate

actual field dose responsesat Hanford. This calibrationresults in a calcu-

lated dose approximatelya factor of 5 greater than the actual dose for a

15-cm D20-moderated_52Cf-sourceexposure.

All neutron dosimetersand survey instrumentsexhibit energy dependence; _

i.e., the responseper unit dose equivalentvarieswith energy. For this

reason, it is necessaryto know the response in the field in which the dosim-
I

eter is to be used. Typically,dosimetersare calibrated in low scatter

calibrationlaboratoriesunder preciselycontrolledconditions. The response

of the dosimeter under these conditions is generallydifferentthan the

response when the dosimeter is exposed under the high scatterconditions

typical of work place exposures. The purposeof this study was to make
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measurements of dosimeter responses to various plutonium sources under the

high scatter condition found at a typical Hanford facility, the Plutonium

Finishing Plant (PFP). This information would provide the data for determin-

, ing new algorithms for more accuratedeterminationof neutron dose equivalent

from HanfordMultipurposeDosimetersin a typicalwork place situation. In

addition,the encapsulatedplutoniumtetrafluoridesource used for these

• measurementswas previouslyused as a calibrationsource for previousHanford

neutron dosimeters. Thus, the measurementswould provide historicaldata for

evaluatingprevious dosimeteralgorithms.

1.3 POTENTIALCHANGES IN RADIATIONPROTECTIONSTANDARDS

These measurementsalso previde data of interestfor proper evaluation

of neutrondosimeters if radiationprotectionstandardsare changed in the

future. Various national and internationaladvisorybodies have recommended

that the quality factors for fast neutrons be increased,and it is expected

that the U.S. Departmentof Energymay implementthese changes in the future.

The National Council on RadiationProtectionand Measurements(NCRP) has

recommendedincreasingneutronquality factors in Report No. 91, Recommen-

dationson Limits for Exposureto Ionizing Radiation(NCRP 1987). Unless the

neutronenergy spectrum is known,the NCRP recommendsapplying a quality

factor of 20 for neutrons;this would result in doubling dose equivalents.

Determinationof neutron energy spectra in the work place allows the use of

i.oreaccurate neutron qualityfactors and reducesunnecessaryconservatismin

assigningdose equivalentfrom dosimeterresponses.

In ICRU Report 40, The Quality Factor in Radiationprotection (ICRU and

ICRP 1986), a joint task force of the InternationalCobmissionon Radiation

Units and Measurements(ICRU) and the InternationalCommissionon Radiological

Protection (ICRP) proposedchanging the basis for the definition of quality

factors. At present, qualityfactors for all radiationsare defined on the

basis of linear energy transfer (LET), the average rate of energy loss per

unit path length of chargedparticlesin water. ICRU Report 40 proposes

defining quality factors in terms of lineal energy,which is the quotient of

the energy imparted by a single energy depositionevent to matter in a volume

divided by the mean chord length of that volume. Linear energy transfer is a
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macroscopicquantity that must be determinedby the averageof many observa-

tions (or calculatedmathematically);lineal energy is a stochasticquantity

that can be measured by devices such as the tissue equivalentproportional

counter as outlined in Section2 of this report.

Also, in Federal RadiationProtectionGuidanceto FederalAgencies for

OccupationalExposure (52 FR 2822-2834),the Presidenthas accepted the

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA) guidance that federalagencies adopt the

methodologyof the ICRP Publication26 (ICRP 1977) for determiningeffective

dose equivalent. This guidance provides a mechanism for adding internal and

external exposures,but does not explicitlydeal with determinationof

effectivedose equivalent from external sources. ICRP Publication51,

Data for Use in ProtectionAqainst ExternalRadiation (ICRP 1987), gives

some guidance on how to determineeffectivedose equivalentfor external

radiations.

DOE has traditionallyfollowedthe recommendationsof the NCRP. If

radiationprotectionstandardsare changed, either by increasingquality

factors or implementationof effectivedose equivalent,some knowledge of the

neutron energy spectra in the work place will be mandatory. This information

is beneficialfor the followingreasons:

• Increasedaccuracy can be achieved by field calibrationof
personneldosimeters and instruments. Neutron dosimetersare
typicallycalibrated in the laboratoryunder carefullycontrclled
conditions. But the neutronenergy spectrum and _rradiation
geometry in the work place are usually quite differentthan those
in the calibrationlaboratory. A correction factor is applied to
accountfor these differences. Correctionfactors specific to
actual work locationscan be determinedby exposing dosimeterson a
phantomat locationswhere the dose equivalenthas been determined
from spectralmeasurements.

• Spectral informationwill allow calculationof qualityfactors and
dose equivalentconversionfactors. If the energy spectra at work
locationshave been measured,the effects of proposed changes in
radiationprotectionstandardscan be determined.

• Effectivedose equivalentcan be calculated from neutronenergy
spectraand irradiationgeometryusing the data publishedin ICRP
Publication51 (1987). Becauseeffectivedose equivalentaccounts
for attenuationand degradationof the energy of neutrons penetrat-
ing the body, adopting effectivedose equivalentmethodologycan
mitigate the effectsof increasesin neutron quality factors.
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• Effectivedose equivalentcan be calculatedfrom neutron energy
spectra and irradiationgeometry using the data published in ICRP
Publication51 (1987). Becauseeffectivedose equivalent accounts
for attenuationand degradationof the energy of neutrons penetrat-
ing the body, adoptingeffectivedose equivalentmethodologycan

, mitigate the effects of increasesin neutronquality factors.

1.4 NEUTRONMEASUREMENTS
I

The most significantsource of neutronexposure at Hanford historically

involvedthe processingand handlingof plutonium. Several differentpluton-

ium sourceswere L._edfor these measurements,includinga sealed plutonium

tetrafluoride(PuF4)source, a plutoniumoxide (Pu02)source, and a plutonium

metal source. These sources are typicalof the plutonium handled at Hanford.

The sources are described in more detail in Section 3.3 of this report.

The plutoniumtetrafluoridesource is of special interest, lt was

previouslyused as the calibrationsource for Hanford neutron dosimetersfrom

December 1964 until August 14, 1981, when it was replaced by a californium-252

fission source. In the 1960s much of the neutronexposure was the result of

processingplutoniumfluoride,which is an intermediatestep in the separation

of plutonium. Alpha particlesfrom plutoniuminteractwith fluorineto

produce neutrons,thus increasingthe neutronyield by a factor of 100 or

more.

Measurementsof the neutron energy spectrahave been made on similar

plutoniumsources in the laboratory,as discussedin BNWL-1262,Neutron

Spectraof PlutoniumCompounds, Part ]: 3He and Bl,i SpectrometerMeasqrements

(Brackenbushand Faust 1970). The resultsof these measurementsare shown

in Figure 1.1, which gives the fast neutronenergy_spectrum for plutonium

tetrafluoride(averageenergy 1.4 MEV), plutoniumdioxide (averageenergy

2.0 MEV), and plutoniummetal (averageenergy 2,0 MeV) sources. These mea-

surementswere made under carefullycontrolledconditions in the laboratory

" and provide the energy spectrafrom the source itself;no room scattercom-

ponent was measured.

; These spectra are not typical of neutronenergy spectra in the work

place, where the plutoniumis processedin glove boxes. The hydrogenous

shieldingprovidedby glove boxes, concretewalls and floors, and process
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equipmentresultsin a significantfractionof neutronsat low energies.A

TLD-albedoneutrondosimeteris I00 timesmore sensitiveto theselow energy

neutronsthan to I MeV neutrons,so theselow energyscatteredneutronsare

very important to the dosimeter response. Although these low energy scattered

neutrons contribute very little to dose equivalent, they often dominate the

responseof the TLD-albedo dosimeter.
&
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FIGURE1.1. NeutronEnergySpectrafor PlutoniumTetrafluoride,
PlutoniumDioxide,and PlutoniumMetalSources
(Source: Brackenbushand Faust1970)
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2.0 INSTRUMENTAT][ON

This section discussesthe instrumentsused to perform the spectral

e measurements. Most of the informationpresentedhere is contained in other

documents, but is includedso that the reader will have one document with all

the necessary information. The instrumentscovered include
e

• tissue equivalent proportionalcounters (TEPCs)to measure the
lineal energy distributionor LET, so that quality factorsand dose
equivalent can be calculatedfrom their definitions

• multisphereor Bonner sphere spectrometers,which provide low
resolutionneutronenergy spectracovering an energy range of
thermal to 20 MeV

. 3He proportionalcounter spectrometers,to providehigh-resolution
energy spectra over an energy range of 200 keV to 3 MeV

• survey instruments,includingthe Snoopy,the Hanford standard
neutron survey instrument,and a micro rem meter to measure
low-levelgamma dose rates

• personneldosimeters,includingthe Hanford multipurposedosimeter
and CR-3g track etch dosimeters.

Informationis provided on the principlesof operation,the energy response

of the device, the operatingrange, and sensitivityto neutrons and possible

interferingradiations. Detailed informationabout TEPCs is presented in

Appendix A of this report,and a descriptionof the multispherespectrometer

is given in Appendix B. If the reader is unfamiliarwith the terminologyused

in microdosimetry(e.g., lineal energy versus linear energy transfer),an

introductionto these concepts is provided in AppendixA.

With these instruments,there are theoreticallyat least three generic

methods to determinedose equivalent. The first is to use an instrument

that has a response per unit dose equivalent that mimics the fluence-to-dose

equivalentconversionfactor as a functionof incidentneutron energy. Unfor-B

tunately,no single such instrumentexists for the wide range of neutron

energies found in DOE facilities. Moderator-basedinstrumentssuch as the

. Snoopy or remball can be used over limited energy ranges and are reasonably

accurate if calibrated properlyfor the energy range in which they are used.
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A second method is to measure the incident neutron energy spectrum and

apply fluence-to-dose-equivalent conversion factors, which are published in

DOEOrder 5480.11 (DOE 1988) or NCRPReport 38 (NCI_P1971). The existing

published conversion factors are based on Monte Carlo computer code calcu-

lations performed over 20 years ago by scientists at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (Auxter et al. 1968) using a parallel beamof neutrons normally

incident on a cylindrical phantom 30 cm in diameter and 60 cm high. The dose

equivalent for a given energy was calculated by finding the highest neutron

dose at somedepth in the phantom. The charged particle spectrum was calcu-

lated; then the average quality factor was determined by looking at the LET

distribution and applying the definition of quality factor as a function of

LET (see Table 2.1). The dose equivalent at this energy was then calculated

from the product of the absorbed dose times the average quality factor deter-

mined from the LET distribution. The resulting quality factors are shown in

Table 2.2 as a function .of incident neutron energy.

The determination of neutron energy spectra does have distinct advan-

tages. If neutron quality factors are changed in the future, it will be
i

possible to calculate the effect of the changes from the neutron energy

spectrum and revised fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factors. Also, if

the incident neutron energy spectrum is determined as a function of direction,

it is possible to determine effective dose equivalent and mitigate the effects

oi: increases in neutron quality factors.

.TABLE2.]. The Dependenceof Quality Factor,Q(L), on Linear
Energy Transfer,I_o

in Water
keV/_m) .Quality Factor

<3.5 1
7.0 2

23. 5
53. 10 "

175. 20

Source: ICRU Report 20 (1971),page 4.
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TABLE 2.2. Quality Factorsand Fluence-to-Dose
EquivalentConversionFactors

Flux-to-DoseEquivalent
Neutron Energy Average Rate Conversion Factor

, (MEV) Ouality Factor (mrem/hper n/s-cre2)

2.5 x 10-e 2 0.00368
1 x 10-7 2 0.00368

" 1 x 10.6 2 0.00446
1 x 10"5 2 0.00446
1 x 10-4 2 0.00431
1 x 10-3 2 0.00368
1 x 10-2 2.5 0.00357
1 x 10-z 7.5 0.0217
5 x I0"z 11 0.0926
I 11 0.132
2.5 9 0.125
5 8 0.156
7 7 0.147

10 6.5 0.]47
14 7.5 0.208
20 8 0.227
40 7 0.250
60 5.5 0.227

1 x 102 4 0.179
2 x 102 3.5 0.192
3 x 102 3.5 0.227
4 x 10z 3.5 0.250

Source: NCRP Report 38 (1971),page 16.

However, this procedureresults in conservativeor upper limit values

for the dose equivalentfor a varietyof reasons. First, the highestdose

equivalentrate found at any depth in the phantom is applied to the entire

phantom. The model assumesa parallelbeam of neutrons normally incident

(i.e., at 90° to the axis of the cylinder),but neutrons usuallyarrive from

all angles; thus, the parallel beam model yields maximal values for the dose

equivalent. The calculateddose equivalentrepresentsmaximum values in the
P

phantom,which occur at differentdepths for differentneutron energies;

however, for polyenergeticneutron energy spectra,the conversion factorsare

. added togetheras if the maxima occurred at the same depth. Finally, there is

the problem of activationgamma rays. For slow and intermediateenergy

neutrons,recoil protonsfrom neutronscatterwith hydrogen results in very
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little energy transfer, At these energies the principalmechanism for energy

transfer is the absorptionof a slow neutron by hydrogen and the subsequent

emission of a 2.2 MeV gamma ray from deuterium. In the Monte Carlo computer

code calculations,activationgamma rays are includedas part of the neutron

dose. However, a gamma dosimeterwill record some of these gamma rays,

resulting in an overly conservativeestimationof the dose equivalent. These

problems are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A.

A third method of determiningdose equivalentis to measure the absorbed

dose as a function of LET and apply the definitionof quality factors as a

function of LET, as shown in Table 2.1. In principle,this can be accom-

plished using instrumentssuch as the TEPC.

2.1 TISSUE EQUIVALENTpROPORTIONALCOUNTERS

The TEPC consists of a hollow sphere of tissue equivalent (TE) plastic

filled with TE gas. An electrodeis placed in the counter to collect the

charge produced by interactionswith ionizingradiations. In commercially

availableproportionalcounters,the tissue equivalentplastic walls are

composedof Shonka A150 plastic (ICRU 1983, page 75} and are typically I/B-in.

thick. The insidediameter of the sphere varies between I/4 in. and 5 in. A

5-in. diameter single-wireTEPC was found to be the most useful for field

measurements.

From Bragg-Graycavity theory, the absorbeddose measured by the tissue

equivalentgas cavity is the same as that measured in the center of a sphere

of tissue equivalentgas, if the compositionsof the plastic walls and gas

cavity are identical_ Thus, the TEPC measures the absorbed dose in a sphere

of tissue-likematerial with a radius of I/8 in. If the compositionof TE

plastic is sufficientlyclose to that of tissue, this provides a direct

measure of absorbed dose in tissue. For neutronswith fissionenergies, the

energy deposition in TE plastic is very close to that in soft tissue.

lt is relativelyeasy to determine the absorbeddose with a tissue

equivalentproportionalcounter; the problem is how to determine quality

factors from the distributionof events in the TEPC. Unlike ordinary pro-

portionalcounters, the TEPC is operated at very low gas pressures, so that
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the gas cavity has the same stoppingpower as a I- or Z-pm sphere of tissue of

unit density. As a crude approximation,the energy deposited in the TEPC is

the product of the path length times the LET. However, the concept of linear

. energy transferbreaks down at these microscopiclevels. Particleswith the

same energy traversingthe same path will produce a distributionof event

sizes in the counter becauseof the statisticalnature of microscopic inter-

" actions. However, there are approximatemethods to convertthe lineal energy

distributionsmeasured by the TEPC to LET distributions,as explained in

Appendix B_ Within the errors of the approximationsand algorithmsused, it

is possibleto determine LET distributionsand hence quality factors from

their definition.

The dose equivalentcan be determinedfrom the TEPc measurementof

absorbeddose multipliedby the qualityfactor determinedfrom the definition

based on LET. However, this dose equivalent is not exactly the same as that

obtained from neutron energy spectrameasurements. The TEPC measures the

absorbedneutron dose and the energy deposition spectraat a fixed depth of

I/8 in. in a sphere of tissue-equivalentplastic. This is not the same as the

maximum absorbed neutrondose calculatedat any depth in a 30-cm diameter

cylindricalphantom.

Neut_nn and gamma events in the TEPC can be separatedon the basis of

the size of the event produced in the TEPC. Although there is some overlap

in the size of the events,gamma rays produceevents with lineal energies

below about 15 keV/pm. Thus, it is possible to determineneutron quality

factorsby analyzing=only those events with lineal energiesabove about

15 keV/pm. For fission energy neutrons,the average qualityfactors (Q)

calculatedfrom TEPC measurementsare remarkablyclose to the average neutron

quality factorsdetermined by weightingneutron quality factorsby measured

neutron energy spectra, as in Equation (2.1):

a

= _ Q(E) ¢(E)
¢(E) (2.1)

At neutronenergies above 20 MeV, the maximum in the absorbeddose occurs at a

depth greater than I/8 in., and the dose equivalentdetermined from TEPC
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measurementsare lower than those calculatedfrom neutronenergy spectrum

measurements. Also, for intermediateenergy neutrons,the primarymechanism

for energy transfer is the productionof 2_2-MeVgamma rays produced by the

absorptionof slow neutrons by hydrogen. The TEPC cannot distinguishbetween W

an external gamma ray and one producedby neutron activation. Thus, the

absorbed neutrondose and the qualityfactorsdetermined by TEPC measurements

are differentthan those calculated from neutron-energyspectrameasurements

for intermediateenergies. The importanceof these effects is shown in

Table A.5 in AppendixA. For fission spectraor lightly moderatedfission

spectra, the dose equivalentsdeterminedby TEPC measurementsare almost

identicalto those calculatedfrom neutron-energyspectrummeasurements. This

is becausemost of the dose is deliveredby hydrogen recoils (ratherthan

activationgammarays), and the maximum absorbeddose occurs near the surface

of the phantom (which is closelyapproximatedby the TEPC measurementat a

depth of I/8 in.).

2•2 MULTISPHERESPECTROMETER

The multispherespectrometerconsists of a set of five polyethylene

sphereswith differentdiameters, a cadmiumshield, and a 6LiI(Eu)scintil-

lator crystal attachedto a light pipe and photomultiplier,so that the

scintillatorcan be positioned at the center of the polyethylenespheres.

Seven differentdetector/moderatorconfigurationsare possible: a bare

detector, a cadmium-covereddetector, and the detector positioned at the

center of 3-, 5-, B-, I0-, and 12-in. polyethylenespheres.

The scintillatorresponds to slow neutronsto produce a distinct peak in

the spectrum producedby the light emittedby the scintillator. The number of

counts in the neutron-inducedpeak varieswith the incidentneutron energy and

detector/moderatorconfiguration• Low energy neutrons are easily thermalized

by small amountsof moderator, so the small sphereshave a large response per

incidentneutron. Thermal neutrons are absorbed before they reach the center

of the largest spheres, so the responseof the largest spheres is quite low.

At high neutron energies,there is not sufficientmoderator in the smaller

spheres, so the response per incidentneutron is low. However, the largest

spheres contain sufficientmoderatorto thermalize a significantfraction of
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the incident fast neutrons,and the response is high. Thus, fromthe count

rates in the various detectors, it is possible to determine an approximate

energy spectrumover a wide range of neutronenergies.

As explainedin Appendix B, the slow neutroncount rate is determined

from the seven differentdetector/moderatorconfigurations. These data are

, used as input to the computercode SPUNIT (Brackenbushand Scherpelz 19B3).

The computer code determinesthe neutron flux in 26 energy bins from the seven

measurements. Mathematically,this is an underdefinedproblem, and there are

an infinitenumber of mathematicallycorrect solutions. The SPUNIT computer

code chooses the most probable physicallycorrect solution,based on an

initialguess of a fissionspectrum for the shape of the spectrum. The code

determinesan approximateenergy spectrumover a range of neutrun energies

from thermal to 20 MeV. The shape of the spectrum for intermediBteenergy

neutrons is only an approximation,becausethere is no detector in the set

of spheres that gives a unique responseto intermediateenergy neutrons.

Large variations in the intermediateneutron flux produce very little change

in the response of the spheresused in the multisphereset. Thus, the

intermediateenergy neutrons are not always determinedwith sufficient

accuracy to allow one to directly calculatethe response of TLD-albedo

dosimeters.

The dose equivalentscalculatedfrom a multispherespectrometerare

reasonablyaccurate for fission sourcesand moderatedfission sources, such as

the D20-moderated252Cfsource (see Section4.0 of this report). The response

of TL_-albedodosimeterscan be determinedby exposing them in the neutron

fields where the dose equivalentrate has been determinedfrom multisphere

spectrometermeasurements.

2.3 3He SPECTROMETER

• The 3He spectrometerprovides better energy resolutionthan the

multispherespectrometerand is useful over a shorterenergy range. The 3He

proportionalcounter spectrometerused in these measurementsprovided neutron

energy spectra over a range of about 200 keV to 3 MeV. This sectionprovides

informationon the theory of operation,how the neutron energy spectrum is

derived, and the limitationsand advantagesof the 3He spectrometer.
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The basis for the use of 3He proportionalcounters as neutron-en:rgy

spectrometersis the nuclearreaction:

3He + n --> IH + 3H + 764 keV (2.2)

Neutrons interactwith 3He gas in tllecounterto form a proton and a triton

with the release of 764 keV of energy from the nuclearreaction. Because the

proton and triton are charged particles,they interactwith the gas in the

counter, and the output pulse is proportionalto the energy depositedin the

proportionalcounter gas.

If the proton and triton are stoppedwithin the counter, the total

energy deposited is the initialenergy of the neutron plus the 764 keV, the Q

value of the reaction. A thermalneutron producesa single peak at 764 keV of

energy,which is convenientfor energy calibration. In addition,the positive

Q value of the reaction is often sufficientlyhigh that gamma rays will

deposit significantlyless energy in the counter. Thus, neutrons and gamma

rays cen easily be separatedby pulse heightdiscrimination.

The probabilityof a 3He(n,p)Treaction depends on the amount of 3He gas

present and the energy of the incidentneutrons. Helium-3 has a cross-section

that is proportionalto the inverseof the velocityof the neutron at low

energies;for thermalneutrons,the cross-sectionis 5327 barn. Becauseof

the high cross-sectionfor low energies,the 3He proportionalcountermust be

encased in a slow neutron absorbersuch as cadmiumor boron to prevent pulse

pile-up from distorting the recorded spectrum.

There are several problemsthat limit the usefulnessof 3H_ proportional

counters for spectrometricapplications:

• Pulse pile-up can occur if the count rate exceeds about
100 counts/second. Unless specialprecautionsare taken to
reduce the count rate from thermalneutrons,the lower energy
portion of the spectrumwill be distortedby chance coincidences
betweenneutron events and gamma events. [See page 14 of
NUREG/CR-3610(Brackenbushet al. 1984) for methodsto estimate the
amount of pulse pile-up and how it affects the analyzeddata.]

• The lowest detectableenergy is determinedby the resolution of the
proportionalcounter and by the peak producedby thermal neutrons,
which overlaps very low-energyneutron events. Currently available
3He proportionalcounters have a resolutionof about 25%, so that
the practicallower energy limit is about 30 keV. However, tubes
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with higher pressuresabove about ] atmospherehave problemswith
gamma events being mistaken for low-energyneutronevents. Also,
great care must be taken in selectionof tubes with good resolu-
tion. Some tubes have non-lineargains, such that thermal neutrons
produce a few higher energy pulses that can be mistaken for low-

, energy neutrons.

• At energies above 1.02 MeV there are competingnuclear reactions
that produce pulses that can be confusedwith the desired°He(n,p)T

" reaction and complicatethe proper interpretationof spectraldata.
Some of these competingreactionscan be eliminated by rise time or
pulse shape analysis,but this complicatesthe measurement
apparatus.

• Some neutron-inducedevents occur near the wall or end of the
counter. Charged particlesstrikingthe wall will not depositall
of their energy in the sensitivevolume of the counter, and the
resulting pulse will be confusedwith lower energy neutroneventS.
The computer analysiscode used to unfold the spectrummust correct
for the wall events.

In spite of these apparentlimitations,the 3He proportionalspectrometer

offers some distinct advantages:

• The 3He detectors are reasonablysensitivefor neutronswith
energies below about I MeV. Few other spectrometersoperatewell
in this energy region.

• The data analysisof the 3He proportionalcounter is straight-
forward if the energy range is restricted. If many neutronswith
energies above about 5 MeV are present,the data analysisbecomes
quite complicated. Higher pressuretubes (with fillingsabove
about I atmosphere)are more sensitiveto higher-energyneutrons,
but gamma rays can deposit sufficientenergy to be confusedwith
neutron events. Thus, the usefulenergy range is somewhat
restricted. PuF. emits neutrons in the proper energy range for
the 3He counter {o be useful.

• The componentsnecessaryto constructa 3He proportionalcounter
are commerciallyavailable,moderatelyexpensive, and perhapsmore
rugged than those of other types of spectrometers.

• The 3He spectrometeris self-calibratingby using the 764 keV peak
produced by slow neutrons.

A computer code called HESTRIPwas written to analyzethe data from 3He

proportionalcounters. A Monte Carlo code was used to generate the response

function for the proportionalcounter as a function of energy. The code uses

the response functionto remove wall events from the pulse height spectrum,
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then corrects for the 3He cross-section to determine the incident neutron flux

over an energy range of 100 keV to about 3 MeV. A more detailed description

is given in Section 3 of PNL-6620, Vol. 2 (Brackenbush et al. ]988) and in

NUREG/CR-3610, PNL-4943 (Brackenbush et al. 1984).
i

f

2.4 SURVEyINSTRUMENTS
J

Neutron survey instruments, such as the Snoopy or Eberline PNR-4

"remball," are traditionally used to determine dose equivalent rates. These

devices consist of a 9-in.-diameter cylinder or sphere of polyethylene. A

boron trifluoride or 3He proportional counter is positioned at the center of

the moderator to detect slow neutrons. Over a range of neutron energies, the
count rate measured atthe center of the moderator follows the curve of the

neutron fluence-to-dose-equivalent conversion factor curve as a function of

incident neutron energy.

Some instrument manufacturers claim an accuracy of 15% over an energy

range of thermal to 20 MeV. But measurements at the Physikalish Technische

Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig, Germany, have shown that the response of

commercially available neutron survey meters is far from ideal (Lesikecki and

Cosack 1984). The data of Lesiecki and Cosack demonstrate that a typical

survey meter underestimates the dose equivalent by a factor of 2 at 14 MeV and

overestimates the dose equivalent by factors of 2 to 3 at 20 keV. Survey

instruments also exhibit changes in response with the direction of incidence

of the neutrons due to absorption and scattering of neutrons by the elec-

tronics packages attached to the moderator/detector. This can also result in

40% variation in response, depending upon the direction of incidence.

For plutonium and plutonium compounds,most of the neutrons that

contribute significantly to dose equivalent have energies between 100 keV and

about 5 MeV. In this energy range, commercially available neutron survey

instrumentsfunctionquite weil, particularlyif they are carefullycalibrated

with 252Cfneutron sources. Moderate amountsof shielding (less than 6 in. of

acrylic plastic or other moderator)do not alter the spectrum sufficientlyto

introducelarge errors in the surveymeter measurements.
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2.5 PERSONNELNEUTRONDOSIMETERS

This section describestwo types of personneldosimeters,electrochemic-

ally etched CR-39 foils and TLD-albedodosimeters,and the energy ranges over

" which these dosimeterscan be used.

2.5.1 CR-39 Nuclear Track Dosimeter@
e

Nuclear track detectorswere discoveredby R. L. Fleischer,B. Price,

and R. M. Walker at the GeneralElectric ResearchLaboratoriesin Schenectady,

New York, in the early 1960s. The book Nuclear Tracks in Solids (Fleischer

1975) contains an excellentreview of the subject. One of the first neutron

dosimetersusing track etch material in contactwith fissionablematerialwas

developedat Hanford in 1964-1966(Baumgartnerand Brackenbush1966). More

recently,L. Tomassinodiscoveredthat electrochemicallyetched CR-3g plastic

(diallyldiglycol carbonate)offered superiorenergy response for neutron

dosimetry (Tommasino1970). Work has progressedat P_ILand at Lawrence

LivermoreLaboratoriesto develop a fast neutrondosimetrysystem using

improvedCR-39 plastic. Neutrondosimetryusing CR-39 became practicalwith

the developmentof "dosimetrygrade" CR-39 and detailed studiesof the etching

parameters,stability,energy response,and angularresponse of improved
materials.

When heavy charged particlespass through solid materials,they produce

a damaged volume that is susceptibleto chemical attack. The CR-3g plastic

is especially useful,becauseproton recoils from films on the surfaceof the

CR-39 or the CR-39 itself producesdamaged sites that are easily etched by

exposing the foil to an alternatingelectric field in a caustic potassium

hydroxidesolution. The electrochemicallyetched tracks are readily visible

under a low-powermicroscope. The number of tracks per unit area is directly

proportionalto the neutrondose over a fairly wide range of energies above

about 100 keV. The number of tracks per unit area is determined by an auto-

" mated optical reader, and the track density is convertedinto a fast neutron

dose equivalent (Hankinset al. 1987).

" Laboratoriesuse materialsfrom various sources,and the reader is

cautionedthat some materialsmay not have the same etchingparameters and

energy responses as the materialused in this study. The CR-39 foils are
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nominally25-mii (0.63S-mm)thick with 5-mil (O.127-mm)polyethylenefilms on

both sides to protect the surface. For the exposures in the field, two foils

were inserted side by side in a plasticbadge holder taped to the surfaceof

the acrylicplastic phantom.

After exposure,the CR-3g dosimeterswere electrochemicallyetched at

2500 V using Homann-typeetch chambersand the etchingproceduredescribed by

D. E. Hankins in UCRL-53833,Rev. I (Hankinset al. 1989). This procedure

results in a more uniform sensitivity(tracksper neutron) for neutrons with

energies between 200 keV and about 5 MeV, a range which encompassesmost of

the neutronsemitted by plutoniumand plutoniumcompounds. The energy

dependenceof electrochemicallyetched CR-3g dosimeters using this procedure

is given in Figure 2.1. Note that the etched surface is the surface towards

the source and away from the phantom in these studies. (This results in

slightly higher sensitivity,becausethe polyethylenecovering has a higher

hydrogen densitythan CR-3g itself.)

Like TLD-albedo dosimeters,CR'3g exhibits a strong angulardependence,

as shown in Figure 2.2 (Hankinset al. 1989). This is a seriousproblem for

personneldosimetryat present, but may be of benefit if CR-3g dosimetersare

used to estimate effectivedose equivalentin which the directionof incidence

of the neutrons must be evaluatedfor determiningthe proper conversion

factors. In this study, the dosimeterswere placed on the surfaceof acrylic

plasticphantoms,dimensions40 cm by 40 cm by 25 cm, which were positioned at

right angles to the neutron sources (the 0° position shown in Figure 2.2).

2.5.2 TLD-AlbedoDosimeters

The TLD-albedodosimeter is the most widely used personnelneutron

dosimeter in DOE facilities. This dosimeteremploys a slow neutrondetector

worn on the surfaceof the body. Fast neutrons strike the body and are

moderated and reflected,and then return to the surfacewhere they are

detected by the TLDs. Becausethe neutrons are reflectedback from the body,

the dosimeter is also called "albedo." At HanfordTLDs are used in pairs; one

type (such as TLD-600) is sensitiveto both slow neutrons and gamma rays, and

a second (such as TLD-700) is sensitiveonly to gamma rays. The neutron

response is determined from the difference in response of the paired TLDs.
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Thermoluminescentdosimetersconsistof crystalsdopedwith certain

impuritiesto create energy traps in the crystallinelattice. When these

materials are heated,they emit visible light that is proportionalto the

amount of energy stored in the traps• At HanfordTLDs are used for neutron

dosimetry;the crystalscontain BLi that absorbs slow neutrons and emits alpha

particles• These alpha particlesdeposit energy in the crystal lattice,which

is stored until the TLD crystal is heated in a suitable reader with a photo-

multiplierto measure the amount of light emitted.

The TLD-albedo dosimetershave several advantagesover other types of

passive personnelneutrondosimeters:

• TL_-albedodosimeters always give some indicationwhen exposed to a
significantneutron dose.

• They are relativelyinexpensiveand can be reused many times•

. They are simple to fabricate,lightweight,and easy to wear.

• They are insensitiveto humidityand moderatemechanical shock•

• Readout is relativelysimple,Covers a wide dosimeterresponse
range, and automatedreaders are availableto process thousandsof
dosimeters.

There are also severaldisadvantagesin using TLD-albedodosimeters:

• The most importantdisadvantageis that the response of the
TLD-albedodosimeter is highly energy-dependent. Errors of a
factor of 10 are possible if the dosimeter is not properly
calibrated•

• TLDs are also sensitiveto mixed radiations,and significanterrors
can occur if the dosimeteris not properly designedto correct for
the effects of gamma and beta radiations•

• Many TLD-albedo dosimeters,includingthe Hanfordmultipurpose
dosimeter,must be worn flat against the body for the dosimeterto
function properly. They cannot be worn dangling from a necklace or
lanyard•

• TLDs do not providea permanentrecord that can be reread at a
later time; if the reader malfunctionsduring operation,the
dosimeterreading can be lost.
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• TLDs must be carefully annealed to preserve the accuracy of their
calibration.

• SomeTLDs may exhibit fading problems with ttme_ especially at
elevated temperatures, such as being stored on the dashboard of

" automobiles.

The severe energy responseproblem of TLD-albedodosimeters is demon-

, stratedin Figure 2.3. A simplisticexplanationof the variation in response

with energy is that high energy neutrons must penetratefurther into the body

before they are thermalized. The deeper into to body the neutron penetrates

before being thermalized,the greater the probabilityof being absorbed before

the slow neutron can return to the surfaceof the body where the TLD-albedo

dosimeter is worn.
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FIGURE2.3. Energy Dependenceof Various TLD-Albedo Dosimeters
(Source: Piesch and Bergkhardt 1978)
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Detallsof the construction,calibration,andmethodsof dose inter-

pretationof the Hanfordmultipurposedosimeterhave beenpublishedelsewhere

(Kocheret al. 1971;Fix et al. 1981r).The neutrondosimetryportionof the

multipurposebadgeconsistsof threeLIF "chips"correspondingto positions3,

4, and 5 in Figures2.4. Two of the chips(positions3 and4) are isotopic-

ally enrichedto a maximumof 95% BLIto respondto neutrons,and the remain-

ing chip (position5) is enrichedto 99.993%7LIto respondprimarilyto gamma r "

rays. Figure2.4 showsthe positionof the thermoluminescent(TL)chipsin

the plasticdosimetercard,and the frontand back viewsof the dosimeter

holderwhichalsoholdsa securitycredential.Table2.3 providesdetailsof

the filtermaterialsand dimensions.

The SLi(n,_)cross-sectionis about1000barn for thermalneutronsand

about0.3 barn for I.O-MeVneutrons;therefore,we can assumethat the BLiF

chip respondsonly to slowneutrons,whichoriginatefromthe sourceor are

producedby fastneutronsmoderatedand reflectedfromthe body. The "bare"

BLiFchip at position3 respondsto the backscatteredneutronsfromthe body

as well as to incidentneutrons. The BLichip in position4 is shieldedfrom

incidentslowneutronsby placing0.51mm of cadmiumin frontof it. However,

a smallcorrectionmust be made for neutronsthatdiffusearoundthe cadmium

filter.

Traditionally,the Hanfordmultipurposedosimeterwas evaluatedby the

followingmethod. The responseof the chip is proportionalto the

neutronreactionratein the chip,whichis the numberof 6Liatomsmultiplied

by the BLi(n,e)cross-sectionand the slowneutronfluxreachingthe TLD chip.

The slowneutronfluxreachingthe chiporiginatesfrom I) slow neutronsfrom

the source(Cs),2) backscatteredslowneutronsthatdiffusearoundthe

cadmiumfilter(Cs'),and3) fastneutronsfromthe sourcethat are moderated

and returnto the TLD as slowneutrons(el'). If we ignorephotonresponse,

the responseof chip 3 is the sum of the directslowneutronresponseand the

backscatteredslowneutronsthatdiffusearoundthe cadmiumand the back-

scatteredfastneutrons:

R_= c [ Cs + Cs' + Cf' ] (2.3)
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I_._,_.Z__. Description of the Filters Used at Each Position
in the Hanford Multipurpose Dosimeter

Thickness
Position Pescrt vt ton (mtl) (mq/cmz)

1. Front Security credential 32.6 83
Dosimeter card Teflon 2.0 5
Total 88

W

Back Badge holder 7.1 56
Dosimeter card Tefl on 2.,0 6
Total 61

2. Front Security credential 33.0 84
Badge holder 41.0 84
A1uminumfi 1ter 26.6 182
Dosimeter card Teflon 2.0 5
Total 356

Back Badge holder 40.6 85
Aluminum filter 27.3 187
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0
Total 277

3. Front Security credential 33.0 84
Badge holder 25.6 53
Tin filter 41.0 760
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0 5
Total 902

Back Badge holder 28.5 59
Tin filter 41.3 766
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0 5

830

4. Front Securitycredential 33.0 84
Badge holder 25.8 54
Cadmiumfilter 20.8 457
Tin filter 21.1 391
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0 __i
Total 991

Back Badge holder 25.8 54
Tin filter 41.0 760 *
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0 5
Total 819
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TABLE2,.:_.. (continued)

Thickness
Position DescriDtion (mil) (ma/cmz)

, 5. Front Security credential 33.0 84
Badge holder 25.8 54
Tin filter 40.9 758
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0

" Total 901

Back Badge hol d_r 25.0 52
Tin filter 41.1 768
Dosimetercard Teflon 2.0 5

825

Densities used for calculations:
Teflon 1.0 g/cre2
ABS plastic in holder 0.82
Aluminum filter 2.70
Cadmium fiIter 8.65
Tin filter 7.30

Ignoringthe photon response,the response of chip 4 is just the slow neutrons

that diffuse around the cadmiumfilter and the backscatteredfast neutrons

that are moderatedby the body:

R4 " C [¢ s' + Cf' ] (2.4)

where R3 and R4 are the thermoluminescentresponsesof chips 3 and 4, respec-

tively, and c is an arbitraryconstantof proportionality. The difference

betweenR3 and R4 can be relatedto the incidentthermal neutrondose by

subtractingEquation (2.4) from Equation (2.3):

incidentslow neutron dose = (Ra - R4)/k4 mrem (2.5)

where k4 is a calibrationconstant. By exposing the badge to a source of

pure thermalneutrons,Cf and el' are zero, so that Equations(2.3) and (2.4)
become:

,w Ra = c [ Cs + Cs' ] (2.6)

R4 -" c [ Cs ] (2.7)

" Using Equations(2.6) and (2.7),the ratio of backscatteredthermal to

incidentthermalneutrons can be defined as a constant:

k5 = Cs'/¢s" R4 / (R3 " R4) (2.8)
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Equatton (2,B) can be rewritten to gtve the response of chip 4 to back-
scattered slow neutrons:

R4 - ks (Ra - R4) (2.9)

Equation (2.9) is needed in the determinationof the fast neutrondose.

Subtractingthat portionof the backscatteredneutronsdue to slow neutrons

(k5¢,) from the bracketedterm in Equation (2.4),yields a responseof R4 that

is proportionalto el. This can then be relatedto the fast neutron dose.

The 6LiF chips are a';sosensitiveto photons, so a chip of 7LiFm_terial

is placed in position 5 and shieldedfront and back by 1.02 mm of tin to

prevent beta particlesand low-energyphotons from interactingand possibly

causing statisticalproblems in low neutrondose interpretationsin mixed

radiationfields. The TL chip in position3 is similarlyshielded and the

chip in position 4 has 1.02 mm of tin on the back and 0.51 mm on the front

betweenthe cadmium and the chip. This arrangementis designed to make all

three shieldsphoton-equivalentand helps reducethe photon contributionfrom

the activatedcadmium in position 4.

The fast neutron dose is proportionalto the response of chip 4 minus

both a correctionfor gamma rays and a correctionfor slow neutrons that

diffuse around the cadmium filter. The correctionfor gamma rays is given by

the response of chip 5 multiplied by a constantto take into account the

differences in chip sensitivitybetweenTLD-6OOs and TLD-7OOs. The correction

for slow neutrons that diffuse around the cadmium filter is given by Equa-

tion (2.9). The fast neutrondose is then interpretedusing the equation:

fast neutron dose - [ R4 - kBR5 - ks(R3 - R4) ] / k7 mrem (2.10)

where ks is a correctionfactor for the differencesin photon sensitivity

between the 6LiF and 7LiFchips, and k7 is a calibrationconstant. The

various constantscan be evaluatedby making exposuresto fast and thermal

neutron sources. This formulationis quite simplistic and only functionsfor ,

a single fast-neutronenergy spectrum. Additionalcorrectionfactorsmust be

applied to correct for differencesin the response to different spectra in the

work place. One of the goals of this study is to derive these correction

factors and obtain data to derive improveddosimeterevaluationalgorithms.
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3.0 MEASUREMENTFACILITIES

This sectiondescribes the neutronsources used and the facilitiesin

which the measurementswere performed. Verificationmeasurementswere

performed at the PNL CalibrationLaboratoryin the 318 Building on the Hanford

Site to verify the accuracyof the detectorsused. These verificationmea-

surementswere performedusing bare and D20-moderated2S2cfsources calibrated

by NIST. Field measurementswere performedat the Plutonium FinishingPlant

(PFP) in the 234-5 Building,using plutoniummetal, plutoniumfluoride,and

plutoniumoxide sources. Dosimeterswere exposed to bare sources and to

sourcesshielded by acrylic plastic slabs. Details of the facilitiesand the

sourcesused are presentedin this section.

3.1 DESCRIPTIONOF FACILITIES

The detector verificationmeasurementswere performed in the PNL

CalibrationLaboratoryin the 318 Building. The field measurementswith

plutoniumsourceswere conductedat the PFP in the 234-5 Building.

3.1.1 CalibrationLaboratory

The CalibrationLaboratorywas specificallydesigned for calibration

measurementsunder very low-scatterconditions. The low-scatterroom for

neutronc_librationswas constructedwith massiveconcrete walls, 10 m by 14 m

by 9 m (30 ft by 42 ft by 27 ft), with the neutron sourcespositioned in the

approximatecenter of the room at 4 m (12 ft) above the floor. The sources

are moved to the irradiationposition on a tower using a pneumatictransfer

system. An aluminum gratingplatform surroundingthe tower helps to minimize

neutron scatter. A more detailed descriptionof the facility is given in the

paper by J. C. McDonald (1988) in Operationof a Proficiencv_TestinqLabora-

tor.yfor RadiationDosimeter_s,PNL-SA-15532,presentedat the National

Conferenceof StandardsLaboratories1988 Workshop and Symposium,pages 19-I

to 19-11.

. Two dosimetryaccreditationprograms use this facility: the DOELAP,

based on the DOE standardDepartmentof Enerq.yStandard for Performance

Testing of PersonnelDosime.tr.ySystems (DOE 1986a); and the National Voluntary
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LaboratoryAccreditationProgram (NVLAP),operated by NIST and based on ANSl

StandardN13.11, American NationalStandard for Dosimetry,personnelDosimetry

Performance- Criteria for Testing (ANSI 1983).

To verify the consistency(or traceability)of the PNL measurementswith

nationalstandards,the PNL CalibrationLaboratoryuses a hierarchialsystem

of calibrationsstandards. In order to achievemeasurementsof national

standardsquality, the PNL CalibrationLaboratoryis participatingin a >

measurementsquality assurance(MQA) program in conjunctionwith NIST. In

addition,the 2S2Cfneutron sourcesused in the laboratoryare periodically

calibratedat NIST. The standardsthat form the basis for the dosimeter

proficiencytesting programs requirethat the overall uncertaintyin the

irradiationnot exceed 5%; the overall uncertaintyin the neutron irradiations

from the 2S2Cfsources is estimatedat 4.2% (see data from Table 2 of

PNL-SA-155J_,McDonald 1988).

3.1.2 Plutonium Finishingplan_

Measurementswith plutoniumsourceswere performedat the PFP in room

179C of the 234-5 Building. This locationwas selected for a variety of

reasons. Room 179C has the necessaryhandlingprocedures,criticalitysafety

specifications,physical security,and trainedtechniciansto allow kilogram

quantitiesof plutoniumto be left unattendedfor the severaldays required to

perform the necessarymeasurements. A plan view of the physical layout of

Room 179C is given in Figure 3.1. The room is large enough that nearby equip-

ment will not cause significantneutron scatterwhen the plutoniumsource is

positionedin the middle of the room. However,the glove boxes at a distance

of 295 cm (9 ft, 8 in.) from the source containedsome plutonium,and a

definite increase in the neutronbackgroundwas observed near the glove boxes.

In retrospect,it may have been better to locate the sources farther away frown

the glove boxes to reduce the neutron background.

The plutonium sourceswere positionedBt the approximatecenter of the

room on an aluminum table (a slide projector supportstand),which was 100 cm

(3 ft, 4 in.) above the floor. Various detectorswere positionedaround the
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FIGURg 3.1. Plan View of Room 1791; Where the Plutonium
Measurements Were Performed.

sources at a height of about ]05 cm (3 ft, 6 in.) above the concrete floor.

The TEPC and multisphere detectors were positioned on tripods, which produced

minimal scatter of neutrons. The acrylic plastic phantoms were placed on

aluminum tables to support the heavy weight, and the center of the phantom was

positioned at about 105 cm (3 ft, 6 in.) above the floor to match the center

of the plutonium sources. For the measurements made behind acrylic plastic

shielding, the 40-cm-by-40-cm (16-in.-by-16-in.) slabs of plastic were

supported on another aluminum table positioned near the source.

For the measurementsmade with the plutoniummetal and plutoniumoxide

sources, the acrylicplastic phantoms for the personneldosimeterswer_

, positioned as shown in Figure 3.1 to minimize the influencefrom neutrons from

the glove boxes. At the positionnearest the glove box, the I0.2-cm (4-in.)

thick phantomprovided shieldingto greatlyreduce the background. A second

phantomwas positionedat 90= to the glove box. The sensitivityof TLD-albedo
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and CR-39 dosimeters is significantly reduced for neutrons striking the

dosimeters from the side. With this arrangement, the neutron dose equivalent

corrected for room background should be applicable for the dosimeter

exposures.

3.2 NEUTRONSOURCES

This sectiondescribesthe neutron sourcesused for the measurements.

Two calibrated 2S2Cfneutron sourceswere used for the verificationmeasure-

ments in the 31B Building,as described in Section 3.2.1. The field measure-

ments were performedwith plutoniummetal, plutoniumoxide, and plutonium

fluoride sources, as describedin Section3.2.2.

3.2.1 CalibratedNeutron Sources

Two different252Cfneutron sources, labelled source 318-38 and source

318-167, were used for the verificationmeasurementsin the PNL Calibration

Laboratory. Both of these sourceshave neutronemission rates and dose

equivalent rates determinedby NIST, as shown in Table 3.1. Followingthe

protocol of ANSI N13.11 (ANSI 1983), the neutrondose equivalent rates are

evaluated at a centerlinedistance of 50 cm (20 in.) from the source;the

dose equivalentrate at other distancesup to I m (3.3 ft) is calculated

using simple inversesquare attenuation. This neglects the effectsof room

scatter,which is acceptablefor distancesof less than I m (3.3 ft).

Correctionsfor the decay of the ZS2Cfsourcesare made by assuminga half-

life of 2.645 years. Two different irradiationgeometrieswere used for the

calibrationmeasurements: a bare geometry,in which the ZS2Cfsource was

contained in the "rabbit"capsule used for the pneumatictransfer system and a

moderatedgeometry, in which the 2S2Cfsource is enclosed in a 30-cm (12-in.)

diameter sphere of deuteriumoxide, that considerablysoftens the spectra.

The 2S2Cfmaterial is in the form of an oxide, which is containedin a

SR-Cf-IO0capsule. This capsule is cylindricalwith porous platinum plugs

on each side of the 2S2Cfto allow venting of the helium and fissiongases

to prevent the build-upof high-pressuregases inside the source capsule.

The source is doubly encapsulated. The primaryencapsulationis with a 90%

platinum-t0%rhodium alloy cylinder positionedinside a secondary
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encapsulation consisting of Zircalloy-2. The SR-Cf-]O0 capsule is contained

inside an aluminum capsule used for the pneumatic transfer system.

As a result of the encapsulation, the spectrum from the ZS2cf source is

- softened (i.e., lowered in energy)due to scatterwithin the source encapsu-

lation. The neutron energy spectrumfrom the bare ZSZCfsource inside the

aluminumtransfer capsule is shown in Figure 3.2, along with calculated

spectrapresented in the InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization(ISO),

Standard8529 (ISO 1986). The averageenergy of the encapsulatedneutron

source is calculated to be 2.01 MeV, based on the calculationsof Hertel and

McDonald (1990). The fluence-to-dose-equivalentconversionfactor for this

source is calculatedto be 3.32 x I0"smrem-cm2 (Herteland McDonald 1990).

Becausethere is more material at the ends of the cylindricalcapsules,

neutrons are preferentiallyscatteredout the sides of the cylinder. As a

result, the neutron flux at 90o to the axis of the cylinder is calculatedto

be 7.1% higher than expected from isotropicemission (Herteland McDonald

1990). Dosimeters and instrumentsare usually irradiatedat the 90o position,

so the dose equivalentrate must be corrected by the anisotropyfactor to

accountfor the increase in fluencedue to scatterwithin the source

encapsulation.

To provide a lower-energyneutronenergy spectrum,it is possible to

mount a 30-cm (12-in.)diameter sphere of D20 around the 2S2Cfsources. The

D20-moderatedsphere representsone extreme of moderatedfission spectra,

while the bare 252Cfsource representsthe other. The low-energyDzO-moderated

spectrum is used to simulate the much softer neutronenergy spectrum found in

commercialnuclear power plants,and is recommendedfor performancetesting of

personnelneutron dosimetersby the ANSI StandardN-13.11 (1983). However, it

should be noted that the D20-moderated252Cfsourcedoes not yield a neutron

energy spectrum similar to that of commercialnuclear reactors,but the

. responseper unit dose equivalentof a typical TLD-albedodosimeter is similar

to that from a dosimeter exposedto the lower energy spectrumfound in nuclear

reactors (Brackenbushet al. 1984).

Calculationsby Hertel and McDonald (1990) demonstratethat the mode-

rated spectrum is highly dependenton the amount of hydrogen oxide present in
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the deuterium oxide. In the PNL sphere, the DzO is considered to be 99.7%

pure; the amount of hydrogen oxide is Inconsequential for altering the neutron

energy spectrum.

The PNL sphere is 30 CB (12 in.) in diameter to the inner surface of a

steel sphere containing the DzO, and the outer surface is covered with 0.5 mm
(0.02 in.) of cadmium metal to eliminate thermal neutrons. Because the PNL

sphere is mounted on a pneumatic source transfer system, it has a 4-cm

(1.6-in.) diameter hole to allow the encapsulated 252Cf source to be posi-

tioned at the geometric center of the sphere. This hole has a larger diameter

than the holes in similar moderatorsused at other facilities.

Monte Carlo calculationsby Hertel and McDonald (1990) indicatethat the

neutron energy from the D20-moderated2S2Cfsource is somewhatharder due to a

larger void in the sphere. As shown in Table 3.2, the averageenergy of the

PNL sphere was 0.615 MeV. Calculatedfluenceswere convertedto dose

equivalent using the ICRP Report 21 (ICRP 1973) conversionfactors evaluated

at the logarithmicmidpointsof the energy bins. The averagefluence-to-dose-

equivalentconversion factor for the PNL sphere is 1.04 x I0"smrem-cm2, based

on the MCNP calculationsthat the ENDF/B-Vcross-section set. The neutron

energy spectra calculatedfrom the MCNP calculations(Herteland McDonald

1990) are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The sharp dips in the spectrum

correspondto absorptionresonancesin the oxygen cross-section.

In conclusion,the bare and D20-moderated2S2Cfsources are used to

representthe two extremes in neutron energy spectra found at Hanford. The

bare source in the low scatterconditionsis expected to simulate the

"hardest"spectrumlikely to be encounteredin the processingof plutonium.

The D20-moderatedsource is expected to simulatethe lowest energy spectrum

that may be encounteredbehind massive shields. Both the bare and D20-

moderated 2S2Cfsources are recommendedfor use in the DOELAP standard (DOE

1986a) for testing personnelneutrondosimeterperformance.

.,4
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TABLE 3 ]. NeutronDose EquivalentRates from NIST-Calibrated
' 2S2cfNeutron Sources

Initial InitialDose
Initial Source Equivalent

" Source Calibration Size Rate at 50 cm
N_imber Confiquration i Dat_ (ma) i(mrem/h)

, 318-38 Bare 5/2/83 0.795 9654.5

318-38 D20-moderated 5/2/83 0.795 2343.6

318-167 Bare 9/7/89 1.47 13089.

318-167 D20-moderated 9/7/89 1.47 3158.5

TABLE 3.2. Neutron Fluence-to-Dose Equivalent Conversion Factors
from the D.O-Moderated ZS2cfNeutron Sources at PNL
and Other _alibrationFacilities

Fluence-to-Dose

Equivalent_acto_ Average Energy
Source (mrem-cm_ (MEV)

ISO 8529 0.916 x 10-5 0.541

LLNL sphere 0.985 x 10-s 0.557

NIST sphere 0.929 x ]0"s 0.548
(MCNP)

PNL sphere 1.04 x 10-5 0.615
(MCNP)

Source: Hertel and McDonald 1990.
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3.2.2 PlutoniumSource_

Three differentplutoniumsourceswere used to representthe major

sourcesof neutron exposure to workers at Hanford. These includeda plutonium

. metal source,a plutoniumoxide source,and a plutoniumfluoride source;the

characteristicsof these sources are summarizedin Table 3.3. The isotopic

. compositionsfor the plutoniumare shown in Table 3.4.

In the early days of Hanford,PuF4 was perhaps the most significant

source of exposure to neutrons,because it is an importantintermediatestep

in the productionof plutonium. The neutronemission rate from plutonium

fluoride is over 100 times higher than that from pure plutoniummetal. The

high neutronemission is caused by alpha particlesfrom plutonium (and its

daughter,americium)reactingwith fluorineto produceneutrons. As explained

in Section I of this report,the neutronsfrom F(e,n) reactionshave a lower

averageenergy, about 1.4 MeV, than the fissionneutrons from plutoniummetal.

These lower energy neutrons are easier to shieldwith hydrogenousshielding,

such as acrylicplastic placed over the windows of glove boxes. More

importantly,the lower energy neutrons from F(_,n) reactionsare more readily

thermalized,and hence producea greater responseper unit dose equivalent in

TLD-albedodosimeters. For this reason,plutonium fluoridesources have been

traditionallyused for calibratingTLD-albedodosimetersat Hanford and at

Savannah River, the two main chemicalprocessingplants for plutonium

production in the United States.

The first set of measurementswere made with the PuF4 source positioned

on the center of an aluminumprojectorstand at 100 cm (3.3 ft) above the

concretefloor. This particularsource is unique in that it was once used for

calibratingfilm and TLD-albedodosimetersat Hanford from December 1964 until

August 1981. Use of the sourcewas discontinueddue to physical security

reasons. The irradiationgeometry in the PFP is very close to that used in

the 3745 Building calibrationlaboratorywhen this sourcewas used for

calibratingHanford neutron dosimeters.

. The PuF4 source contains some 765 grams of plutoniumdoubly encased in

hermeticallywelded containers,as shown in Figure 3.4. The inner container

is a monel metal cylinder (chosenfor its resistanceto chemical attack by
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fluorides)8.9 cm (3.5 in.) in diameterand I0.8-cm (4.25-in.)high. The PuF4

was packed to within 0.32 cm (0.125 in.) from the top, and a monel metal lid

was welded in position. This containerwas placed inside a second aluminum

containerwith an outsidediameter of 10.5 cm (4.125 in.) and 12.7-cm

(5.0-in.)high. A small bail was attachedto the end of the cylinder, so that

it could be easily hc_dled remotely. For these measurements,the PuF4 source
I

was sealed in a steel food can with an outside diameter of 10.8-cm (4.25-in.)

by 17.8-cm (7-in.)high. To assure that the detectorswere equidistantfrom

the center of the source, the center of gravity was determinedby placing the

steel can on its side and marking the end of the cylinder.

TABLE 3.3. PlutoniumSourcesUsed for Field Measurements

Container Average
Source Source Plutonium Size Neutron
Material Identification Mass (g) __(.i_D_j__ Enerqv (MEV)

PuF4 PuF4 sealed 764 3.5 dia. 1.4
source (500 MWD/T) 4.25 high

PuO2 ARF-I02-90-01 846.6 3.5 dia. 2.1
3.5 high

Pu metal Anode heel 4gB 1508 4 dia. 2.0
I-6-22-89-5-I0-90 6.75 high
C-6-30-8g-5-11-go

TABLE 3.4. IsotopicCompositionof PlutoniumSources

Weigh_ Percent Isotope
Source Haterial Pu-238 Pu-239 _ Pu-241 Pu-242 Am-241

PuF. 99.0 <1.0
(50_ MWD/MTU)

Pu02(a) 0.0104 93.699 6.059 0.2076 0.0231 0.0036
(measured12/6/89)

Pu metal(a) 0.0112 94.448 5.3525 0.1721 0.0157 0.0448
(measured6/22/89)

(a) Plutoniumisotopes add up to 99.9995%of total Plutonium. The 24ZAmis
in addition to the total plutonium. Isotopiccompositionsprovided by
WestinghouseHanford Company.
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FIGURE3.4. Details for the Construction of the
Hanford PuF4 Neutron Source

Because of its chemical stability,PuO2 is the preferredform for

handling,shipping,and storing plutonium. At the present time, most of the

neutronexposure at Hanfordoriginates from the handling and storageof PuO2.

The PuO2 source contained846.6 grams of plutonium in the form of oxide

from lot H-GE-0221-065. The loose powder was containedin an inner slip lid

steel can, 8.g cm (3.5 in.) in diameter by 8.g-cm (3 5-in.) high. This can

was sealed inside a second steel food can, 10.2 cm (4 in.) in diameter and

11.8-cm (4.625-in.)high. This was sealed inside a plastic bag, and the

assembly placed in a third steel food can 10.8 cm (4.25 in.) in diameter and

17.8-cm (7-in.)high. As before,measurementswere performedwith the can

positionedat the center of an aluminum projectorstand, with the bottom of

the can at 100 cm (3 ft, 4 in.) above the concrete floor in room 179C.
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The final product is the production of plutonium metal. However,

plutoniummetal is unstable and readilyoxidizes. Under certain conditions,

it is even pyrophoric (Faustet al. 1988). Therefore,plutoniummeta_ is

usuallyprocessed rapidly, and it is difficultto obtain massive quantities

for measurements. We were able to obtain a sample of plutoniummetal

identifiedas anode heel 49B weighing some 1508 grams. The metal sample is

composedof scrap from two differentlots of plutonium: I-6-22-89-5-I0.90and

C-6-30-89-5-11-90. The metal pieces were contained in a sealed steel food can

10.5 cm (4.125 in.) in diameterby 17.8-cm (7-in.)high. This sample has an

unusuallyhigh neutron emissionrate, and it is suspectedthat this is due to

alpha-neutron(e,n) reactionsfrom high concentrationsof impuritiesof low

atomic number in the metal. Unfortunately,the neutronsproduced by the e,n

reactionshave differentenergiesthan those of pure plutonium, so the neutron

energy spectrum may not be typicalof pure plutoniummetal.

The steel food can containingthe plutoniummetal sampleswas also

placed on an aluminum projectorstand at 100 cm (3 ft, 4 in.) above the floor.

However, because of the low neutronemission rates from the metal source,most

of the measurementswere made with the detectors positionednear the multi-

channel analyzers,where the neutron backgroundwas lower and more nearly

uniform.
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4.0 OUALITYASSURANCEMEASUREMENTS

As describedin Section 2 of this report,the TEPCs deterioratedue to

, out-gassingof volatile impuritiesin the tissue equivalentplasticwalls.

For this reason, it is a good idea to check the accuracyof the TEPC by

measuring the dose rate from a calibratedneutron source before the field
w

measurementsare performedto assurethat the TEPC is operatingproperly.

Measurementswere also made with the multispherespectrometerand with the

3He spectrometerto verify the accuracyof their operation. In addition,a

25.4-cm (10-in.)diameter polyethylenespherewith a 1.3-cm (O.5-in.)diameter

6LiI(Eu)scintillationdetectorwas calibratedto correlatethe delivereddose

equivalentrate with the observedcount rate in the slow neutronpeak. The

net peak area was determinedusing the logarithmicbackgroundsubtraction

techniquedescribed in Appendix B of this report. This sectiondescribes

these quality assurancemeasurements.

PNL is the primary testing laboratoryfor personneldosimetertesting

under the directionof the NIST, as part of the NVLAP. So, PNL maintainssets

of calibrated2S2Cfneutron sourcesthat are periodicallycalibratedfor

neutronyield and certifiedfor accuracyby NIST. The proceduresfor

calibrationand testing are describedin the documentANSI 13.11, American

National Standard for DosimetrY, pe_onnel_Dosim_fy_ e o - er

for Testing (ANSl IgB3). These calibratedneutron sourceswere used to test

the accuracyof the field neutronspectrometer.

Two differentneutron sourceswere used for the measurementsin the

318 BuildingCalibrationLaboratorybecausethe dose rate from one source

was too high for the multispherespectrometerto function properly. The

dose equivalentrate at 50 cm (20 cm) from the largest source (318-167)was

11.08 rem/h, which produces significantpulse pile-up in the 6LiI(Eu)

scintillatordetector. (Three distinctslow neutronpeaks were observed.)

Therefore,tests were also made with a smaller source (31B-3B)having a dose

equivalentrate of 1.55 rem/h at 50 cm (20 in.) from the source.

Measurementswere made with two differenttypes of detectors: TEPCs and

the multispheredetectors. The NIST-calibratedneutron sourcesare much too

intensefor the 3He spectrometerto operate properly;the high pressure tubes
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have too much pulse pile-up to give meaningful results. The 3He spectrometer

was tested separately in the Engineering Support Building (ESB) using a

neutron source with a much lower neutron emission rate.

These devices are Absolutedosimeters in the sense that they do not

require calibrationin neutron fieldswith known dose equivalentrates. The

TEPCs use an internalenergy calibration(the proton edge or an internal
w

alpha source). Becausethe TEPC measures the energy deposited in a known mass

of tissue-likematerial,it directlydeterminesabsorbed neutrondose. With

appropriatemathematicalalgorithms,it is also possible to determinequality

factor and hence dose equivalentdirectly from first principles. The multi-

sphere spectrometeralso does not requirea calibratedneutron source. The

calibrationof the multisphereis built into the response function,which is

included in the spectrum-unfoldingcode SPUNIT for the 1.3-cm (O.5-in.)

diameter by 1.3-cm (O.5-in.)long 6LiI(Eu)scintillationcrystal. Thus,

measurementswith these detectors expo:edto the NIST-calibratedsourcesare

used only to verify the accuracy of the techniqueand computer codes used.

4.1 VERIFICATIONMEASUREMENTSMADEPRIORTO FIELD MEASUREMENTS

Before any measurementswere made in the field, the accuracy of the

detectorswas checked using the NIST-calibratedsources in the 318 Building

CalibrationLaboratory. The TEPCs were placed on tripods at the centerline

distances indicatedand positionedat the same height as the source on the

tower in the low-scatterroom. The resultsof these measurementsare shown in

Table 4.1 for differentTEPCs (5-in.diameter sphericalcountersmanufactured

by Far West TechnologyTEPC, serial numbers 501 and 184) and one multisphere

detector (I/2-in.diameter6LiI[Eu]detectormanufacturedby Harshaw Chemical

Co., serial number PE64B).
i

TEPC 501 _wasfilled with methane-basedTE gas at 11.3-torrpressure,

which simulatesa 2-_m diameter depositionsite in tissue of unit density.

However, TEPC 184 was filled with pure methane gas in an attempt to eliminate

the gain shift problemsthat are inherentin 'theTE gas filling, lt is

bolieved that the gas gain of TE gas changeswith temperaturedue to the

_bsorptionof carbon dioxide gas in the TE plastic. By using pure methane
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TABLE 4,_. Summary of VerificationMeasurements
at the PNL CalibrationLaboratory

DeliveredDose MeasuredDose EquivalentRate
Distance EquivalentRate (rem/h)

• Source (cm) (rem/h) TEP_ 50).... TEPC 184 MUltisphere

318-167 50 11.08 11.7 ....
(+S.e%)

318-167 100 2.77 3.06 3.06 --
(+10.4%) (+10.4%)

318-38 100 0.387 0.447 0.438 0.370
(+15.5%) (+13.2%) (-4.4%)

gas, gain shifts with temperatureshould be eliminated. But the rate of

energy deposition in methane is not the same as TE gas, so the calibration

factor used in the data analysis is different. In this case, we analyzed the

data as if the counterwere filledwith TE gas and correctedthe results
later.

The results given in Table 4.1 demonstratethat all of the detectorsare

accuratewithin 15% when exposedto the spontaneousfission energy spectrum

from the 2S2Cfneutron sources. In Table 4.1, the numbers in parenthesesgive

the percentdeviation from the delivered dose equivalentrate. TEPC 184

containedthe built-inelectronicsdescribedin Section7.4.2 of PNL-6620,

Vol. 2 (Brackenbushet al. 1988) and is used with the field neutron spec-

trometerwith automaticdata analysis. TEPC 501 used conventionalNIM Bin

electronicswith a CanberraSeries 40 multichannelanalyzer. The data from

TEPC 501 were analyzedmanuallyusing an analysis code almost identicalto

that used in the field neutronspectrometercode. The results from either

TEPC detector or analysiscode agree within a few percent.

4.2 VERIFICATIONMEASUREMENTSMADE AFTER COMPLETIONOF TH_ FIELD

MEASUREMENTS

Because of schedulingdifficulties,the measurementsat the PFP were

" completedalmost 4 months after the TEPC detectorswere filled. During this

time, impuritiesout-gassedfrom the TE plasticwalls, and the resolutionof

the detectorsdeteriorated, lt was decidedthat anotherset of measurementsp
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should be performedto determinehow the counterdeteriorationwould affect

the accuracyof the TEPC measurements. Also, becauseof concerns about the

possibledeteriorationof the detectors,anotherTEPC detector was used for

the field measurements. This detector,TEPC serialnumber 504, had a built-in

alpha source that could be used for a secondarycalibrationin the field.

Thus, this detector could providemore accurateresults in Iowdose-rate areas

where there were insufficientdata to accuratelydeterminethe proton edge.

These verificationmeasurementswere performedwith the three TEPC

detectors (Far West Technology5-in. diameter single wire counters,serial

numbers 184, 501, and 504). These measurementswere made with the same

NIST-certifiedsources as before,except that measurementswere made with bare

californiumsourcesand with the sources inside 30-crediameter spheres filled

with D20. The D20-moderated252Cfsourceshave a neutronenergy spectrum of

considerablylower energy than the bare 2S2Cfsources,as explained in

Section 3.2.

The results of these measurementsare shown in Table 4.2. The numbers

in parenthesesare the percentdeviationof the measured from the delivered

dose equivalentrate. lt is evidentfrom these measurementsthat the counters

have deterioratedover the 4 months since they were filled,and that they are

not as accurate. This is especiallytrue of TEPC 184, which was filled with

methanegas. All of the detectorsoverestimatethe delivereddose equivalent,

but TEPC 184 overestimatesthe delivered -'Jtrondose equivalent by over 30%

when exposedto the bare 252Cfneutronsource. The situationis even worse

for the detectors exposed to the D20-moderatedsources. In this case. TEPC

184 over-estimatesthe deliveredneutrondose by about 50% if we use the

energy calibrationfor methane-basedTE gas. (The methane fil_ing requires a

correctionfor differencesin the stopping power and hence a different

calibrationfactor must be applied.)

Table 4.2 also contains the results of multispheremeasurementsusing

the D20-moderated2S2Cfneutronsource. "[hedose rates from source 318-167

were so high that the computer code analysis did not determine the correct

area of the neutron peak, so thp measured dose equivalentrate from the

multispherespectrometerwas too low. This problemdid not occur at the lower
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TABLE4.2. Summaryof Verification Measurements at the PNL Calibration
Laboratory Made after the Field Measurements Were Completed

Delivered Dose Measured Dose Equivalent Rate
Equivalent (rem/h)

, Distance Rate TEPC TEPC TEPC
(cm) (rem/h) 501 184 184 Multisphere

318-167 100 2556.5 2770 2660 3420 --
" (bare) (+8%) (+4%) (+34%)

318-167 100 616.9 789 722 926 470
(DzO-moderated) (+28%) (+17%) (+50%) (-24%)

318-38 100 86.7 ...... 95.0

(D20-moderated) (+I0%)

dose rates from source 318-38,when the dose equivalentrate determinedby the

multispherespectrometeris within 10% of the delivereddose equivalent (see

Table 4.2).

To confirmthat changes in accuracyafter 4 months were due to

deteriorationof the countergas, additionalmeasurementswere made one day

after the TEPC detectorshad been refilled. The TEPCs were exposed to the

same NIST-certifiedsources in the 318 BuildingCalibrationLaboratory,and

the resultsare summarized in Table 4.3. As before, the numbers in paren-

theses indicatethe percent deviationot the measured value from the delivered

dose equivBlentrate. As shown in the table,TEPCs 501 and 504 determinedthe

delivereddose equivalentrate within about 5% when exposed to bare 2S2Cf

sources, _nd within about 13% when exposed to the D20-moderated2S2Cfsources.

For all the measurementswith TEPCs 501 and 504, the averagedose equivalent

was 3.7% higher than the delivereddose equivalent rate, with a standard

deviationof 5.6%. However, TEPC 184, filledwith pure methane for 4 months,

showed a dose equivalentabout 33% higherthan the delivereddose equivalent

rate. Because the methane fillingrequires a different calibrationthan the

" TE gas fillings,it is recommendedthat the dose equivalentvalues measured by

TEPC 184 be reducedby 33% to indicatethe correct dose equivalent.
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TABLE4.3. Summaryof Verification Measurements at the PNL
Calibration Laboratory with the TEPCs Refilled
with Tissue Equivalent Gas

Delivered Dose
Equivalent Measured Dose Equivalent Rate ,

Distance Rate (mrem/h)
Source (cm) (mrem/h) TEPC 501 TEPC 504 TEPC 184

318-38 50 1423.6 1450 1390 1910 "
(bare) (+1.9%) (-2.4%) (+34%)

318-38 100 355.9 376 369 492
(bare) (+5.6%) (+3.6%) (+38%)

q

318-167 50 10189. 10400 10000 13100
(bare) (_2.1%) (-1.9%) (+29%)

318-167 80 3980. -- 4150 5290
(bare) (+4.3%) (+33%)

318-167 100 2547. 2560 2650 3440
(bare) (+0.5%) (+4.0%) (+35%)

318-38 100 86.4 97.8 83.1 95.6

(D20-moderated) (+13.2%) (-3.8%) (+10.6%)

318-167 100 614.7 687 677 929
(D20-moderated) (+11.7%) (+10.1%) (+51%)
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5.0 MEASUREMENTSAND,RESULTS

This sectionof the report discussesthe field measurementsmade with

, plutoniumsources in the PFP under conditionstypicalof work places. As

describedin Section 3 of this report,the measurementswere performed in a

room with concrete floors,walls, and ceiling representativeof processing

" facilitiesat Hanford. Under these conditions,about half of the neutrons

=Lrikingthe floors will be scatteredback into the room; this is typical of

the "high-scatter"conditionsfound in the work place. Because of their

higher response to low-energyneutrons,TLD-albedodosimeterswill have a

higher responseper unit dose equivalentthan under the low-scatterconditions

found in calibrationlaboratoriesand, consequently,will overestimatedose

equivalent. By exposing neutrondosimetersat locationswhere the dose

equivalenthas been determinedusing other devices (such as TEPCs, multisphere

spectrometers,3He spectrometers,or carefully calibratedsurvey instruments),

it is possible to determinethe dosimeterresponseunder these high-scatter

conditions. This informationallows field correctionfactors that accountfor

spectraldifferencesbetween the work place and the calibrationlaboratory.

Note that the shieldingand scatterconditionsare sometimesof greater

importancethan the initialenergy spectrumof neutronsemitted from the

source. To be conservative,the TLD-albedodosimeterswere exposed to bare

plutoniumsources in air, which gives relativelylow dosimeterresponsesper

unit of dose equivalent. Measurementswere also performedwith small amounts

of acrylicplastic shieldingbetweenthe dosimeters and the source. The

plasticshieldinggenerates intermediateand low-energyneutrons that contri-

bute little to the dose equivalent,but which increasethe dosimeter response

per unit of dose equivalent. The acrylicplastic is typical of the materials

that have been used in the past. Presently,glove boxes are constructedfrom

stainlesssteel with glass windows, and fewer intermediateenergy neutrons

• are present. Hydrogenousshieldingdoes increasethe number of low-energy

neutrons and increasethe responseof TLD-albedodosimeters.

- Informationis presentedhere about each of the sourcesused for the

measurements. Additional informationabout the plutoniumsources can be found

in Section 3.2 of this document.
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5.1 PLUTONIUMFLUORIDEMEASUREMENTS

Dose equivalentrate measurementsand dosimetermeasurementswere

performed on the 764-gram plutoniumtetrafluoridesource in Room 179 of the

PFP. This source is of historicalsignificance,because it was used as the

calibrationsource for neutrondosimetersat Hanford from December 1964 until

August 1981. The encapsulatedsourcewas contained in a steel food can, so it o

was not possibleto make exact distancemeasurements. However, the approxi-

mate center of gravitywas determined,and distanceswere measured relative to.." q

this referencepoint.

5.1.1 Dose EquivalentDeterminationsfrom Plqtonium FluorideSource

Measurementswere performedusing two TEPCs (TEPC 501 and TEPC 184); the

multispherespectrometerusing a Harshaw 6LiI(Eu)I/2-in.diameter scintilla-

tion crystal, number PE648, operated at +700 volts; a 10-in.-diameterpoly-

ethylene sphere using a Harshaw BLiI(Eu)detector,number PE648, assuming a

sensitivityof 1i.12 counts/s per mrem/h; a Precision Long Counter, using BF3

tube G14123; and a Bicron micro rem meter, serial number ASI4M or Hanford

instrumentnumber 4981. The resultsof the neutron measurementsare shown in

Table 5.1 for measurementstaken at 50 cm and 100 cm from the center of

gravity of the source for the bare PuF4 source and for the source shielded by

40-cm-by-40-cm(I5.75-in.-by-]5.75-in.)slab shieldsof acrylicplastic. The

results from TEPC 184 were not includedin the averages becauseof uncer-

tainties in the correction factor that must be applied for the methane gas

filling. For the measurementson the bare PuF4 source, averageswere also

calculated excludinglong-counterdata. The uncertaintiesgiven in the table

are for one standarddeviation in the measuredvalues.
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TABLE5.1. Results of Neutron Measurements Performed on the 764-Gram
PuF4 Source at the Plutonium Finishing Plant

Neutron Dose Eauivalent Rate (mrem/h)(a)
_ Shielding_ Detector _£ 50 cm at 100 cm

Bare PuF4 Multisphere 21.5 5.73
TEPC 501 22.9 6.26

6.74
TEPC 184 (29.1) (7.92)
lO-in, ball 22.0 5.89
Long counter 18.6 4.65

Average excluding TEPC 184 21.25 _+1.85 5.87 +_0.79

Average excluding TEPC 184 22.13 _+0.71 (b) 6.18 _+0.46 (b)
and long counter

1-in. acrylic Multisphere 14.5 4.01
plastic TEPC501 15.9 -

TEPC 184 (20.2) -
lO-in, ball 15.4 4.14

Average excluding TEPC 184 15.3 +_0.709 4.10

2-in. acrylic Multisphere 8.82 2.59
plastic TEPC 501 10.6 -

TEPC 184 (14.2) -
lO-in, ball 10.25 2.84

Average excluding TEPC 184 9.89 + 0.94 2.72

(a) Uncertaintiesgiven for one standarddeviationin the average of the
measured values.

(b) Assumed to be the most accurate value excludingvalues in parentheses
for TEPC 184, which was filled with methane.

5.1.2 Lonq Counter Measurementswith the PlutoniumFluorideSource

Measurementsof the neutronemission rate perpendicularto the axis of

the source were made using the precisionlong counter. The methodologyused

for these measurementsis outlined on page 46 of LaboratoryRecord Book BNW-49

and in A Precision_onq Counter for MeasuringFBst Neutron Flux Density,

- BNWL-260 (DePangherand Nichols 1966). Basically,the analysis assumesthat

the response of the long counter can be describedby a direct component,which
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follows an inverse square relation from the source, and a room-scatter

component, which is assumedto be a constant background in a large room:

S 0 _,
Count rate = k + b (5.!)

4.r 2

#
/

Adopting the nomenclature of DePangher and Nichols (1966), c, the

distance in centimeters from the effective center of the long counter to the

front face of the long Counter, is given by:

c - 1.1E_ + 7.8 (cm) (5.2)

where En is the averageenergy of the neutrons incidenton the face of the

long counter. The inversesquare distance in Equation (5.1) is replaced by

the distance from the source to the front face (x) plus c, the distance to the

effectivecenter of the long counter. The constant of proportionalitybetween

the incidentflux and the count rate is the productof e, the energy correc-

tion factor (L), a factor to accountfor differencesbetween differentlong

counters,and the BF3 tube sensitivityfactor (B). For these measurements,

the tube sensitivityfactor for tube number G14123 was 3.864 counts per

n/s-cm2 incident on the long counter. If we substitutethese expressionsinto

Equation (5.1), we obtain:

4 _ R (x + c)2 = SO [I + b(x + c)2] e L B (5.3)

If the source does not emit isotopically,we can substitutethe product of

Se for the source strengthand rearrangeEquation (5.3) to give:

Se = 4 _ (x + c) 2 / [e L B (1 + b(x + c)Z)] (5.4)

where = is the source anisotropy factor.

Now let us consider the case in which we let the distance (x + c)

approachzero. In this case the term b(x + c)2 approacheszero and the term

R(x + c)2 approachesa constant. Then, Equation (5.4) reducesto:
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4 _r R(x+c) 2Se - (5.5)
_LB

, Wecan evaluate Equation (5 5) from a plot of R(x + c) 2 versus (x + c) 2•

i.e., a plot of the square of the distance from the source to the effective

center of the long counter times the count rate versus the square of the

distance. This plot is shown in Figure 5.1 for the count rates measured at

a distance of 80 cm to 171 cm to the front of the long counter• The

interceptat (x + c)2 - 0 allows us to evaluate the term R(x + c)2 -

206.1 counts/sec-m2.

Assuminga tube sensitivityfactor of 3.864 c/s per n/s-cm2, and an

energy correction factor of 1.02 to accountfor the differencesin sensitivity

betweenthe energy of 1.3 MeV and 2 MeV, the source intensityis calculated to

be 6.57 x 106 n/s. Assuming inversesquare attenuation,the dose equivalent

rate at 50 cm is calculatedto be 18.6 _nrem/h. This is calculatedusing a

conversionfactor of 2.4 x 10"Brem per n/cm2 from page 29 of BNWL-1262

(Brackenbushand Faust 1970) and the neutron source strengthmeasured by the

long counter.

The plot shown in Figure 5.1 can indicatethe 'influenceof room scatter

on the long-countercount rate. The differencebetween the interceptand the

value of R(x + c)2 at a given distancegives the amount of room scatter. For

instance,at 50 cm, room scatter is 1.1%; at ]00 cm, room scatter is 4.3% and

at 200 cm, room scatter is 17% of the measured count rate. This method of

plotting can determinethe amount of room scatterfor other detectors. For

instance,in NBS Special Publication633, Proceduresfor CalibratinaNeutron

PersonnelDosimeters,Schwartz and Eisenhauer (1982) have used the inverse

square plots to calculatethe effectsof room return for measured TLD-albedo

dosimeterresponses in calibrationlaboratories.
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FIGURE5.|. Inverse Square Plot of Long Counter Data to
Determine the Neutron Emission Rate and Room
Return from the PuF4 Source

5.1.3 MultisphereSpectrometerMeasurer_ntswith the pl_toniqmFluoride

Source

A series of measurementswere also performedusing the multisphere

spectrometerto determine the approximateenergy spectra using the bare PuF4

source and the source shieldedwith acrylicplastic slabs ]-in. and 2-in.

thick. Although these measured spectra lack the resolutionof other

spectrometers,such as the 3He spectrometer,these measurementscover the

entire range of neutron energies from thermal to 20 MeV. The spectra
presented have sufficient resolutionto allow qualitativeanalysis of

TLD-albedodosimeter responses. Detailsof how the spectra are derived are

contained in Appendix B and summarizedin Section 2.2 of this report.

A summaryof the multispherespectrometermeasurementswith the PuF4

source is given in Table 5.2. The effectsof the acrylicplastic shielding
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TABLE5.2. Summaryof Multisphere Spectrometer Measurements
with the Plutonium Tetrafluoride Source

Neutron Dose Average Average
Distance Flux Equivalent Qua1ity Energy

Shieldinq (cm) (n/s-cre 2) Rate (mrem/h) Factor (MEV)

Bare PuF4 50 208 21.5 9.7 1.29
l-in. acrylic 50 196 14.5 9.8 0.86

2-in. acrylic 50 173 8.65 8.9 0.69

Bare PuF4 100 63.8 5.72 9.7 1.12
l-in. acrylic 100 53.1 3.97 9.8 0.86

2-in. acrylic 100 46.6 2.56 9.4 0.66

are apparent from examiningthe table. Although the total neutron flux is not

greatly reduced,the neutronsthat penetratethe shield are lower in energy,

and there is a significantreductionin the dose equivalentrate. The table

also demonstratesthat there is a significantroom scatter componentat 100 cm

from the source. This may be caused by significantscatter around the shield

caused by the tables necessaryto support the source and slab shields. For

these measurements,the slab shieldswere placed as close to the source as

possible.

The neutron flux per logarithmicenergy bin determined from the multi-

sphere measurementsis given in Figure 5.2 for measurementsat 50 cm from the

PuF4 source and in Figure 5.3 for measurementsat 100 cm from the PuF4 source.

At 50 cm from the PuF4 source,there are very few room-scatteredneutrons in

the measured spectrum from the bare source. The effect of the acrylicplastic

shieldingis apparent in these figures; the peaks in the PuF4 spectrum shift

to slightly lower energieswith increasingamountsof shielding,and the

number of low-energyneutronsis significantlyincreased. The shape of the

measured spectrafrom the multispheremeasurementsis quite similarto the
t

results of Monte Carlo calculationsfound in Compendiumof Neutron SDeCtra in

criticalityAccident Dosimetry (Ing and Makra 1978).

" The measured neutron energy spectraat 100 cm show a significantnumber

of lower energyneutrons, presumablyfrom room scatter. The spectrumfrom the

bare PuF4 source at 100 cm has essentiallythe same shape as the spectrum
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FIGURE 5.2. Neutron Flux per Unit Lethargyat 50 cm from the
PuF4Source Measured by the MultisphereSpectrometer

at 50 cm for energies above I keV. Below I keV, there are significantlymore

neutrons,presumably from room scatter. The intermediateneutron energy

spectra presentedhere are consistentwith what one would expect. However,

the reader should be cautionedthat the multispherespectrometeris not highly

accurate in the intermediateenergy region. The calculated fluxes in this

region are dominated by measurementswith the cadmium-covereddetector and the

cadmium covered 3-in. diameter and 5-in. diameter spheres. The responsesof

these detectorschange very littlewith significantchanges in neutron energy.

More selectivedetectors are needed for increasedenergy resolution for these

neutronenergies.
q

i
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FIGURE5,3. Neutron Flux per Unit Lethargy at 100 cm from the
PuF4 Source Measuredby the Multisphere Spectrometer

Detailed neutron energy spectra are presented in Tables 5.3 to 5.8. In

these tables, the differential neutron flux is the flux per energy bin. The

energybinsare in logarithmicenergyincrements,so the fluxesare listedper

unitlethargy,with dimensionsof neutrons/s-cmz per energybin. Thetables

also includethe cumulativedoseequivalentdistribution,whichgivesthe dose

equivalentsummedfrom the energylistedin the firstcolumnof the tablesto

20 MeV. The absorbeddose distributionsare also listed,so thatthe effects

of any futurechangesin qualityfactorscan be evaluated.
i

Ib
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I_.Lf__5.,__. Neutron Flux, AbsorbedDose, and DoseEquivalent
Distributions Determined from Multisphere Spectrometer
Measurementsat, 50 cmfrom the Bare PuF4 Source

Differential . .... Cumulative_
'Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist, Dist.
No. (MEV) (N/S-ce 2) (rad/ht) (mm/ht). (rad/ht) (rem/ht)

1 2.57E-07 2.61E+00 4.93E-06 1.15E-05 2.21E-03 2.15E-02
2 5.48E-07 3.67E-02 8.05E-08 1.68E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02

3 1.06E-06 2.BSE-02 6.33EOB 1.33E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02

4 2.25E-06 3.38E-02 7.47E-08 1.58E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
5 4.77E-06 4.02E-02 8.78E-08 1.88E-07 2,20E-03 2.15E-02
6 1.01E-05 4.72E-02 1.02E-07 2.20E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
7 2,14E-05 5.51E-02 1.19E-07 2.52E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
8 4.52E-05 6.17E-02 1.32E-07 2.75E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02

9 9.58E-05 7.04E-02 1.49E-07 3,05E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
10 2.03E-04 8.12E-02 1.67E-07 3.38E-07 2,20E-03 2.15E-02

11 4.34E-04 8.93E-02 1.76E-07 3.56E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
12 9.13E-04 8,69E-02 1.64E-07 3.32E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
13 1.92E-03 8,74E-02 1.62E-07 3.26E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02

14 4.07E-03 1.03E-01 1.89E-07 3,79E-07 2,20E-03 2.15E-02
15 8,62E-03 1,18E-01 2.14E-07 4.32E-07 2.20E-03 2,15E-02
i 6 1.82E-02 1.58E-01 3.19E-07 8.81E-07 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
17 3.86E-02 2.52E-01 6.02E-07 2.57E-06 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
18 8.18E-02 6.01E-01 1.70E-06 1.11E-05 2.20E-03 2.15E-02

19 1.67E-01 2.18E+00 8.14E-06 6.92E-05 2.20E-03 2.15E-02
20 3.37E-01 7,27E+00 3.80E-06 3.82E-05 2.19E-03 2,14E-02
21 6.79E-01 6.70E+01 5.41E-04 5.89E-03 2.19E-03 2,14E-02

22 1.39E+00 1.0i E+02 1.24E-03 1.22E-02 1.65E-03 1.55E;02
23 2.78E+00 2.34E+01 3.55E-04 2.90E-03 4.06E-04 3.25E-03

24 5.54E+00 2.19E+00 4.55E-05 3.19E-04 5.06E-05 3,53E-04
25 1.12E+01 1.97E-01 4.70E-06 3.25E-05 5.01E-06 3.46E-05
26 2.04E+01 9.34E-03 3.06E-07 2.12E-06 3.05E-07 2.12E-06

Total 2.08E+02 2.21E-03 2.15E-02
39101085,8
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_._. Neutron F_ux, AbsorbedDose, and DoseEquivalent
DistributionsDeterminedfromMultisphere
SpectrometerMeasurementsat 50 cm fromthe
PuF4 Sourcewith l-in.AcrylicPlasticShield

I

Differential ,, Cumulative .....
Dose - Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
" No___- _(MEV) .(._m_.._. (rad/br) Irem/hr) (rad/hr) (rem/hr)....

1 2.57E-07 7.87E+00 1.49E-05 3.46E-05 1.48E-03 1.45E-02

2 5,48E-07 9.26E-01 2.03E-06 4.24E-06 1,47E-03 1.45E-02
3 1,06E-06 8.29E-01 1.84E-06 3.87E-06 1,47E-03 1.45E-02
4 2.25E-06 9.07E-01 , 2.00E-06 4.25E-06 1.47E-03 1,44E-02

5 4.'JTE-06 9.71E-01 2.12E-06 4.54E-06 1.46E-03 1.44E-O2
6 1.01E-05 1.01E+00 2.19E-06 4.73E-06 1.46E-03 1.44E-02
7 2.14E-05 1.02E+O0 2.18E-06 4.64E-06 1.46E-03 1.44E-02
8 4.52E-05 9.67E-01 2.07E-06 4.31E-06 1.46E-03 1.44E-02

9 9.58E-05 8.70E-01 1.84E-06 3.'T7E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
10 2.03E-04 8.01E-01 1.64E-06 3,34E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
11 4.34E-04 7.06E-01 1.39E-06 2.81E-06 1.45E-03 1,44E-02

i

12 9,13E-04 5.62E-01 1.06E-06 2.15E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
13 1,92E-03 4.88E-01 9.05E-07 1.82E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
14 4,07E-03 5.33E-01 9.76E-07 1.96E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02

15 8,62E-03 5.86E-01 1.06E-06 2.15E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
16 1.82E-02 7.60E-01 1.54E-06 4.25E-06 1.45E-03 1.44E-02
17 3.86E-02 1.15E+00 2.76E-06 1.18E-05 1.44E-03 1.44E-02

18 8,18E-02 2.43E+00 6.86E-06 4.50E-05 1.44E-03 1.44E-02
19 1.67E.01 7.79E+00 2.91E-05 2.48E-04 1.43E.03 1.43E-02
20 3.37E-01 2.99E+01 1.57E-05 1.57E-04 1.41E-03 1.41E-02
21 6.79E-01 7.33E+01 5.92E-04 6.45E-03 1.39E-03 1.39E-02

22 1.39E.00 4.95E+01 6.07E-04 5.98E-03 7.98E-04 7.49E-03
23 2.78E.O0 1.04E+01 1.58E-04 1.29E-03 1.90E-04 1.51E-03

" 24 5.54E+00 1.33E+00 2.7"7E-05 1.94E-04 3.23E-05 2.25E-04

25 1.12E+01 1.78E-01 4.25E-06 2.94E-05 4.57E-06 3.15E-05
26 2.04E+01 9.59E-03 3.14E-07 2.18E-06 3.14E-07 2.17E-06

-_,

Total 1.96E+02 1.48E-03 1.45E-02
39101085.?
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TABLE5,5. Neutron Flux, AbsorbediDose,andDoseEquivalent
Distributions Determined from Multisphere
Spectrometer Measurementsat 50 cmfrom the
PuF4 Source with Z-in. Acrylic Plastic Shield

Differential _.__Cumulative
Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. DisL Dist.
No_ (MEV) (N/S-cm=) (rad/ht) (femUr) _'cad/br) item/br) ,

1 2,57E-07 2;61E+01 4,94E-05 1,15E-04 9,7"7E-04 8,65E-03
2 5.48E-07 1.91E.O0 4.19E-06 8.76E-06 9.27E-04 8,,53E-03
3 1.06E=06 1.64E+00 3.64E-06 7.64E-06 9.23E-04 8.53E-03
4 2.25E-06 1.67E .00 3.69E-06 7.83E-06 9.20E-04 8.52E-03
5 4.77E-06 1.67E+00 3.65E-06 7.81E-06 9.16E-04 8.51E-03
6 1.01E-05 1.62E+00 3.51E-06 7.58E-06 9.12E-04 8.50E-03

7 2.14E-05 1.52E+00 3.27E-06 6.95E-06 9.09E-04 8.50E-03
8 4.52E-05 1.35E.00 2.8-3E-06 6.02E-06 9.05E-04 8.49E-03

9 9.58E-05 1.19E+00 2.52E-06 5.15E-06 9.03E-04 8.48E-03
10 2.03E-04 1.11E+O0 2.27E-06 4.61E-06 9.00E-04 8.48E-03
11 4.34E-04 1.03E+O0 2,04E-Oe; 4.12E-06 8.98E-04 8.47E-03

12 9.13E-04 9.16E-01 1.73E-06 3.50E-06 8.96E-04 8.47E-03
13 1,92E-03 9,14E-01 1,69E-06 3,41E-06 8,94E-04 8,46E-03
14 4.07E-03 1.14E+00 2.09E-06 4.21E-06 8.92E-04 8.46E-03
15 8.62E-03 1.39E+00 2.51E-06 5.08E-06 8.90E-04 8.46E-03
16 1.82E-02 1.92E+00 3.89E-06 1.07E-05 8.88E-04 8.4_ !-03

17 3,86E-02 2,93E+00 7,00E-06 2,99E-05 8,84E-04 8.44E-03
18 8,18E-02 5,56E+00 1,57E-05 1,03E-04 8,77E-04 8,41E-03

19 1,67E-01 1,28E+01 4,78E-05 4,06E-04 8,61E-04 8,31E-03
20 3,37E-01 3,06E+01 1,60E-05 1,61E-04 8,13E-04 7.90E-03
21 6,79E-01 3,87E+01 3,13E-04 3.41E-03 7,97E-04 7.74E-03

22 1.39E+00 2.29E+01 2.80E-04 2.76E-03 4.84E-04 4.33E-03
23 2.78E+00 8.43E+00 1.28E_04 1.04E-03 2.04E-04 1.57E-03
24 5.54E+00 2.65E+00 5.52E=05 3.86E-04 7.60E-05 5.30E-04
25 1.12E+01 8.01E-01 1.91E-05 1.32E-04 2.08E-05 1.44E-04
26 2.04E+01 5.32E-02 1.74E-06 1.21E-05 1.74E-06 1.21E-05

Total 1.73E+0_ 9.77E.,04 8.65E-03
39101085.6
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TABL_5.6. Neutron Flux, AbsorbedDose, and DoseEquivalent
Distributions Determined from Multisphere Spectrometer
Measurementsat lO0"cmfrom the Bare PuF4 Source

Differential .....Cumulmtivp,___
Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
No. (MEV) (N/S-cre=) (rad/hr) (rem/hr) (rad/hr) (rem/hr)

1 2.;7E-07 2.24E+00 4.24E-06 9.65E-06 5.90E.04 5.72E-03
2 5.48E-07 3.08E-01 6,76E-07 1.41E-06 5.86E-04 5.71E-03
3 1.06E-06 2.66E-01 5,91E-07 1.24E-06 5.85E-04 5.70E-03
4 2.25E-06 2.68E-01 5.92E-07 1.25E-06 5.85E-04 5.70E-03
5 4.77E-06 2.61E-01 5.70E-07 1.22E-06 5.84E-04 5.70E-03
6 1.01E-05 2.44E-01 5.27E-07 1.14E-06 5.83E-04 5.70E-03
7 2.14E-05 2.13E-01 4.58E-07 9.74E-07 5.83E-04 5.70E-03

8 4.52E-05 1.66E-01 3.55E-07 7.41E-07 5.82E-04 5.70E-03
9 9.58E-05 1.25E-01 2.65E-07 5.42E-07 5.82E-04 5.70E-03

10 2.03E-04 9.22E-02 1.69E-07 3.84E-07 5.62E-04 5.70E-03
11 4.34E-04 6.4!E-02 1.26E-07 2.55E-07 5.82E-04 5.70E-03

12 9.13E-04 3.94E-02 7.45E-08 1.51E-07 5.31E-04 5.70E-03
13 1.92E-03 2.74E-02 5.07E-08 1.02E-07 5.81E-04 5.70E-03
14 4.07E'03 2.53E-02 4.63E-08 9.29E-08 5.6'JE-04 5.70E-03
15 8.62E-03 2.66E-02 4.82E-08 9.75E-08 5.81E-04 5.70E-03
16 1.62E-0;, 3.52E-02 7.13E-08 1.97;E-07 5.81E-04 5.70E-03

17 3.86E-02 5.99E-02 1.43E-07 6.11E-07 5.81E-04 5.70E-03
18 8.18E-02 1.63E-01 4.60E-07 3.02E-06 5.61E-04 5.70E-03
19 1.67E-01 _.02E-01 3.37E-06 2.87E-05 5.B1E-04 5.69E-03
20 3.37E-01 6.10E+00 3.20E-06 3.21E-05 5.77E-04 5.66E-03
21 6.79E-01 2.16E+01 1.75E-04 1.90E-03 5.74E-04 5.63E-03

22 1.39E+00 2.38E+01 2.91E-04 2.87E-03 3.99E-04 3.73E-03
23 2.78E+00 5.92E+00 9.00E-05 7.33E-04 1.08E-04 8.57E-04
24 5.54E+00 7.40E-01 1.54E-05 1.08E-04 1.78E-05 1.24E-04

25 1.12E+01 9.37E-02 2.23E-06 1.54E-05 2.39E-06 1.65E-05
26 2.04E+01 4.79E-03 1.57E-07 1.09E-06 1.57E-07 1.09E-06

Total 6.38E+01 5.90E-04 5.72E-03
39101085.5
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TABLE5.7. NeutronFlux,AbsorbedDose,and Dose Equivalent
DistributionsDeterminedfromMultisphere
SpectrometerMeasurementsat 100 cm from the
PuF4 Sourcewith I-in.AcrylicPlasticShield

Differential Cumulative ,

Dose Dose Dose Eq.
Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
No__. (MEV) (N/S.crnz) (rad/hr) (rem/hr) (rad/ht) (rern/hr) ,

1 2.57E-07 3.31E+00 6.26E-06 1.45E-05 4.05E,04 3.97E-03
2 5.48E-07 7.87E-01 1.72E-06 3.60E-06 3.99E-04 3.96E-03
3 1.06E-06 6.09E-01 1.35E-06 2.B4E-06 3.97E-04 3.96E-03

4 2.25E-05 4.90E-01 1.08E-06 2.29E-06 3.96E.04 3.95E-03
5 4.77E-06 3.74E-01 8.17E-07 1.75E-06 3.95E-04 3.95E-03
6 1.01E-05 2.68E-01 5.79E-07 1.25E-06 3.94E-04 3.95E-03
7 2.14E-05 1.72E-01 3.70E-07 ?.85E-07 3.93E-04 3.95E-03
8 4.52E-05 9.28E-02 1.98E-07 4.13E.07 3.93E-04 3.95E-03

9 9.58E-05 5.14E-02 1,09E-07 2.23E-07 3.93E-04 3.95E-03
10 2.03E-04 2.86E-02 5.87E-08 1.19E-07 3.93E-04 3.95E-03

11 4.34E-04 1.63E-02 3.20E-08 6.48E-08 3.93E,04 3.95E-03
12 9.13E-04 8.99E-03 1.70E-08 3.43E-08 3.93E-04 3.95E-03

13 1.92E-03 6,41E-03 1.19E-08 2.39E-08 3.93E-04 3.95E-03
14 4.07E-03 6.76E-03 1.24E-08 2.49E-08 3.93E-04 3.95E-03

!

15 8.62E-03 8.79E-03 1,59E-08 3.22E-08 3.93E-04 3.95E-03
16 1.82E-02 1.51E-02 3.06E-08 8.45E-08 3.93E-04 3.95E-03
17 3.86E-02 3.47E-02 8.30E-08 3.54E-07 3.93E-04 3.95E-03

18 8.18E-02 1.32E-01 3.74E-07 2.46E-06 3.92E-04 3.95E-03
19 1.67E-01 9.82E-01 3.67E-06 3.12E-05 3.92E-04 3.94E-03
20 3.37E-01 8.05E+00 4.21E-06 4.23E-05 3,88E-04 3.91E-03

21 6.79E-01 2.12E+01 1.71E-04 1.87E-03 3.84E-04 3.87E-03
22 1.39E+00 1.34E+01 1.64E-04 1.62E-03 2.13E-04 2.00E-03
23 2.78E+00 2.62E+00 3.98E-05 3.24E-04 4.84E-05 3.85E-04

24 5.54E+00 3.50E-01 7.29E-06 5.10E-05 8.66E-06 6.04E-05 ,
25 1.12E+01 5.32E-02 1.27E_6 8,76E-06 1.37E-06 9.44E-06
26 2.04E+01 3.00E-03 9.82E-08 6,80E-07 9.82E-08 6.80E-07

Total 5.31E+01 4.05E-04 3.97E-03

39101085.4
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TABLE5.8. Neutron Flux, AbsorbedDose, and DoseEquivalent
DistributionsDeterminedfromMultisphere
SpectrometerMeasurementsat 100 cm fromthe
PuF4 Sourcewith2-in.AcrylicPlasticShield

, Differential. Cumulative
Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
, No._.._L. (MeV) _ (rad/hr) (rern/hr) (rad/hr) (rem/hr)_

1 2.57E-07 7.08E+00 1.34E-05 3.12E-05 2.73E-04 2.56E-03
2 5.48E-07 1.06E.00 2.33E-06 4.87E-06 2.59E-04 2.52E-03
3 1.06E-06 7.73:,,01 1.72E-06 3.61E-06 2.57E-04 2.52E-03
4 2.25E-06 5.91E-01 1.30E-06 2.76E-06 2.55E-04 2.52E-03
5 4.7"7E-06 4.33E.0" 9.46E-07 2.03E-06 2.54E-04 2.51E-03
6 1.01E-05 3.04E,01 6.57E-07 1.42E-06 2.53E-04 2.51E-03
7 2.14E-05 1.96E.01 4.22E-07 8.98E-07 2.52E-04 2.51E-03
8 4.52E-05 1.12E.01 2.39E-07 4.98E-07 2.52E-04 2.51E-03
9 9.58E-05 6.95E.02 1.48E-07 3.01E-07 2.52E-04 2.51E-03

10 2.03E-04 4.63E-02 9.49E-08 1.93E-07 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
11 4.34E-04 3.32E-02 6.53E-08 1.32E-07 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
12 9.13E-04 2.42E-02 4.57E-08 9.23E-08 2.51E-04 2,51E-03

13 1.92E-03 2.24E-02 4.15E-08 8.35E-08 2.51E-04 2.51E-03

14 4.07E-03 2.90E-02 5.30E-08 1.06E-07 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
15 8.62E-03 4.12E-02 7.48E-08 1.51E-07 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
16 1.82E-02 7.24E-02 1.47E-07 4.05E-07 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
17 3.86E-02 1.55E-01 3.70E-07 1.58E-06 2.51E-04 2.51E-03

e

18 8.18E-02 4.73E-01 1.34E-06 8.7"/E-06 2.51E-04 2.51E-03
19 1.67E-01 2.12E+00 7.91E-06 6.73E-05 2.49E-04 2.50E-03
20 3.37E-01 9.47E+00 4.95E-06 4.97E-05 2.41E-04 2.43E-03

21 6.79E-01 1.45E+01 1.17E-04 1.27E-03 2.36E-04 2.38E-03
22 1.39E+00 6.91E+00, 8.47E-05 8.34E-04 1.20E-04 1.11E-03
23 2.78E+00 1.68E+00 2.55E-05 2.08E-04 3.49E-05 2.74E-04

24 5.54E+00 3.52E.01 7.33E-06 5.12E-05 9.39E-06 6._.5E-05a

25 1.12E+01 7.97E-02 1.90E-06 1.31E-05 2.06E-06 1.43E-05
26 2.04E+01 5.04E-03 1.65E-07 1.14E-06 1.65E-07 1.14E-06

Total 4.66E+01 2.73E-04 2.56E-03
39101085.3
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5.2 pLUTONIUMDIOXIDE MEASVREMENTS

Measurementswere performedon a 962-gram PuO2 source containing846.6

grams of plutonium. The loose PuO2 powderwas placed in a 3.5-in.-diameterby

3.5-in. high steel can, which was in turn sealed inside a steel food can

4-1.8 in. in diameter by 7-in. high. As reported in Section 2 of this report,

the plutoniumwas recently separatedlow-exposureplutoniumcontainingonly

6.0% 24°puand 0.21% 241pu,so that there was little ingrowthof 24ZAm.

The can containingthe PuO2 was placed on an aluminum projectorsupport

stand at a height of I m (3.3feet) from the floor to the bottom of the can.

The center of gravity of the can was determined,and distanceswere measured

relative to this point. The dose rates from this sourcewere so low that all

of the measured dose rates had to be correctedfor room background,which was

about 0.07 mrem/h near the source. To minimize the effects of material in the

glove box, the phantoms for the dosimeterexposureswere positionedso that

the dosimeterswere shielded by the phantom or so that the dosimeterswere at

right angles to the glove box to minimizetheir response to room background.

5.2.1 Dose EquivBle_tDeterminationsfrom the PlutoniumDioxide Source

The resultsof the neutronmeasurementsare summarizedin Table 5.9

below usingthe variousdetectors indicatedin the table. The dose equivalent

rates, correctedfor room backgroundof about 0.07 mrem/h, follow an inverse

square relationshipwith distance. The measured dose equivalentrates are so

low that there is considerablevariationin the measurementsmade with the

various detectors. The numbers in parenthesesin the table are the percent

standard deviationsof the measured values. In general, the resultshave a

17% deviation from the averages reported at the one standarddeviation level.
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TABLE5.9. Results of Neutron MeasurementsPerformed on the
PuOz Source at the Plutonium Finishing Plant

Distance BackgroundCorrected Dose
(cm) Detector Eoutvalent Rate (mrem/h)

100 TEPC-184 0.11 (a)
Multisphere 0.08

, 10-in. sphere O.12
0.12

i

Average 0.11 + 0.02 (+16%)

80 10-t n. sphere O.]6

70 lO-in, sphere 0.22

50 TEPC-184 0.38 (a)
TEPC-501 O.52
10-in. sphere

Average 0.43 _+0.07 (+17%)

(a) TEPC-184correctedformethanegas filling.

5.2.2 Mq)_isphereSpectrometerMeasurementswiththe PlutoniumDioxide$ourcQ

A multispherespectrometermeasurementwas made at 100 cm fromthe PuO2

sourcewith the spectrometerpositionedon the side of the sourceclosestto

the gloveboxes. A summaryof the resultsfromthe multispherespectrometer

measurementsis presentedin Table5.10,and detailsof the differentialflux

per logarithmicenergybin and dose equivalentdistributionsas a functionof

energyare presentedin Table5.11. A plotof the differentialflux,i.e.,

the neutronfluxper logarithmicenergybin or fluxper unit lethargy,is

presentedin Figure5.4.

, The measurementwas madeat 100 cm fromthe sourceto minimize

positioningerrors,whichcan influencethe results. In retrospect,thiswas

a poorchoice. The backgrounddose ratewas almostas high as the dose rateb

from the PuO2 source. The resultsshownin Table5.10show thatthe average

energyfrom the PuO2 measurementis about0.g MeV; previousmeasurementsmade

by the authorsindicatethatthe averageenergyfrom a bare PuO2 sourceshould
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be about 2 MeV. An examination of the plot of the neutron flux as a function

of energy showsthat roombackgroundis influencingthe measured results. It

is thought that properly positioning the phantomsfor the dosimeter exposures
may reduce the influence of the roombackgroundby shielding the dosimeters
from the glove box material.

TABLES.]O. Summaryof MultisphereSpectrometerMeasurements "
with the PuO2 Source

Neutron Dose Average Average
Distance Flux Equiv.Rate Quality Energy

Shielding (cm) (n/s-cm2) (mrem/h) Factor (MEV)

Bare PuO2 100 3.21 0.18 8.6 o.go
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TABLE5,1_. NeutronFlux,AbsorbedDose,and Dose Equivalent
DistributionsDeterminedfromMultisphereSpectrometer
Measurementsat 100cm from the Bare PuOz Source

Differential ......Cumulative
, Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
No. (MEV) (N/S.cm=) (rad/hr) (rem/hr) (rad/hr) {rem/hr)

e

1 2.57E-07 6.07E-01 1.15E-06 2.67E-06 2.10E-05 1.81E-04

2 5.48E-07 9.37E-02 2.05E-07 4.29E-07 1.99E-05 1.79E-04
3 1.06E-06 7.19E-02 1.60E-07 3.35E-07 1.97E-05 1.78E-04
4 2.25E-06 5.69E-02 1.26E-07 2.66E-07 1.95E-05 1.78E-04

5 4.7"7E-06 4.44E-02 9.70E-08 2.08E-07 1.94E-05 1.7"7E-04
6 1.01E-05 3.40E-02 7.35E-08 1.59E-07 1.93E-05 1.77E-04
7 2.14E-05 2.50E-02 5.36E-08 1.14E-07 1.92E-05 1.77E-04
8 4.52E-05 1.71E-02 3.66E-08 7.62E-08 1.92E-05 1.7"7E-04

9 9,58E-05 1.26E-02 2.68E-08 5,47E-08 1.91E-05 1,7"7E-04
10 2.03E-04 1.01E-02 2.07E-08 4.21E-08 1.91E-05 1.77E-04
11 4,34E-04 8.54E-03 1.68E-08 3.40E-08 1,91E-05 1.77E-04
12 9,13E-04 7.11E-03 1.34E-08 2,71E-08 1.91E-05 1.7"7E-04

13 1.92E-03 6.98E-03 1.29E-08 2.61E-08 1.91E-05 1.77E-04
14 4.07E-03 8.88E-03 1.62E-08 3.26E-08 1.90E-05 1.77E-04
15 8.62E-03 1.12E-02 2.04E-08 4,12E-08 1.90E-05 1.7"7E-04

16 1.82E-02 1.64E-02 3.33E-08 9.18E-08 1.90E-05 1.7"/E-04
17 3.86E-02 2.68E-02 6.40E-08 2.73E-07 1.90E-05 1,7"7E-04
18 8.18E-02 5.53E-02 1.56E-07 1.03E-06 1.89E-05 1,76E-04

19 1,67E-01 1.45E-01 5,44E-07 4.62E-06 1.B7E-05 1,75E-04
20 3.37E-01 4.23E-01 2.21E-07 2.22E-06 1.82E-05 1.71E-04
21 6.79E-01 6.28E-01 5.07E-06 : 5.52E-05 1.80E-05 1.68E-04
22 1,39E+00 5.30E-01 6.50E-06 6.40E-05 1.29E-05 1,13E-04

23 2.78E+00 2o5IE-01 3.81E-06 3.11E-05 6.41E-06 4.92E-05
24 5.54E+00 8.85E-02 1.84E-03 1.29E-05 2.60E-06 1.81E-05

r 25 1.12E+01 2.94E-02 7.00E-07 4.83E-06 7.60E-07 5.25E-06
26 2.04E+01 1.83E-03 5.99E-08 4.15E-07 5.99E-08 4.15E-07

. Total 3.21E+00 2.10E-05 1.81E-04L

39101085.2
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FIGURE$,4. Neutron Flux per Unit Lethargy at 100 cm from the
PuOz Source Measuredby the Multisphere Spectrometer

5.3 PI,UTONZUMMETALMEASUREMENTS

Measurementswere performed on a plutonium metal source containing

1508 grams of plutonium. Two anodeheel sampleswere placed inside cans and
sealed inside a steel food can 4-1.8 in. in diameter by 7-in. high. As

reported in Section 2.0 of this report, the plutonium was recently separated

low-exposure plutonium containing only 5.4%24°puand 0.17% Z4Zpu,so that

ingrowthof Z41Amwas not a problem.

The can containingthe plutoniummetalwas placedon an aluminum

projectorsupportstandat a heightof I m (3.3.ft) to the bottomof the can.

The centerof gravityof the can was determined,and distancesweremeasured

relativeto thispoint. As before,the dose ratesfromthis sourcewere so

low that all of the measureddose rateshad to be correctedfor room

background.
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5.3.1 Dose EauivalentDeterminationsfrom the PlutoniumMetal Source

A summaryof the measured dose equivalentrates from tissue equivalent

proportionalcounters,the multispherespectrometer,and a 10-in. diameter

sphere calibratedas a rem meter are presentedin Table 5.12. The uncer-

tainties in the average for the measured values are given for one standard

, deviation. The numbers in parenthesesare the percent standarddeviation in

the measured values. The dose rate measured for this source is somewhat

higher than expected,so it is suspectedthat the neutron emission rate may be

enhanced by impuritiesof low atomic number present in the anode heel samples.

The measureddose equivalentrates follow an inversesquare relationsh'ipwhen

corrected for room background,which is about 0.07 mrem/h at the source
location.

TABLE 5.12. Results of NeutronMeasurementsPerformed
on the 150B-GramPlutoniumMetal Source

Distance BackgroundCorrectedDose
(cm) ......Detector EQuivalentRate (mrem/h)

100 TEPC 184 O.JB
0.20

TEPC 501 0.16
10-in. sphere Q__L6

Average for 100 cm 0.17 ± 0.017 (±10%)

80 10-in. sphere 0.26

50 TEPC 184 0.70
0.74

TEPC 501 0.64
Multisphere 0.54
10-in.sphere O.5B

0.56

Average for 50 cm 0.62 ± 0.075 (±12%)
P

5.3.2 Multisphere Spectrometer Measurements with the Plutonium Metal Source

A summaryof the results from the multisphere spectrometer measurements

is presented in Table 5.13, and detailed neutron flux and dose equivalent

distributions for logarithmic energy intervals are presented in Table 5.14.
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The multispheremeasurementswere performedat 50 cm for the metal measure-

ments, so that the backgroundwould not presentas much a problem as in the

previousmeasurement. The measureddose equivalent rates are almost an order

of magnitudehigher than the generalroom background. Table 5.13 shows that

the averageenergy is about 1.4 MeV, which is only slightlyhigher than the

PuF4 results. Previousmeasurementshave demonstratedthat the average

neutron energy is actually about 2 MeV for a bare plutoniummetal source.

Part of the difference in measured average energy may be ascribed to the fact

that the multisphereenergy bins are so wide that averageenergies in the MeV

region are not very accurate. Also, the averagedepends on whether arithmetic

averages or logarithmicaveragesare used for the midpoint energies of the

bias.

The neutron flux densityper logarithmicintervalor the flux per unit

lethargy is plotted as a functionof the logarithmof the neutron energy in

Figure 5.5. This plot clearly indicatesthat the plutoniummetal spectrum is

harder than the PuOz spectrum,but that there is still a significantlow-

energy component, lt is believedthat this low-energycomponent is due to

room background,and this is loweringthe overall averageenergy. Comparing

the spectrum above I keV with previousmeasurements,one can see that the

metal spectrum is much harder (i.e.,higher energy), as expected. These

results indicate the difficultyof finding a locationwhere the room back-

ground is low enough to allow proper measurementsof plutoniummetal and PuOz

sources. In many instances,it may be more accurate to substitute a 2S2cf

spontaneousfission source,which has a much higher neutronemission rate, so

that room backgroundwill be insignificant.
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TABLE5,)3. Summaryof Multisphere Spectrometer Measurements
with the PlutoniumMetalSource

Neutron Dose Average Average
Distance Flux Equiv.Rate Quality Energy

Shieldinq _ (n/s-cre2) (torero/h) Factor (MEV)

Bare Pu Metal 50 6.80 0.607 9.2 1.36

TABLE5.14. NeutronFlux,AbsorbedDose,and Dose EquivalentDistributions
DistributionsDeterminedfromMultisphereSpectrometer
Measurementsat 50 cm fromthe Bare PlutoniumMetalSource

Dlffmrmntlal Cu_ulatlv_
Dose Dose Dose Eq.

Bin Energy Flux Dose Equiv. Dist. Dist.
No__ (MEV) ..... (N/S-cmz) (rad/hr) (rem/ht) (rad/hr) (rem/ht)

1 2.b"TE-07 4.46E-01 8.45E-07 1.96E-06 6.63E-05 6.07E-04

2 5.48E-07 3.09E-01 6.76E-07 1.41 E-06 6.54E-05 6.05E-04
3 1.06E-06 1.74E-01 3,87E-07 8.12E-07 6.47E-05 6.04 E-04

4 2.25E-06 7.BOE-02 1.72E-07 3.65E-07 6.44E-05 6.03E-04

5 4.?'7E-06 3.27E-02 7.14E-08 1.53 E-07 6.42E-05 6.03E-04
6 1.01E-05 1.26E-02 2.73E-08 5.89 E-08 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

7 2.14E-05 4.15E-03 8.93E-09 1.90E-08 6.41 E-05 6'.03E-04

8 4.52E-05 1.04E-03 2.23E-09 4.64E-09 6.41 E-05 6.03E-04
9 9.58E-05 3.31E-04 7,02E-10 1.43E-09 6,41E-05 6.03E-04

10 2.03E-04 1.12E-04 2.30E-10 4.67E-10 6.41E-05 6.03E-04
11 4.34E-04 4.50E-05 8.86E-11 1.79E-10 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

12 9.13E-04 2.02E-05 3.81E-11 7.70E-11 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

13 1.92E-03 1.39E-05 2.57E-11 5.17E-11 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

14 4.07E-03 1.61E-05 2.94E-11 5.91 E-11 6o41E-05 6.03E-04

15 8.62E-03 2.60E-05 4.73E-11 9.56E-11 6.41E-05 6.03E-04
16 1.82E-02 6,00E-05 1.22E-10 3.36E-10 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

17 3.861=-02 2.01E-04 4.80E-10 2.04E-09 6.41E-05 6.03E-04
18 8.18E-02 1.27E-03 3.60E-09 2.36E-08 6.41E-05 6.03E-04

19 1.67E-01 1.99E-02 7.43E-08 6.32E-07 6.41E-05 6.02E-04

20 3.37E-01 3.91E-01 2.05E-07 2.05E-06 6.40E-05 6.02E-04
21 6.79E-01 1.71E+00 1.38E-05 1.50E-04 6.38E-05 6.00E-04

i

22 1.39E+00 2.40E+00 2.94E-05 2.89E-04 5.00E-05 4.50E-04

23 2.78E+00 9.28E-01 1.41E-05 1.15E-04 2.06E-05 1.60 E-04
24 5.54E+00 2.39E-01 4.97E-06 3.47E-05 6.53E-06 4.55E-05

25 1.12E+01 6.00E-02 1.43E-06 9.87E-06 1.56E-06 1.08 E-05

26 2.04E+01 3.98E-03 1.30E-07 9.03 E-07 1.30E-07 9.02E-07

Total 6.80E+00 6,63E-05 6.07E-04

39101085,1
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FIGURE5.5. Neutron Flux per Unit Lethargy at 50 cm from the Pu

Metal Source Measured by the Multisphere Spectrometer
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6.0 ATTENUATIONBy ACRYLIC PLASTICSHIELDING

In the early days of Hanford,plutoniumwas processedin glove boxes

constructedfrom acrylic plasticor constructedwith acrylic plasticwindows.

More recently,slabs of acrylicplastic have been added to glove boxes to

reduce the neutron exposure to workers. A series of measurementswas per-

" formed to determinethe amount of attenuationof the dose equivalent rate

provided by acrylic plastic slab shields. Measurementswere performedat the

PNL CalibrationLaboratoryusing bare 252Cfsources, and in the PFP, using PuF4

and PuO2 sources.
?

In the PNL CalibrationLaboratory,40 cm by 40 cm by 2.54 cm thick slabs

of acrylicplasticwere positionedbetweenthe TEPC detector and the 252Cf

source on the supportstand normally used to hold the acrylic plastic
F

phantoms. These measurementsincluded the effects of room scatter and scatter
I ,

around the shield by the support stand. The attenuationwas calculated by

dividing the dose equivalent rate measured behind the shield by the dose

equivalentrate without the shield in place. The resultsof these measure-

ments are inc_.udedin Table 6.1 and are plotted in Figure 6.1. The results of

earliermeasurementsmade with TEPCs are also included. In these earlier

measurements,the effectsof room scatterwere eliminatedby placing a thick

shadow shield between the source and the TEPC. The room scatter around the

shadow shield was mc_sured,and the dose equivalentrate was subtractedfrom

the result measured with the slab shield in position. This was done to

providedata to comparewith computer code calculationsfor the slab shields;

for simplicity,the computercode calculationsdid not model room scatter. In

general, room scatter reducesthe shield effectiveness.

In the PFP, 40-cm-by-40-cmslab shieldsof acrylicplastic were placed

on an aluminum support stand positionedbetweenthe plutoniumsource and the

TEPC detector. As before, the attenuationin dose equivalent rate was
d

determined from the ratio of the dose equivalentrates measured with and

without a shield in position. For these measurements,the room background

- from nearby glove boxes was subtractedfrom the measured dose rates. But no

correctionwas made for room scatter. The results of these measurements



TABLE 6._. Attenuationof Neutron Gose EquivalentProvided by Slabs
of Acrylic Plasticfor Californiumand Plutonium
TetrafluorideNeutron Sources

Distance Dose Equivalent
Source . Shield (cn) Rate (mremlh) Attenuation. ,

ZS2cf None 100 2770 1.O0
]/2-in. plastic 100 2500 0.90
l-in. plastic 100 22]0 0.80

None 50 ] ] 700 ]. O0
2-in. plastic 50 6970 0.60
4-in. plastic 50 36]0 0.3]

PuF4 None 50 27.]3+0.71(8) 1.00+0.026(a)
l-in. plastic 50 15.3_+0.71 0.56+0.030
2-in. plastic 50 9.89+0.94 0.36-+0.036

PuO2 None 50 O.48 1.O0
l-in. plastic 50 0.4] 0.85
2-in. plastic 50 0.31 0.65

(a) Uncertaintie_given for one standard deviationin the measured results.

r

are also included in Table 6.1. Beca'_sethe dose rates were low, several

measurementswere _!_ce. The uncertaintiesshown in the table are for one

standarddeviation in the measuredresults.

In general, the lower energy neutrons from PuF4 are easier to shie)d. A

factor-of-2reductionin dose equivalentrate requires about 1-I/2 to 2 in. of

acrylicplastic shieldingfor PuF4 and about 2-I/2 in. of acrylic plastic

shieldingfor 2S2Cf,plutoniumoxide, or plutoniummetal, which have about

the same averageneutron energy. Note that the reductionin dose equivalent

rate is highly dependent on the measurementsituation. Earliermeasurements

published in BNW-2086,A Guide to Good Practicesat PlutorliumFacilities

(Faust et al. 1977, page 4-52) and in HLEDL-TME80-50, PersonnelDosimetryand

ShieldingProqram Proqress Report:Ju!_y-December1979 (Smith 1980) give

slightly differenttransmissionfactor;,for the acrylicshields because of

differencesin the measurements. In the previousdocuments,the effects of 4"

scatteraround the shieldwere correctedfor by making shadow shield measure-

ments and subtractingthe room scatterfrom the results. In the PFP ,
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FIGURE 6.1. Reduction in Dose Equivalent Rate
from Acrylic Plastic Shielding

measurements presented here, the effects of scatter from the floor and

support stands for the source and shields are not corrected for, because these

scattered r_eutronswill influence the albedo dosimeter measurements, and these

high-scatter conditions are typical of the workplace conditions.
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7.0 MEASURED RESPONSEOF THE HANFORDDOSIMETERS

7. ] INTROPUCTION

. The response of TLD-albedopersonnelneutrondosimeters to neutron

radiation is significantlydependenton energy (Brackenbushet al. 1980). For

routine calibration,HanfordTLDs are exposed to a bare ZSZCfsource. The
i

exposure time is increasedby a factor of 1.73 so that the TLD response is

similar between the "field"and calibrationsource. At Hanford, the "fluori-

nator hood" at the HanfordPFP was selected as the "field"work environment.

This work environmenthas been characterizedon numerousoccasions in the past

to ensure that the personneldoses determinedwith the Hanford TLD-albedo

dosimetercorrectlydeterminedthe actual neutrondose equivalent.

With the recent change in Hanford'smission, there has been a signifi-

cant decrease in PuF4 handling,and an increase in plutoniummetal and PuOz

handling. This has resulted in a larger spread in the neutron response varia-

tion in the HanfordTLD-albedodosimeter, i.e., the ratio of

Chip 3 adjusted readinq (R3) - Chip 5 ad.iustedreading (RS)
Chip 4 adjusted reading (R4) - Chip 5 adjusted reading (R5).

This ratio has been an indicatorof the type and constancyof neutron expo-

sures being received by personnelin the field.

lt is extremelydifficultand manpower-intensiveto administer a

neutron-monitoringprogram in which a large number of correctionfactors is

necessaryfor different locationsin the same facilitybecause the same

employeeswould, in all probability,work in more than one location during a

badge period, lt was felt that a measurementstudy using selected neutron

sourcescould lead to an alternatemethod in evaluatingpersonnelneutron

dose. These new measurementsshould complementthe measurementsconducted in

' the work environmentduring the past severalyears.

Measurementswere taken with NIST-traceableneutronsources to calibrate

" the multispherespectrometer,TEPCs, Depangherlong counter, TLD-albedodosim-

eters, and CR-3g TEDs. The responsesof the HanfordTLD, CR-39 TED, and Mound

Design TLD dosimetersto moderatedneutronswere determinedby covering the I
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252Cf sources with selectivethicknessesof acrylic plastic. Measurements

were then made at PFP from three plutoniumneutron sources: a PuF4, a

plutoniummetal anode, and PuO2 powder,which were described in Section 3.0.

Severalthicknessesof acrylic plasticshieldingto simulate glove-box _.

shieldingwere used with the PuF4. The dose rates from plutoniummetal and

PuO2 were too low to do any studiesusing plastic shielding. The TLD inserts

for these specialdosimeterswere processed in the routine fashion as are

personnelTLD inserts. Electrochemicallyetched TEDs were processed, read,

and evaluatedby Mary Ann Parkhurstof PNL.

7.2

Detailed results for each type of measurementare presented in

Appendix C. The data includethe standardHanford MultipurposeTL Dosimeter

results,a modified multipurposeTL dosimeter to resemblethe Mound Laboratory

dosimeterconfiguration(chip 3 has a cadmium filter between the body and the

chip), and the CR-3g TED results. The data from the modified multipurposeTL

dosimeterwill not be discussed,but is included in Appendix C. Table 7.1 is

a summaryof the exposure data; Table 7.2 pre_ents the standarderrors

associatedwith the results.

The data listed in Table 7.1 representaveragevalues of nine measure-

ments for each configuration. The first column in Table 7.1 describesthe

source and moderator; the second and third columns give the TLD counts

correctedfor gamma response for chips 3 and 4, respectively;the fourth

column gives the ratio of the responsesof TLD chip 3 to TLD chip 4. Chip 3

is designed to respond to both incidentslow neutrons and albedo neutrons;

chip 4 is designed to respond primarilyto albedo neutrons reflected from the

body. The ratio is used as an indicatorof the incidentneutron spectrum;

higher ratios indicatemoderatedneutron spectra. The fifth column of

Table 7.1 gives the TLD calibrationfor chip 4 in terms of chip counts per
N

mrem deliveredto the dosimeter. The sixth column lists the dose equivalent
E

deliveredto the dosimeters 7rom the calibrated sources. The seventh and

eighth give the dose equivalentevaluatedusing the 1990 algorithm,and they

7.2
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.TABLE,7.1.Summary of TLD-AlbedoDosimeter Results
for the Hanford MultipurposeDosimeter
Exposed to Calibrationand PlutoniumSources

Dose Eaulvalent (mrem)
_ Ratto4_ R4_=I Given 1990 _*) Present_

Source R3,RS(= R4.,R5ra R31R4 ct/mrem Neutron TLD TLD Cr.39
ill IHi:ll i m

Cf Source Bare 844 759 1.112 1.516 500,5 333 333 466

Cf + I.Z7 cm PLc'_ 2554 2256 1.136 2.218 1017 979 979 967
e

Cf. 2.54 cm PL 3697 3090 1.196 3.102 996 1351 1351 898

Cf + 5.08 cm PL 3663 2516 1.462 4.756 529 1115 716 473

Cf • 10.16 cm PL 4457 2647 1.690 5.908 448 1178 816 421

Cf . 15.24 cm PL 10770 6107 1.785 7.890 774 2745 1883 587

Cf D20 MOD 10950 10842 1.010 10.842 1000 5000 5000 952

Pu F, Bare 3094(_ 2594(m 1.148 1.601 1683 1189 1178 1670

PuF= + 2.54 cm PL 5164 (=) 4112 m 1.256 3.711 1108 1812 1801 1238

PuF, + 5.08 cm PL 9530 cm 6104_m 1,561 8.808 693 2712 829 1005

PuO= 1021_ g-pm 1.052 1.198 81 51 51 74

Pu Metal 236tm 183tm 1.290 1.253 146 97 97 137

Bkg Room 179C 165 114 1.460 3.917 29.1 42 11,5

1) PL is Plextglsss sheet 61 cm by 61 cm square.

2) Adjusted reading of Chip 3 minus adjusted reading of Chip 5.

3) Adjusted reading of Chip 4 minus adjusted reading of Chip 5.

4) Ratio ¢f (R3-RS)/(R4..RS)

5) The values are (R4-R5)/(Given Neutron Dose).

6) Doses as calculated in 1990.

7) Neutron calcuations use the Historical Hanford Alogrithm when the ratio of R3/R4 is greater than 1.38.

8) Adjusted readings were modified for the amount of backg und present in Room 179C during the exposure.

/
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TABLE7.2. Thermoluminescent Dosimeter Chip Responses f_r
Hanford Multipurpose Dosimeters Exposed to "°<Cf
Calibration Sources and Plutonium Sources

mrem

_ R4-R5,_ Given
Source _"-...._ CV;,-..._m- _. 26_ Ratio R_I-R4,1" R4("_ X_',....,__ _'- 2s_ ct/mrem Neutron

Cf Source Bare 759 5.67 1.27 1j,112 0.954 1.416 500.5
Cf . 1,27 om PLm 2256 7.36 1_! /i,136 1.044 2.218 1017

.... i/ Ii

Ct + 2.54 cm PLm 3090 8.64 1_ i ,/1.1_7 1.105 3.102 996
Cf + 5.08 cm PL_" 2516 10.33 1._ ' / 1_t_2 1.164 4.756 529
Cf + 10.16 cm PLm 2647 9.08 1.92 1.690 1.458 5.908 448

L

Cf . 16,24 cm PL_ 6107 12.7"7 2.17 1.785 1.397 7,89 774

Cf D20 MOD 10842 0.75 1.02 1.010 1.003 10.842 1000

PuF, Bare 2720 14.19 1.26 1.148 1.036 1.601 1683

PuF_+ 254 cm PLt_ 4136 7.13 1.47 1,256 1.042 3.711 1108

PuF, + 5,08 cm PLm 6128 10.82 1.80 1.561 1-321 8.808 693

PuO= 161 11.18 1.27 1.050 0.830 1.012 81.0

Pu Metal 263 14.45 1.71 1,290 0.870 1.260 145.6

Bkg Room 179C 114 16.31 1.58 1.480 1-240 1.360 29.1

1) "Adjustedreading for Chip 4 minus the adjusted reading for Chip5.
2) Ratio of (R3-RS)/(R4-RS).

3) The values are (R4-Rb')/(GivenNeutron Dose).

4') Average.

5) Coefficient of variance- standard deviation in percent.

S, Represents th_.upper value of the 96% confidence interval.
7! Represents the lower value of the 96% confidence interval.

i

8, PL is PIsxiglass sheet 61 cm by 61 cm square.
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give the dose equivalent evaluated using the current algorithm, respectively.

Finally, the ninth column gives the results of the electrochemically etched
CR-39 TEDs.

Table 7.2 shows the uncertainties associated with the averages listed

in the previous table. These are describedas follows. The first column

a describesthe source and thicknessof acrylic plasticmoderatorplaced between

the source and the dosimeters. The second column gives the TL chip counts

from chip 4, which respondsprimarilyto albedo neutrons reflectedfrom the

body and chip 5, which is used to subtract out the gamma response of chip 4.

The third column gives the coefficientof variationor the percent standard

deviation in the average listed in the second column. The fifth column gives

the ratio of chip counts from position3 divided by the chip counts from

position4. This is an indicatorof the "softness"of the spectrum. The

fourth and sixth columnsgive the upper and lower values in the range of the

95% confidenceinterval for this ratio. The seventhcolumn gives the cali-

brationconstant for TL chip 4; this value is the TL chip counts from chip 4

minus the chip counts from chip 5 (used to account for the gamma response of

chip 4) divided by the deliveredneutrondose equivalent. Finally, the last

column gives the dose equivalent in mrem deliveredto the dosimeter.

7.3 D_SCU$SION

The dose ratio from the 2S2Cfneutron source was three orders o_ magni-

tude higher than that measured from the PuO2. These differences are important

since the time it took to obtain the exposure varied from several minutes to

several weeks. During the PuO2 measurement, one of the two acrylic plastic
plates containing the Mounddesign TL dosimeter and half of the CR-3g TED

dropped off the phantom, and the results were lost.

The measurements with the spectrometers and dosimeters were performed

, over an extended time period. The backgroundmeasurementwas made almost

eight months after the previous exposurehad been made when the activityof

the operationwas again comparableto those where the original exposureswere
t.

made. The backgroundmeasurementsusing the ]O-in. rem meter and TEPCs

indicatethe backgroundremained constantwithin the counting uncertaintiesof

the measurements.
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There are somequestions whether this backgroundsubtraction is correct

becausethe adjusted ratio of the PuO2 appears to be too close to 1.00. The

large correction (194-102 for chip 3) for PuO2, the relatively small original
observed counts, and the large standard error in the observed values are all

major factors in Influencing the ftn_l outcome. The increase in the observed

dose rate of the plutonium metal and the slightly larger-than-expected ratio

of the R3/R4are the directresultsof the impuritiesin the plutoniummetal

anode. The impuritieswere in excessof 5% of the totalweightand someof

the impuritiesappearto havehad a higheryieldfor the alpha-neutron

reaction.

In 1990,the routineHanfordExternalDosimetryProgramused an

algorithmthatwas basedon the valueOf R4-R5andmultipliedby constants

thatwere derivedfrom 2S2Cfexposuredata and previouslydeterminedfactorof

filedmeasurements:

TN = C8x (R4-R5) 1.73 (7.1)

whereC8 is about0.75. This equationwas usedto passthe DOELAP

certification.

The presentcalculationis a hybridof the historicalHanfordalgorithm

(Wilsonet al. 1990)and the equationused in 1990. Whenthe ratioof

(R3-R4)/R4-R5)Is less than 1.38,thenthe calculationis as in 1990:

TN I C8 x (R4-R5)/I.73

if (R3-R4/(R4-R5)_ 1.38

Then calculateas the HistoricalHanfordAlgorithm

FN - (C4 x R4)-(C6 x R5) - [C7 x (R3-R4)/1.73]

CSN- C4 x (R3-R4)
TN - FN + SN

where C4, C5, _6, and C7 are coefficients derived from measurementsof the

2S2Cfsource and sigma pile.
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From the data in Table 7.1, one can see that there is significant

improvement in the results when the ratio R3/R4 is equal to or greater than

1.38. The ratio Of chip 3 to chip 4 data indicates that the TLD is very

sensitive to small changes in the spectra and results in a significant
increase in the counts/mrem.

One anomaly of the change in ratio is for the 2S2CfD20-moderated source
in a cadmium shield, which removes all of the thermal neutrons from the source

spectra. The moderated D20 source spectrum is not representative of any

neutron spectrum at Hanford. As such, the TL dosimeter only sees the albedo

neutrons from the phantom, lt is very interesting that the standard error in

the moderated spectra measurements is a factor of 7 to 19 smaller than for the

other sources. One can infer that imperfections in the dosimeters, TL chips,

phantom, and spacing of dosimeters result in considerably less impact on the

final result. Therefore, the use of this source maybe of value in a quality

control program through sensitive recognition of dosimetry processing changes.

The notable change in the ratio R3/R4 is accompanied by a large 95% con-

fidence interval, indicating that the ratio would have to move considerably

before one could be assured that spectra had changed significantly. The ratio

R3/R4 would have to be greater than 1.3 to be assured that the result ratio

was not caused by a bare 2SZCfsource.

7.4 MEASUREMENTSWITHCR-3gDOSIMETERS

While the TLD-albedodosimeterswere exposed, sets of CR-39 dosimeters

were also exposed to the calibratedneutron sources in the PNL Calibrations

Laboratory and to the plutoniumsources in the PFP. The resultsof these

exposuresare summarizedin Table 7.3. The first column describesthe neutron

source and the amount of acrylicplastic shieldingplaced between the source

and the CR-3g TEDs. In the table, x designatesthe mean value of the measured

, values, and a designatesone standarddeviationin the measured values. The

precisionof the CR-39 measurementsis indicatedby the one standard deviation

uncertaintyin the averageof 12 CR-3g dosimetersused for each measurement

listed in the third column of Table 7.3. The coefficientof variationof the

CR-39 TEDs is better than ±10%.
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For the measurements in the PFP, the delivered dose was estimated from

the average of measurements from the multisphere spectrometer, TEPCs, and 10-

_n. diameter rem meter. One standard deviation uncertainty in the dose

equivalent calculated from spectrometric measurement is included for the
delivered dose shown in the ftfth column in Table 7.3. The sixth column in

Table 7.3 lists the ratio of the dose equivalent measured by the CR-39

dosimeters divided by the delivereddose. The uncertaintylisted in the last

column includesone standarddeviationuncertaintyin the dosesestimated by

12 CR-39 dosimeters and in the dose equivalentcalculatedfrom spectrometric

measurements.

For lightlymoderated fission sourcesand plutoniumsources, the CR-39

dosimetersare reasonablyaccurate. On the average,the dose equivalent

determinedwith the CR-39 dosimeterswas only 2% lower than the dose equiva-

lent delivered by calibratedcaliforniumsourcesor from the plutonium

sources; the coefficientof variationwas ±17%. However, this close agreement

I_,_,_Z_. Summary of CR-39 DosimeterExposures

pos_ EQuivalent (mrem) Ratio
CR-39 Meas. Delivered Meas./Deliv.

_ource _ _..C__ _ . _ X

CF with no shield 466 46 500.5 0.93
Cf + 1.27 cm plastic 966 64 1017 0.95
Cf + 2.54 cm plastic 898 58 996 0.90
Cf + 5.08 cm plastic 473 3Z 529 0.89
Cf + 10.2 cm plastic 421 37 448 0.94
Cf + 15.2 cm plastic 587 54 774 0.76

Cf+ D20 moderator 952 62 1000 0.95

PuF.with no shield 1670 82 1683 54 0.99 0.059
PuF_+ 2.54 cm plastic 1238 58 1108 51 1.12 0.067

PuF_+ 5.08 cm plastic 1006 91 693 66 1.45 0.191

PuO2 with no shield 74 6.6 81 13 0.92 0.17 ,

Pu Metal with no shield 137 16 146 18 0.94 0.16

Room Background 11.5 3.7 29 2.5 0.40 _ ,

Average excludingbackground 0.98 0.17
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is somewhatdeceptive. There were two measurements in which there was poor

agreement between the delivered values and the CR-39 measured values; the

CR-39 overestimated the delivered dose by 45% when exposed to the PuF4 source
, moderated with 5 cm of acrylic plastic. This was offset by the CR-39

indicating a dose equivalent some24% lower than the delivered dose when

exposed to the californium source moderated by 15 cm of acrylic plastic.
I

Ignoring these two extremes, the CR-39 dosimeter averaged about 5% lower than

the delivered dose, with a coefficient of variation of ±6.5%. Note that this

good agreement is obtained by expcstng the CR-39 dosimeters to fairly high

doses to obtain good counting statistics for the number of tracks/cm 2. At

dose valuesgreater than 50 mrem, CR-39 dose resultsare superior to the TLD

results. Three lots of CR-39 plasticwere used in the measurements,and all

lots resulted in about the same variation in the results.

The CR-3g dosimeters functionquite well when exposedto fission sources

or isotopicsources, such as PuF4. For the unmoderatedsources,the majority

of neutrons have energies above the thresholdfor track registration. How-

ever, the CR-3g dosimetersstart to miss part of the dose for highly moderated

sources, in which neutrons have energies below the 100-keVthreshold for track

registrationin the electrochemic_ly etched CR-39.
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8.0_ CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Currentlyavailableneutrondosimetersand survey instrumentsexhibit a

well known significantdependentwith energy; i.e., their responseper unit of

dose equivalentvaries with energy. The TLD-albedoneutrondosimeters used at

Hanford are no exception,as demonstratedby the data presentedin Sections 5,

_ 6, and 7 of this report. Typically,TLD-albedodosimetersare calibrated

under low-scatterconditions in the laboratoryunder carefullycontrolled,

reproducibleconditions similarto those used in DOELAP accreditation. When

exposed in the work place, the responseof the TLD-albedodosimetermay be

quite differentper unit of dose equivalent. Traditionally,a field cali-

bration factor or other mechanismhas been used to determinethe appropriate

factor to correctly interpretthe dosimeterresponse in the field.

This studywas initiatedto documentthe response of the HanfordTLD-

albedo dosimeterand CR-3g TED under carefullycontrolledconditions in the

calibrationlaboratoryand irltheworkplace. The measurementsincluded the

PNL calibrationbare and heavy-water-moderatedcaliforniumsources,whose

calibrationsare directly traceableto the NIST. Variousneutron spectrom-

eters and dose measuringdevices, includingmultispherespectrometers,TEPCs,

and 10-in. diameterrem meters,were also exposed to the calibratedsources to

verify their accuracy.

These instrumentswere then used in the PFP to determinethe neutron

dose equivalentrates and responsesfrom variousplutoniumsources, including

PuF4, PuOz, and plutoniummetal. The resultsof these measurementsare

summarizedin Table 8.1. The PuF4 source is of special interest;it is the

same source that had previouslybeen used to calibrate Hanfordneutron

dosimeters from December 1964 to August 1981. The TLD-albedodosimeters and

CR-39 TED were exposedto these plutoniumsourcesunder the high-scatter

conditionstypicallyfound in the work environment. The data from the PuF4b

source provide historicaldocumentationof dosimeter responseand help

evaluate the accuracyof dose equivalentalgorithmsthat were used in the

-' past.

The results summarized in Table 8.1 indicatethat the dosimeterresponse

per unit dose equivalent increasesin the high-scatterconditionsfound in the
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TABLE_.1. Summaryof Dosimeter Measurements

Dos_ Eoui.valent (mrem}
Ratto (a) R4(b) -Given 1990 _0_Present _a_ ....

.... Sourc_ R3/R4 _ neutron ._ILE_ TLD CR-39

Cf Bare 1.11 1.52 500.5 333 333 460

Cf + 1.27 cm 1.14 2.22 1017 979 979 961
plastic

Cf + 2.54 cm 1.20 3.10 996 1351 1351 898
plastic

Cf + 5.08 CB 1.46 4.76 529 1115 716 473
plastic

Cf + 10.2 cm 1.69 5.91 448 1178 816 428
plastic

Cf + 15.2 cm 1.79 7.89 774 2745 1883 587
plastic

D_Omoderated 1.01 10.84 1000 5000 5000 952
C_ source

PuF4 Bare 1.15 1.60 1683 1189 1178 1670

PuF4 + 2.54 cm 1.26 3.71 1108 1812 1801 1238
plastic

PuF4 + 5.08 cm 1.56 8.81 693 2712 829 1006
plastic

PuO_minus 1.05 1.01 52 51 51 74
background

Pu metal minus 1.29 1.26 116.5 97 97 137
background

Background 1.45 3.8 29 - 42 11.5

(a) TLD 600 chips corrected for gammaresponse.
(b) The values are TLD chip 4 - TLD chip 5 response/deliveredneutrondose.
(c) Doses calculated using the 1990 algorithm.
(d) Doses calculated using the HistoricalHanfordAlgorithm when R3/R4>I.38.
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work place. The dosimeterresponse is a complex function of the initial

neutron energy spectrum,the orientationof the dosimeter,the amount oC

interveningmoderator, _nd the scatter conditionsin the vicinity of the

dosimeterduring exposures.i

The PuF4 source was strong enough that the major contributorto dosimeter

responsewas the source itself. However, the neutronemission rates from the

PuO_and plutoniummetal sourceswere so small that room backgroundfrom the

adjacent plutoniumglove boxes in the room contributedto almost half of the

dosimeterresponse. To correct for this background,sets of control dosim-

eters were exposed under identicalconditionsto allow correctionsto be

applied to the dosimeterresponsefor the "background.' This is generally

true of operations in glove boxes; the general background,from material stored

in the box and distributedon the surface is a significantcontributionto

TLD-albedodosimeterresponse. The increasedresponseto the lower energy

scatteredneutrons from backgroundsis demonstratedin Table 8.I. Here, the

scatteredbackgroundneutrons create about the same effect as adding 3/4 in.

to I in. of acrylic plasticmoderatorto the glove box.

As shown in Table 8.I, the responseof the TLD-albedodosimeter varied

from a low value of about I count/mrem for an unmoderatedsource to a high

value of 10 for a heavy-water-moderatedsource. From the data presented,one

might conclude that the response of the TLD-albedodosimeteris controlledby

the interveningmoderator betweenthe source and the dosimeter. This is not

always the case; room-scatteredneutrons can be a significantfactor in deter-

mining the dosimeter responseand can alter the ratios of the responsesof TLD

chips behind various filters. For this reason, it is recommendedthat field

exposuresbe performedto verify the accuracyof the system.

lt may be possible to develop improved algorithmsto properly interpret

dosimeter responsecorrectionfactors based on the TLD chip ratios. In the

case of the HanTord TLD-albedodosimeter, it appearsthat the ratio of TLDs in

position 3 to position 4 may indicatewhat calibrationfactor should be used.

This approach is used at Hanford in the existingdosimetrysystems and is

"' extensive]yused at other sites, such as KarlsrUhe,where the dosimeters are ,

actuallycalibratedon phantoms in the work place. The variabilityin the

counts/mremfactors and the position3/position4 TLD ratios points out the
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need for careful calibration and field exposure if accuracy is to be improved.
Traditionally, TLD calibration factors have been based on field measurements

at Hanford work locations. This was especially true when the plutonium

fluoride source was used to simulate the primary contribution to occupational e

neutron exposure during plutonium separation work at Hanford. It is especi-

ally important to perform additional measurements in the workplace if new

dosimetrysystemsor evaluationalgorithmsare implemented.

The data presentedin Table 8.1 show that the dose equivalentsevaluated

from the CR-3g TEDs are remarkablyaccurate. The dosimeter results are in

excellentagreementwith the delivereddose equivalentdetermined from the

averageof measurementsperformedwith the multispherespectrometer,TEPCs,

and a 10-in.diameter sphericalrem meter. Excludingthe measurementof the

room background,the CR-3g dosimeterresults agree within about 5% of the

delivereddose equivalents,with a standarddeviationof about 21% in the

measurements. Excludingthe measurementof the room background is justified

becausethe CR-3g dosimeterswere exposed on the side af the acrylic plastic

phantompositioned away from the glove boxes to minimize the effect of room

background. Fast neutrons from the glove box must pass through the phantomor

be scatteredfrom the room to reach the CR-3g TED.

Although the CR-3g dosimetersgive superior results,we caution that the

resultswere obtained with exposureswell over 100 mrem for statistical

accuracy. With low doses (about 10 to 50 mrem), the CR-3g dosimeters are not

very accuratedue to lack of sensitivityand interferencefrom background

tracks. This backgroundtrack problem cannot be avoided; it may be caused by

interactionswith alpha particlesfrom radon and cosmic rays during storageof

the material.

From the data presented in Table 8.I, we can draw the following con-

clusio,,_.Neutron doses estimatedfor personnelare generally high based on

the simplifiedHanforddose algorithm. The simplifiedalgorithmcan signifi-

cantly over-estimatepersonnelneutrondose equivalentif the dosimeter is not

calibratedto the neutron field in which it is used. With care, it may be

possibleto arrive at spectral correctionfactorsbased on TLD chip ratios, "_

but additional studiesmust be performedto substantiatethis assertion.
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The followingrecommendationsare made based on these preliminary

studies:

• To obtain more accurateestimatesof neutrondose to personnel, it
, is necessaryto utilizelocation-dependentcalibrationfactors or

calibrationfactors based on TLD chip ratios.

• Continual instrumentmeasurementsand dosimeterexposureson
,, phantoms in measured neutron fields are essentialto ensure the

credibilityof routinedosimeterresults.

• Considerationshould be given to implementingthe CR-39 nuclear
track detector in combinationwith the TLD-albedodosimeter. The
CR-39 dosimeterappearsto give acceptableresultsfor neutron
exposuresover about 100 mrem from plutoniumsources,even if
placed behind thick shields.

• Although the TLD-albedodosimetermay over-estimatethe dose, this
type of dosimeter is more sensitiveand gives more accurate results
at low doses, below about 50 mrem.

• Algorithmsto compensatefor energy effects should be developed.

• Energy-compensationalgorithms,along with continuedimprovements
in the ExternalDosimetryProgram,may provide a means to improve
the accuracy of occupationaldose estimationsand still meet DOELAP
test criteria.

• As in the past, field measurementsand dosimeterexposures in the
work environmentmu_t be continuedto test new algorithmsor
implementnew dosimetry systems. The ExternalDosimetryProgram
should acquirethe expertiseto perform these field measurements.

lt must be recognizedthat Hanfordhas had a longstandingpolicy (Wilson

et al. 1990) that if there are any inaccuraciesor confusingresponses,the

personneldoses recorded shall err conservatively,that is, by reportingtoo

much dose. The field neutronmeasurementsof the 234-5 Buildingconfirm that

this is still the case. Measurementsobtained indicatethat personnel

neutron doses are, on the average,being over-estimatedusing the existing

. TLD-albedocalibrationand dose algorithmmethodology. This over-estimation

was observed for all algorithmsused for the TLD-albedo dosimeter, lt is

hoped that, based on these measurements,a method can be developedthat

reduces still furtherthe amount of over-evaluationof neutrondoses reported

to personnel. A combinationTLD and CR-3g TED is just such a dosimeter that

can accomplishthis narrowingof the error response.
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APPENDIX A

TISSUE EOUIVALENTPROPORTIONALCOUNTERS
.w

In principle,a single tissue equivalent (TE) proportionalcounter

" (TEPC)can detect any penetratingionizingradiation. Tissue equivalent

proportionalcounters provide an absolutemeasure of absorbeddose in a

tissue-likematerial. With appropriatealgorithms,they also provide an

estimateof neutron quality factors. Algorithmsdevelopedfor fast neutrons

are reasonablyaccurate for fissionenergies and many of the neutron exposure

situationsfound in DOE facilities. This sectionprovides a review of the

terminologyused in microdosimetry,and delineateshowdose and dose

equivalentare determined using TEPCs.

A.I TERMINOLOGY

Many persons are not familiarwith the specializedterminologyand

microdosimetricconcepts used in the analysisof data from TEPCs. Therefore,

the followingexplanationof terms may be appropriateto prepare the reader

for detailed discussionsof the theory of radiationinteractionsin TEPCs.

A more complete explanationof the terminologyis given in ICRU Report 36,

Microdosimetry(ICRU 1983).

Enerqy deposit, et - The energy deposit is the energy deposited in a site by a
single radiationinteraction, lt is the differencebetween the energy of the
incidentionizingparticle (exclusiveof rest mass energy) minus the sum of
energiesof all ionizingparticles,leavingthe interaction(exclusiveof rest
mass energy) plus the changes in rest mass of all atoms and particles involved
(the Q value of the reaction). The energy deposit is a stochasticquantity
that has units of joule (J) or e_iectronvolts (eV).

Enerqy imparted,e - The energy impartedto the mass in a volume of interest
is simply the sum of energy depositswithin that volume. The energy imparted
is also a stochasticquantityhaving units of joule (J) or electron volts
(eV). Note that the energy impartedmay result from one or more stochastic-
ally independentparticletracks.

Lineal enerqy,y - The lineal energy (y) is the energy impartedby a single
energy deposition event to matter in a volume (e) divided by the mean chord
length (1) in that volume. Lineal energy is a stochasticquantity with units
of joules per meter (J/m) or kiloelectronvolts per micrometer (keV/p_n).The
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mean chord length in a volume is the average or mean of all randomly oriented
chords within the volume. For convex bodies, the mean chord length (1) is the
quotient of 4 times the volume (V) divided by the surface area (S) of the
body. It is important to note that y is defined only for single energy-
deposition events. Energy-deposition events occur with a distribution of
lineal energies. The value of the distributionfunction,F(y), is the
probabilitythat the lineal energy is equal to or less than y. The lineal
energy distributionor probabilitydensity, f(y), is the derivativeof F(y)
with respectto y. The lineal energy distribution,f(y), is independentof
the absorbeddose or dose rate.

Linear enerav transfer (LET),L - The linear energy transfer is the amount ofJ

energy transferredper unit path length of an ionizingparticle, lt has the
units of joule per mete_ (J/m) or kiloelectronvolts per micrometer (keV/_u4n).

Event size, Y - The event size is a concept closely relatedto lineal energy.
The event size for a sphere is the energy impartedto the sphericalvolume
divided by the diameter of a sphere. For a sphere,the event size (Y) is
two-thirdsof the lineal energy (y)_

Lineal energy (y) and linear energy transfer (LET) are closely related.

Considerthe path of a recoil proton producedby a I MeV neutron, as shown in

Figure A.I. The dots in the figure representionizingevents produced by the

passageof the proton and its delta rays. The value of LET is constant over

the short segmentof the particle paths shown in the figure. However, as can

be readily seen, the value of lineal energy dependsupon which microscopic

volume is chosen. This is observedexperimentally;i.e., particleswith a

constant LET traversinga proportionalcounter operated at very low gas

pressuresproduce a distributionof event sizes. Lineal energy is a micro-

scopic quantitythat representsthe actual amount of energy deposit(_din a

microscopicsite; it is the microdosimetricanalog of LET. Lineal energy can

be physicallymeasured by a device such as a TEPC. Linear energy transfer is

a macroscopicquantity that cannot be easily measured. The value for LET

representsthe average value for the energy loss per unit path length, and

thousandsof paths must be consideredto obtain an acc_',ateaverage. Under

the assumptionsthat particlestravel in straight lines and LET is nearly

constant over a small segment of the path, it is possible to mathematically

convert from either quantity to the other, as illustratedin Appendix B of

ICRU Report 40 (ICRU 1986).
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FIGUREA.I, Representation of a Short Segment of the Track
of a Recoil Proton Produced by a 1-MEV Neutrow0

A.2 CONSTRUCTIONOF TISSUE EQUIVALENTPROPORTIONALCOUNTERS

The basic conceptof a TEPC is shown in Figure A.2. Typically, the TEPC

consists of a hollow sphere of TE plasticfilled with TE gas. The cavity

inside the TE plasticwalls is the sensitivevolume of a proportionalcounter.

Several configurationsare possible. In one version, a single wire is used as

the anode of the proportionalcounter inside a sphericalcounter. In another

version, called the Rossi counter, a fine helix operated at an intermediate

potential surroundsthe anode wire to make the electric field more nearly

constant, thus giving more uniform gain along the anode. Unfortunately,the

helix makes the counters more sensitiveto vibration, so these counters are

better suited to laboratorymeasurements. Spherical counterswith internal

diameters ranging from I/2 in. to 5 in. are commerciallyavailable. Single

wire counters are more rugged and are usuallyused for measurementsin the

workplace. Cylindricalcounters are much less expensiveto build than

' sphericalcounters,but the algorithmsused to derive quality factors are more

difficult to utilize,as will be explainedlater.

P
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FIGUREA.2. Simplified Cross-Sectional View of a Spherical
Tissu_ Equivalent Proportional Counter

Unltke the typtcal prop(_rttonal counter, the gas pressure tn the TEPC is

very low, usually a few torr, so that the mass of gas tn the hollow sphere has

the same mass stopptng power as a 1-_m sphere of tissue of untt denstty. The

eouivalent diameter of a gas-filled TEPC is the diameter of a unit-density

sphere that has the same mass as the gas inside the TEPC. The gas pressure ts

usually adjusted to give equivalent diameters of 0.5 /_ to 10 /Jm in ttssue.

The compositions of TE gases and Shonka A-150 TE plastic used in con-

struction of TEPCs are given in Table A.1. It is evident that the composi-

tions ot: these materials are not exactly equivalent to tissue, which is mostly

water, In these materials, the amounts of oxygen (from water) and carbon

(from plastics) _re reversed. This is o1: little consequence because o1:

similar cross-sec_tons for carbon and oxygen, except for resonances in charged

particle production that occur at about 4.5 HeY and _t 16 to 17 HeY.

Neutrons or other types of tontztng radiation tnterac+_ with the Shonka

A-150 TE plastic to produce charged particles, which then traverse the gas

cavity. The gas pressure ts so low that most heavy charged particles have a
q

nearly constant LET tn traversing the cavity. It: Bragg-Gray conditions are

satisfied (i.e., if electronic equilibrium exists, i1: the wall thickness is

greater than the range o1: the secondary particles, and i1: the walls and gas
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TABLE A,). Compositionsof Tissue Equivalenl;,MaterialsUsed in Tissue
EquivalentProportionalCounters_aj

proportionof Elemenl;(%)
Material __.J:L___.C___ __q_ _F._..I_LI_ _ _.E_ _L

ICRU Muscle 10.2 12.3 3.5 72.9 - 0.08 0.02 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.007
Tissue

- A-150 Muscle 10.1 77.6 3.5 5.2 1.7 , .....
Equivalent
Plastic

Methane 10.2 45.6 3.5 40.7 .......
TE Gas

Propane I0.3 56.9 3.5 29.3 .......
TE Gas

(a) Data from Appendix C of ICRU Report 36, Microdosimetry(ICRU 1983).

have very nearly the same composition),then the dose in the cavity is a very

close approximationto that in solid TE material. If it is assumed that the

number of ionizationsproduced in the detector is proportionalto the energy

deposited in the gas cavity, the ionizationsproduced and the pulse height

from the proportionalcounter show the energy deposition, This value of

energy depositiondivided by the mass of the gas in the cavity gives a direct

measure of absorbeddose (energyabsorbed per unit mass, by definition).

Although the gas compositionsmay not always be TE, most of the charged

particlesoriginate in the walls, and this material does closely approximate

tissue. In fact, almost any countinggas such as propane or methane can be

used withou_changing the measured dose.

A.3 ENERGY CALIBRATION

The energy calibrationof a TEPC relatesthe pulse height distribution

' from the proportionalcounterto energy depositionin the counter. At least

two methodswill accomplishthis.

" The first method is to bombard the gas cavity with particlesof known

energy. Some of the commerciallyavailableTEPCs have built-in 244Cmalpha

calibrationsources operatedby a simple shuttermechanism. When the shutter
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is open, alpha particlespass througha small hole in the TE plastic wall and

traversethe diameter of the counter. Becausethe initialenergy of the alpha

particles,the path length, and the path length are known, the energy loss in

the gas cavity per unit path length can be calculated. For example, energy

loss or stoppingpower data can be found in Ziegler (1977)for individual

elements,and the Bragg-Kleymanrule or similarmethods can be used to
\

determine the stopping power in mixtures of gases. Thi_senergy loss value can

then be relatedto the centroidof the peak produced by alpha pulses, as

recorded by a multichan:lelanalyzer (MCA). This result is the energy deposi-

tion per unit path len:Ithper MCA channel.

The secondmethod relies on built-incalibrationusing the so-called

"protonedge" or "p_otondrop point." Consider the case of a TEPC irradiated

by fast neutrons. The neutronsproduce recoilswith a continuumof energies

and LET values. Protonswith the higi_estLET value that traverse the diameter

of the counterwill deposit the maximum possibleenergy in a spherical

counter. This results in the so-calledproton edge. These energy deposition

values have been measured experimentallyfor methane-basedTE gas by Glass and

Samsky (1967). In this experiment,monoeaergeticprotonsproduced by a Van de

Graaff acceleratorirradiateda gas cavity with a known mass of TE gas. The

energy of the proton as it exited the gas cavity was measured using a surface

barrierdetector. Thus, Glass and Samsky directlymeasured the energy loss in

the gas cavity and relatedthis to the path length in the gas cavity. Because

of straggling,the proton edge is not perfectly sharp. The proton drop point,

as defined by Glass and Samsky, is the point of inflectionon the dose

distributioncurve. For site sizes with an equivalentdiameter varying

between 0.5 _m and 10 pa, the protondrop point only varies between 90 and 103

keV/_m, as shown in Table A.2. The real problemwith using the proton drop

point for energy calibrationis that good statisticalaccuracy requires high

doses to obtain a reasonableestimateof the point of inflection.

A multichannelanalyzer (MCA) is typicallyused to recordthe distribu-

tion of pulse heights from a TEPC. Figure A.3 shows a typical spectrum as

recorded by a TEPC operatedwith a 1-_m equivalentdiameter. The following

describes how the data from the TEPC is analyzed for the energy calibration,

as describedabove. More informationabout a computerprogram to perform the
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TABLI_A.2. RelationshipBetweenthe Proton Drop Point Used
for Energy Calibrationand the Site Size in a
SphericalTissue EquivalentProportionalCounter

EquivalentDiameter, Energy Deposition,
- /_m keV/pm

0.3 104
0.5 103

" 1.0 101
2.0 98
5.0 90

Source: Glass and Samsky 1967

necessary calclilationsis described in the report A Field NeutronSpectrometer

for Health PhysicsApplication,_(Brackenbushet al. 19B8). In this code, the

counts per channel recordedby the MCA are multiplied by the chan,elnumber to

obtain a distributionproportionalto the dose distribution,which _s shown in

Figure A.3. A Fouriersmoothingt,echniqueis used to smooth the data (Aubanen

and Oldham 1985). A digital derivativefilter is then appliedto find the

point of inflectionon the dose curve, which is the proton drop point by

definition. Knowing the dimensionsof the counter and gas pressure allows the

equivalentof a sphere of tissue of unit densityto be calculated. This value

can be used to determinethe energy calibrationin terms of keV per channel.

A problemexperiencedwith some TEPCs is that the gas gain deteriorates

over a period of severaldays to weeks. Small amounts of oxygen,water vapor,

plasticizers,or other electronegativegases diffusingout of the TE plastic

can cause a rapid deteriorationin the countergas. Differenttests were made

by placing a TEPC at a fixed distance from a eSeCfneutron source and measur-

ing the dose equivalentrate over a period of 3 weeks. When the counterwas

first filled, it underestimatedthe dose equivalentrate by about 4%. After

3 weeks, the gain of the counter decreasedby 50% and the resolutiondeter-

, iorated. The same TEPC then overestimatedthe dose equivalentby 12% to 16%.

Much of the apparent increasecouIu be attributedto the smoothingalgorithm

picking the value for the proton drop point. This points out the necessity
lh

for checking for gain shifts with time and temperature.
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FIGURE A.3. A Typical Spectrum as Recorded by a TEPC Operated
with a l-pm EquivalentDiameter

Many of the problems of changes in gas gain can be eliminated by careful

manufactureof the proportionalcounters. In small instruments,it is often

necessaryto utilize cylindricalrather than sphericalcounters. Before the

counter is made, it is necessaryto pulverizethe TE plastic and heat it to

I00oC under a vacuum to eliminatethe water vapor and dioctyl phthalate,which

is usually added to the nylon as a plasticizer. Then, the TE plastic can be

injection-moldedinto cylindersfor the walls of the counter.

A.4 DETERMINATIONOF ABSORBED DOS_

In mixed radiationfields of neutrons and gamma rays, it is possible to

separateneutron and photon events recorded by a TEPC on the basis of lineal

energy or pulse height. FigureA.3 shows a plot of the absorbed dose

distributionmeasured by a TEPC. The minimum shown in the figure at about

15 keV//_mis considered to separateneutron and ganwnarays. Some overlap

between the t_o types of events will occur, but the resultanterror will be
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less than a few percent. The error is minimized for spherical counters, but

will be larger for long cylindrical counters, where a gammasecondary travel-

ling down the axis of the cylinder will deposit as much energy as a neutron

secondary.

An alternative method of displaying the same data is shown in

Figure A.4, in which the lineal energy times the absorbed dose is plotted as
g

a function of the logarithm of the lineal energy. Figure A.4 shows the

absorbed dose distribution measured for a 2S2Cfsource surrounded by 15 cm

o6 deuterium oxide, which is used as the calibration standard for TLD-albedo

dosimeters. In this plot, equal areas represent equal doses. This type of

plot is preferred, because the separation between gammaray and neutron

induced events is more apparent, and the extrapolation of neutron and gamma

events is easily accomplished. Also, lt is easy to separate gammaevents

from electronic noise in the measurement system by using this type of plot.

Once the energy calibration and separation between neutron- and photon-

induced events have been obtained, lt is possible to determine the absorbed

neutron dose, Dn, from the following formula:

Dn - c/CV _ N(E) E (A.])

where E - the energy deposited expressed in terms of channel or energy bin
number

c - constant of proportionality relating the energy deposition to
channel number (Rossi 1968) as determined in Section 1.3

_V - the product of gas density times cavity volume (or mass of gas
in the cavity)

N(E) - the number of events of energy E as measured by the TEPC

The accuracy with which TEPCscan measure neutron absorbed dose is

demonstrated in Figure A.5. Several different spherical TEPCswere exposed

to nearly monoenergetic neutrons produced by Van de Graaff accelerators. The

fluence was measured using a precision long counter (DePangher and Nichols

1966) or a fission counter. For these free-in-air exposures, the absorbed

neutron dose in a small tissue site is closely approximated by the kerma. The
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FIGUREA.4. Simultaneous Measurement of Absorbed Dose from Neutrons
and Photons by a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter-
The data have been grouped into logarithmic energy bins
for clarity.

kermas were calculatedusing publishedconversionfactors (Caswell,Coyne, and

Randolph 1980). On the average, the TEPC measurementsagree within 3% with a

standarddeviation of 9% for neutron energiesbetween 100 keV and 7.5 MeV.

The agreementmay be better than indicatedin Figure A.5 becauseof experi-

mental difficulties. The fluencemeasurementsmay not be as accurate as the

approximatekerma measurementsmade by the TEPCs because the long counters

used for the fluencemeasurementswere not uniformly illuminated(i.e.,the

neutron flux varied across the front face of the long counter becauseof

angularyields from the acceleratortargets).
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FIGUREA.5. Ratio of Neutron DoseMeasuredby TEPCsto
the KermaCalculated from Fluence Measurements

A.5 OETERMINATIONOF QUALITYFACTORS

The most difficultproblemin analyzingthe data from a TEPC measurement

is determiningan appropriatequalityfactor,so thatdose equivalentcan be

determinedfromthe measuredabsorbeddose. At the presenttime,quality

factorsare definedas a functionof linearenergytransferor LET (NCRP

1971a). The definitionof this relationshipis givenin TableA.3. Quality

factorsare linearlyinterpolatedfromthe valuespresentedin TableA.3.

Tissueequivalentproportionalcountersmeasuredose distributionsas a

" functionof linealenergy,i.e.,the energydepositedin the sitedividedby

the mean chordlengthof the site. For a sphericalproportionalcounter,the

. mean chordlengthis two-thirdsof the diameter. Problemsoccurin attempting

to cnnvertfromlinealenergydistributionsto LET, as discussedin
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TABLEA.3. Relationship Between Quality Factor
and Linear Energy T_ansfer, LET

Oualitv Factor LET. keV/_m

1 <3.5
2 7
5 23
lO 53
20 >175

Source: NCRPReport 39 (1971a), page 81.

Sections 4 and 5 of ICRU Report 36, Microdosimetry(ICRU 1983). A paper by

Hartmann,Menzel, and Schuhmacher(1981)discussesvarious algorithms 'For

determiningquality factors from TEPC measurements. Additional informationon

determiningmean quality factorsfrom TEPC data is given on page 67 of ICRU

Report 36 (ICRU 1983).

The theoretical basis for algorithms to relate lineal energy to LET was

developed over 20 years ago by Albrecht Kellerer (1969). Equation 52 of

Kellerer's paper relates LET and lineal energy by the equation

YD m (_/LD)+ Lo (l')l(l)z (A.2)

where Y-D= the "dose mean" of the event spectrummeasured by the
TEPC (i.e.,the averagelineal energy or first moment
of the dose distribution)

= the "energymean" loss per collisiongiven by Equation (43)
of Kellerer (1969)

T = the mean chord length in the cavity

T2 = the mean of the square of the chord length distribution
in the cavity

ED = the dose mean linear energy transfer.

For practicalpurposes,the first term of Equation (A,2) can be ignored.

For cylindricalproportionalcounters,the mean chord length and square of the

mean chord length can be determinedfrom the data presentedin Figure A.6, "

which is derived from Monte Carlo computercode calculationsby Brackenbush,

McDonald, Endres,and Quam (1985).
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FIGURE A.6. Relation Between QualityFactor and the Mean Chord
Length in a.Cylinder as a Functionof tib_Length/
Diameter Ratio

However, for a sphere, the mean chord length is two-thirdsof the

diameter, so Equation (A.3) reducesto

m I

YD = (9/8) LO (A.4)

Consider the case where a single LET value correspondingto a quality factor

value is derived from Table A.3. In this case .thequality factor can be found

by

[D = (8/9) Y-D (A.5)

- Because of the linear and additive relationship,this processcan be repeated

for all values of LD to determine a dose weighted averagequality factor,Q:
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= (I/D) J'Q(L) D(L) dL (A.6)

where Q(L) - the qualityfactor interpolatedfrom the data in Table A.3

D(L) - the differentialabsorbeddose distributionas a function
of linear energy transfer (derivedby setting L - (8/9) y)

D - the total absorbed neutrondose.

Note that for cylindersthe same formulacan be applied using the relation-

ships presentedin Figure A.6. This formulaworks quite well for fast

neutronswith moderate energies. However,errors can occur for neutronswith

energies below about 200 keV and for neutronswith energies in the range of

15-17 MeV, where there are resonancesin the charged particle cross sections

for carbon and oxygen.

There is a simplemethod of determiningeffective averagequality factor

using empiricalrelationshipsdiscovered by Brackenbushet al. (1985).

Albrecht Kellerer (1969)predicteda linear relationshipbetweenthe first

moment of the dose distributionmeasured by the TEPC and the first moment of

the dose distributionas a functionof LET (s_e Equation lA.5]). Because

quality factors are defined as a functionof LET, there should be a simple

relationshipbetween effectiveor averagequality factors and the average

lineal energy measured by the TEPC. FigureA.7 shows the averagequality

factors for neutrons plotted as a functionof the average pulse height or the

first moment of the lineal energy for TEPCs exposed to nearly monoenergetic

neutrons produced at the Van de Graaff acceleratorat the PacificNorthwest

Laboratory (PNL). If the lineal energy is restrictedto a range of about

15 keV/_m to 170 keV/_m (whichcorrespondto proton recoils from fast neutron

interactions),there is a simple linear relationshipbetween the averageor

effective quality factorsand the first moment of the dose distribution

measured by the TEPC. Note that if all events (includingalpha production

are included,this simple linear relationshipis not valid. One reason for

this is that the official quality fzctors listed in NCRP Report 38 (1971b)are

calculated at 10, 14 and 20 MeV, and intermediatevalues are obtained by

linear extrapolation. Unfortunately,there are resonances in thecross

sections at these interpolatedenergies which are not properly accountedfor.
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These resonances produce high values for the first moment of the dose

distributionshown in FigureA.7.

Earlier studies (Brackenbushet al. 1985) have shown that the effective

- quality factor determined on the surface of the body (or on a phantom) is

sufficientlyclose to the maximum values at variousdepths in the body that

are currentlyused for radiationprotectionpurposes. A problem exists for

low neutronenergies,where 2.2-MEVgamma rays are produced by the absorption

of neutronsby hydrogen. The TEPC measurementincludesthese activationgamma

rays as part of the photon dose, but the official fluence-to-doseequivalent

conversion factors includethese as part of the neutrondose equivalent. If a

gamma dosimeter is used, the 2.2-MEV gamma rays are in essence counted twice,
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FIGUREA.7. Neutron Quality Factors Empirically Derived from the
First Moment of the Absorbed Dose Distribution Measured

• by the Tissue EquivalentProportionalCounter
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which leads to overly conservative values using conventional fluence-to-dose

equivalent calculations.

• A.6 PROPOSEDCHANGESIN NEUTRONOUALITYFACTORS

At the presenttime,apparentlyconflictingrecommendationsexistfor

changingboththe valuesand methodsusedto determinequalityfactorsand

dose equivalent.In Publication51,Data for Use in ProtectionAgainst

[xternalRadiation(ICRP1987),the ICRPgivesspecificguidanceon appro-

priatevaluesfor averageor effectiveneutronqualityfactors. The recom-

mendedvaluesare doubleexistingvaluesfor fastneutrons.The NCRP has also

recommendedthe doublingof neutronqualityfactorsin ReportNo. 91,

Recommendationson Limitsfor Exoosqr_to IonizinaRadiatjQn(NCRP1987).

However,simplydoublingthe existingvaluesused forneutronquality

factorsmay not be appropriate.The existingqualityfactorsare basedon

MonteCarlocomputercodecalculationsof Auxier,Snyder,Jones,and coworkers

at Oak Ridge(Auxier,Snyder,andJones1968). For neutronswith energies

belowabout10 keV, a significantcontributionto the qualityfactor

originatesfromactivationgammarays producedbythe absorptionof slow

neutronsby hydrogen. If existingqualityfactorsfor low energyneutrons

are doubled,qualityfactorsfor theseactivationgammaraysare in essence

doubled. Also,qualityfactorsfor all ionizingradiationsare currently

definedas a functionof linearenergytransferusingthe relationshipsgiven

in TableA.3. Simplydoublingthe valuesfor averagequalityfactorsderived

fromthe Oak Ridgecalculationsis inconsistentwith the existingdefinition

of qualityfactoras a functionof LET. Obviously,thereis a greatdeal of

discussionconcerningwhat neutronqualityfactorsshouldbe. To date,only

Japanhas formallyadoptedthe recommendationsof the ICRPto doublequality

factorsforneutrons.

One recentrecommendationis apparentlyconsistentwith doublingquality

factorsfor fastneutrons. In ICRUReport40 The OualityFactorin Radiation

Protection(ICRUand ICRP1986),a JointTask Groupcomposedof membersof the

ICRUand ICRPrecommendeddefininga relationshipbetweenqualityfactorand

linealenergybasedon a ]-/_m-diametersphericalvolumeof tissue. This

recommendationuses a proceduresimilarto that developedby Zaiderand
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Brenner (1985). This relationshipis shown in Figure A.B and is given by the

equation

q(y) m (a!/y)[l- exp(-a2 yZ . a3y3)] (A.7)

- with coefficientshaving the values of

aI - 5510 keV/#m

az - 5 x I0"s/_m2/keV2

a3 - 2 x 10-7_m3/keV3.

Even an irradiationby monoenergeticradiationor particleswith a

constant LET will produce a distributionof lineal energies. Thus, it is

necessaryto define a dose-weightedaveragequality factor:

= (I/D) ld(y) q(y) dy (A.8)
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FIGUREA.B. Quality Factor Redefined as a Function of Lineal Energy
for a 1-p_n-Diameter Sphere of ICRU Tissue
Source: ICRU and ICRP 1986, p. I0
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where d(y)is the distributionof absorbeddose in lineal energy,y, and q(y)

is the quality factor defined in Equation (A.7). Once the dose-weighted

averagequality is determined,the dose equivalentcan be determined by

H - _ D (A.9)

The quantities defined in Equations (A.B) and (A.9) are determined by the

energy spectrum at the point of interactionand not by the incidentenerqy

spectrum oqtsidQ the body or Dhantom. Thus, these quality factors are not

directly comparableto these used in existing regulations. Using the

definitionof quality factor from Equation (A.8), it is possible to determine

dose-weightedaverage qualityfactors from Equation (A.g) for monoenergetic

radiations. The dose-weightedeffectivequality factors, q, are given in

Figure A.9 for monoenergeticneutrons (ICRU and ICRP 19B6, p. 11).
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FIGUREA.9. Dose-Weighted Effective Quality Factor Calculated as a Function
OflNeutron Energy for Honoenergetic Neutrons
Source: ICRU and ICRP 1986, p. 11
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Redefining qualtty factors as a function of ltneal energy results in

adopting variable quality factors for all radiations, including photons. The

value of the quality factor for photons varies between 0.5 and 1.5 using this

definition. Differences in relative biological effectiveness (RBE) between

soft x-rays and high energy gammarays have been observed experimentally.

However, the practical difficulties of measuring variable quality factors for

" photons may impede the acceptance of the recommendations in ICRU Report 40.

One advantage of adopting the recommendations of ICRU Report 40 (ICRU

1,986) is that quality factors can be easily determined experimentally using
TEPCs. The TEPC measures the absorbed dose distribution as a function of

lineal energy. By redefining the quality factor in terms of lineal energy,

the determination of dose-weighted average quality factors becomesalmost
trivial.

In conclusion,qualityfactors can be redefined in terms of lineal

energy,which can be directlymeasured by TEPCs. These quality factors are

calculatedat the tissue level and are consistentwith proposalsto double

quality factorsfor fast neutrons. The quality factor values suggestedin

ICRU Report 40 (ICRU and ICRP 1986) are consistentwith relative biological

effectiveness(RBE) experimentsfor low doses of fast neutrons on mammalian

cells. However, adoptionof this methodologywill result in greatly increased

complexityof calculationsfor whole-bodyweighted-doseequivalent.

A.7 DETERMINATIONOF DOSE EOUIVALENTFROM TEPCs

A dose equivalentcan be determinedfrom TEPC measurementsfrom the

followingequation

H - Q D (A.IO)

where Q is the average quality factorderived from Equation (A.6) (or

Equation [A.8] if qualityfactors are redefinedin terms of lineal energy) and

the absorbeddose is determinedby Equation (A.I). To be consistent with the

Monte Carlo computer code calculations,the dose equivalentshould be measured

D at some depth in the phantomor body.

How do the quality factors and dose equivalentdeterminedby TEPC

measurementsfor a small tissue site relate to the whole-body average quality
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factors and dose equivalents currently used tn radiation protection? Over

20 years ago, Snyder, Auxier, Jones, and co-workers at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL) calculated average quality factors that were applicable for

whole,body neutron irradiations (Auxier, Snyder, and Jones 1968). The human
p.

body Was modeled as a cylinder of soft tissue, 30 cs in diameter. A parallel

beam of monoenergetic neutrons ,as assumed to strike the cylinder normal to

its axis. A Monte Carlo computer code was used to determine neutron transport

and photon production in various small volumes inside the phantom. The Monte

Carlo code calculated the production of charged particle secondaries and the

LET distribution of these secondary radiations.

From the definition of quality factor as a function of LET, lt was

possible to calculate the dose equivalent for each Lof the cylindrical shell

volume elements in the cylindrical phantom using the simple equation

H(L) - Q(L) D(L) (A.11)

where the dose equivalent and absorbed dose were calculated as a function of

LET. All the contributions to dose equivalent and dose from neutron recoils,

charged particle production, and activation gammarays were summedtogether to

determine a single dose equivalent or absorbed dose for a given volume

element. For a given neutron energy, the Oak Ridge group selected the highest

value of dose equivalent that occurred at any volume element in the cylinder.

Following the conservative policy usually applied by health physicists, this

maximumvalue represented the value for the whole body. Note that this

procedure also provided average quality factors, which were calculated as the

ratio H/D (the dose equivalent divided by the absorbed dose) in the volume

element with the highest value. A review of these calculations is given by

Auxier, Snyder, and Jones (1968).

These values calculated for the cylindrical phantom are applicable to

the whole body. They are the values used for fluence-to-dose equivalent

conversionfactors and average qualityfactors that are listed in NCRP ,"

Report 38, ProtectionAqainstNeutron Radiation (NCRP 1971) and used in DOE

Orders. Severalproblems can occur when applying these calculatedvalues.
f

For polyenergeticneutron spectra,the fluence-to-doseequivalentconversion

factors are added together for the variousneutron energies. Because the

A.20
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maximumvalues of dose equivalent may occur at different depths in the

phantom, this sumwill always be conservative and not physically measurable.

At low neutron energies, below about 10 keV, the primary mechanism for neutron

interaction is the production of activation gammafrom H(n,T)D reactions.

These activation gammaare included as part of the neutron dose equivalent,

although a photon dosimeter on the surface of the body would measure someof

° these gammaand include them in gammadose. Finally, no effects of

irradiationgeometry are included in the conve_'sionfactors or averagequality

factors; all radiationsare consideredto be normalincident to the phantom.

All of these effects result in conservative"cap" values for whole body dose

equivalentand averagequality factors. These values cannot be measured

physically.

This conservatismis not reflectedin TEPC measurements. The TEPC

determines the quality factor at a depth correspondingto the thicknessof the

TE plasticwalls, which is typicallyI/B-in.thick for sphericalcou,nters

availablecommercially. However, many algorithmsfor quality factor tend to

slightlyoverestimatequality factors, so the TEPC measurementsfor fission

energies are remarkablyclose to the values calculatedfrom neutron energy

spectra. Moreover, in a TEPC, it is not possibleto distinguishbetween

externalgamma rays and gamma rays produced by neutron capture reaction in

the body or phantom. Therefore,all gamma rays are excluded from analysisfor

neutrondose. For fission energies,this does not present a problem. How-

ever, for neutronswith energiesbelow 10 keV, the major contributi_f_to

neutronfluence-to-doseequivalentconversionfactorsoriginates from capture

gamma rays from hydrogen. A more detailed discussionis given in an article

by Brackenbushet al. (1985).

The acceptanceof TEPCs for health physicsapplicationsdepends upon how

well they match current regulatoryrequirements. The data presented in

Table A.4 show that the dose equivalentcalculatedon the surfaceof the body
'v

is usuallywithin about 20% of the maximum value calculated at depths of 3 cm

to 6 cm below the surface,based on the Monte Carlo calculationsof Auxier,

Snyder,and Jones (1968). In a TEPC, the contributionsfrom H(n,T)Dreactions

cannot be distinguishedfrom external photons, so the photon events are

included as part of the photon dose, not as part of the neutron dose. Because
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TABLE A.4. Dose and Dose EquivalentCalculatedon the Surface
and at the MaximumValues in a CylindricalPhantom

Maximum Value in Phantom Value Calculatedon Surface
Dose Dose Percentof Max.

Enerqv Dose(a) Equivalent(b) pose(a) Equivalent(b) Po_e Eouivalent -

0.025 eV 4.68 11.53 4.6B 11.53 100
I eV 5.B9 13.42 5.89 13.42 ]00
10 eV 5.81 12.42 5.18 10 97 "
100 eV 5.48 11.76 4.45 10.05 B5
I keV 5.19 I].15 4.32 8.85 79
10 keV 4.B9 10.77 4.33 9.92 92
100 keV 8.02 48.56 8.02 48.56 lO0
500 keV 18.11 IB8.5 18.11 IB8.5 100
I MeV 30.14 326.3 30.14 326.3 100
2.5 MeV 39.9 349.6 39.9 349.6 lO0
5 MeV 57.2 440.7 57.2 440.7 100
7 MeV 57.0 402.9 57.0 402.9 lO0
10 MeV 72.5 431.3 72.5 431.3 100
14 MeV 83.1 614.9 83.1 614.9 lO0

EffectiveQuality Factor,
Q=H/D

Percentof
Contribution Contribution Total Dose Max. Value Calculatedon
of H(n,T) to of Charged Equiv. from of Dose Surface
Dose Equiv. Particlesto Charged Equiv. Including
on Surface Dose Equiv. Particles Including Only Charged

Energy of Phantom(a) on Surface(b) on Surface H(n,T) _Particles

0.025 eV 4.00 7.53 65 2.46 11.07
I eV 5.14 8.27 62 2.28 11.07

10 eV 4.49 7.60 63 3 11.07
100 eV 3.89 6.17 61 4 10.99

1 keV 3.83 5.03 57 5 10.15
10 keV 3.42 6.50 65.5 2.22 7.08

100 keV 3.31 42.25 93 6.06 9.61
500 keV 2.80 185.7 98.5 10.41 13
I MeV 2.23 324.1 99.3 10.83 11.61
2.5 MeV 1.84 347.8 99.5 8.76 9.14
5 MeV 1.48 439.2 99.7 7.73 7.B8
7 MeV 1.68 401.2 99.6 7.0 7.25
10 MeV 3.79 427.5 99.1 5.95 6.22
14 MeV 7.21 607.7 98.8 7.40 8.01

(a) Dose in 10-I°rad n-Ic-2. _
(b) Dose equivalent in I0"% rem n"Icm2.
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the quality factor algorithmused to estimate neutronquality factors from

TEPC data includesonly charged particleevents (i.e.,protons from neutron

recoils and heavy charged particle production),the quality factorsestimated

from TEPC data will always be larger than those calculatedby Auxier et al.

(1968). This is one of the reasons for the apparent failureof TEPCs to

accuratelypredictwhole body averagequality factors for neutronswith

" energies below about 100 keV. A possible solution to this apparentdilemma

is to determinean effectivequality factor for the mixed radiationfield

and not attempt to determineneutron and photon dose equivalentseparately

(Brackenbushet al. 1985).
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APPENDIXB

MULTISPHERESPECTROMETER

This sectiondescribesthe multisphereor Bonner sphere spectrometer

" used in the measurementsat the PlutoniumFinishingPlant. The multisphere

spectrometerconsists of a set of five polyethylenespheresof various sizes,

a 6LiI(Eu)scintillatorto measure slow neutrons at the center of the spheres

and a cadmiumcover. Measurementsare made with the scintillatordetector

positionedat the center of the five spheresand with both a bare and a

cadmium-coveredscintillatordetector.

From the ratio of the count rates, it is possible to "unfold"the

neutronenergy spectrum,given certain restrictions,such as non-negative

fluxes and continuousflux distributions. Unfortunately,there are an

infinitenumber of mathematicallycorrect solutionspossible,so no unique

solution is possible. In addition,the multispherespectrometerhas very poor

energy resolution. However, the multispherespectrometeris the only type of

spectrometerthat can functionover a wide range of energies,from thermal to

over 20 MeV.

SectionB.I describesthe theory of operationo,fthe multispherespec-

trometer and includes detailsof the mathematicalalgorithmsused to "unfold"

the neutron energy spectrum. These algorithmswere used in a computer code

called SPUNIT (Brackenbush[1983]),which was used to derive the neutron flux

as a functionof energy. Once the flux distributionis known, it is possible

to apply flux-to-doseequivalentrate conversionfactorsto obtain the dose

equivalentrate. In this case, the conversionfactorsgiven in National

Council of RadiationProtectionand Measurements(NCRP) Report 38, protection

Aqainst Neutron Radiation, (NCRP 1971) were used. Section B.2 describesthe

' constructionof the multisphereset, the type of scintillatordetector used,

and the necessaryelectronicequipment.
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8.1 THEORYOF OPERATIONFOR THE MULTISPHERESPECTROMETER

In the multisphereor Bonnerspherespectrometer,a thermalneutron
q

detectoris positionedat the centerof moderatingspheresof varioussizes.

The largerspheresmoderatefastneutronsto thermalenergies,wherethey are

readilydetected. Slow neutronsare absorbedbeforetheypenetrateto the

centerof the largespheres. In the smallerspheres,slow neutronsare
Q

thermalizedand easilydetectedby the thermalneutrondetector. Thereis not

sufficientmoderatorin the smallspheresto thermalizefastneutrons. Thus,

variouscountrateswill be recordedbyeach moderatorconfiguration,depend-

ing on the energyof the incidentneutrons.With the appropriatemathematical

algorithm,the incidentneutronenergyspectrumcan be determinedfrom the

measuredcountratesfromeach_moderatorconfiguration.Once the neutronflux

is determined,the dose equivalentratecan be calculatedfrompublishedflux-

to-doseequivalentrateconversionfactors.

The advantagesof the Bonnerspherespectrometerare itssimplicityand

usefulnessover a wide rangeof energies,typicallyfromthermalto 20 MeV

(or 100 MeV if largerspheresizesare used). The electronicsneededto

operatethistype of spectrometerare quitesimple. However,as will be

discussedlater,the spectraderivedfromBonnerspheresare not uniqueand

are proneto errors. The differentialspectraare not alwaysaccurate,

especiallyin the intermediateenergyregions. But the integralfluxand dose

equivalentderivedfromthe differentialspectraare usuallyaccurateenough

for healthphysicspurposes.

The Bonneror multispherespectrometerwas originallydevelopedby

Bramblett,Ewing,and Bonner(1960). Theirspectrometerconsistedof a

SLi1(Eu)scintillatorpositionedat the centerof polyethylenesphereswith

diametersof 2, 3, 5, 8, and 12 in. The responseof eachdetector/moderator

was determinedexperimentallyusingapproximatelymonoenergeticneutronswith

energiesfrom thermalto 15 MeV. Othersaddedadditionalspheresizesand W

extendedthe energyrange.

The PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL)versionof the multispherespec- t

trometeris patternedafterspectrometersdevelopedby Griffithand coworkers

at LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory(LLNL). In the PNL version,a
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I/2-in.diameter by I/2-in.long cylindricalBLiI(Eu)scintillatoroptically

coupled to a photomultiplieris used as the detector. The detector is

alternatelycoveredwith a O.030-in.thick cadmiumcover, 3-in., 5-in., B-in.,

10-in. and 12-in. diameter polyethylenespheres. Details of the exact

dimensions of the moderators are given in the next section. To use the spec-

trometer, one simply records the number of counts produced in the peak pro-

• duced by slow neutrons in the 6LiI(Eu)detectorwith the various detector/

moderator configurations. Because the scintillatorcrystal is also sensitive

to gamma rays, the user must subtract a gamma continuumfrom the peak, as

shown in Figure B.I. Experiencehas shown that an exponentialbackground

subtractionresults in more accuratenet counts in the neutron peak and,

hence, more accurate neutron energy spectra. The computer code subroutine

LIAREA developed by the author automaticallysubtractsout the gamma

background,providingthe user enters the resolutionof the neutron peak.

lOO0

8 lO

'!i

P

Channel Number
39101085.32

* FIGURE B.I. TypicalSpectrum Measured by the 6LiI(Eu)Scintillator
Showingthe Slow Neutron Peak and Gamma Continuum
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B.I.1 MathematicalTechniques.forUnfoldinq Energy SDectrB

One of the major problems in using the multispherespectrometeris how

to derive the incidentneutronenergy spectrum from the counts recorded by the

variousdetector/moderatorconfigurations. There are a number of techniques

that have been successfullyapplied. A paper by C. A. Oster (1977) reviews

the variousmathematicaltechniquesand representativecomputer codes using

these techniques. There are four principalmethods of unfolding spectra: Q

Monte Carlo techniques,parametricrepresentation,derivativemethods, and

quadraturemethods. Most of the codes used for multisphereunfoldinguse

quadraturemethods,.suchas linear estimationand least squares, iterative

adjustmentmethods, and mathematicalprogrammingmethods. See papers by

C. A. Oster (1977)and W. H. Miller and W. Meyer (IgB3) for a further dis-
i

cussion of the availabletechniques.

In the PNL system,there are seven detector/moderatorconfigurations.

The count rate in the 6LiI(Eu)scintillatordepends on the spectral shape of

the neutron flux density and the size of the polyethylenesphere used for the

moderator. The count rate, C(r), can be calculatedif the response of the

system,R(r,E), is known as a function of the size of the sphere and the inci-

dent energy, and if the neutron flux density,¢(E), is known as a function of

incidentneutron energy. This can be written mathematicallyas:
j'

C(r) = _ R(r,E) F(E) dE (B.I)

However,because we cannot continuouslychange the radius of the sphere or the

energy,we must rewritethis equation in terms of a series of summations

rather than integrals:

n

Ck = Z: Fi Rik (B.2)
i=I

where Ck = the count rate for the kt__bhdetector/moderatorconfiguration

FI = 'theneutron flux density in the it_bhenergy bin

Rik - the response functionvalue relating the kt_.bhdetector/moderator
to the flux density in the it_bhenergy bin.
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In the problem presented here, there are seven detector/moderator con-

figurations, so k ranges from 1 to 7; and there are 26 energy bins arranged

logarithmically, so t ranges from 1 to 26. This group of seven equations is

knownas the discrete version of the Fredholm integral equation of the first

" kind. The unfolding problem is to use the seven measured count rates and_the

7 x 26 response matrices to find the 26 flux values. Because there are only

7 known values and 26 values to solve for, this is mathematicallyan under-

defined problemwith an infinitenumber of mathematicallycorrect solutions.

Our problem is to pick the physicallycorrect solution (i.e., positive and

nonzero fluxes) from the infinitenumber of possible solutions.

There are a great number of codes availableto solve Equation (B.2),

includingMonte Carlo techniquesused in the code SWIF'T(Sannaand O'Brian

1971), least squarestechniques (Zaider,Martin, and Edwards 197B), and

iterativenonlineartechniques in the codes TWOGO (Hajnal1981) and LOUHI

(Routiand Sandberg 1978). Iterativerecursiontechniquesare employed in the

codes BON (Sanna 1976), YOGI (Johnsonand Gorbics 19B1),BUNKI (Loweryand

Johnson 1984), and SPUNIT (Brackenbushand Scherpelz1983).

A new mathematicalmethod for solvingthe unfoldingproblem for Fredholm

integralequationsof the first kindwas suggestedby members of the U.S.S.R.

Instituteof Biophysics in Moscow (Doroshenkoet al. 1977). This method has

been incorporatedinto the codes SPUNIT and BUNKI. The Soviet authors stated

that their method was based on the principalsof mathematicalphysics and

informationtheory, as explainedby Doroshenkoet al. (1977).

To unfold the spectra,we used the method for minimizingthe
directed divergence. This method uses the statisticalnature of
all functionsin [EquationB.I], allowingone to use the methods of
mathematicalstatisticsand informationtheory for its solution.
Actually,an unknown neutron spectrum,F(E), can be considered as a
probabilitydensity distributionof an occurrenceof the neutron
with the energy E, with Ni and ai(E) as the probabilitydensity
distribution,N(U), and conventionalprobabilitydensitya(U,E),

, with an infinite increaseof the number of detectors(where U is a
variable). Therefore, in the general case of two persistent
variablesE and U, [EquationB.I] can be presentedas

t

N(U) = _ ¢(E) o(U,E) dE. [B.3]
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All functions in [Equation B.3] possessknowncharacteristics of
density probability, t.e.,

_ ¢(E) dE- I, ¢(E) _ 0
I

IdcolU,E) dUm 1, o(U,E) > 0

IdcN(U) dU- 1, N(U) > 0 [B.41i

The name of this method is based on the use of the information
measure,.... :

i

O (N(U) [ J'_C(E) o(U,E) dE ] ) -

[d N(U) In b N(U) dU [B.S]
[a ¢(E) o(U,E) dE

(whichhas themeaningof directeddivergencein the probability
space)as a disagreementmeasurebetweenthe leftand rightsides
of [EquationB.3]. Sucha functionalis alwayspositiveand
becomeszero only if the left and rightsidesof [EquationB.3]are
equal. Minimizationof sucha functionalaccordingto its statist-
icalmeaningis equivalentto the useof the maximumprobability
principlefordeterminingthe disagreementbetweenthesetwo parts.
To findthe minimumof the functional[EquationB.5],accordingto
the Byesstheorem,the followingiterationprocesscan be built.
If the reverseconventionalprobabilitydensityis L(E,U),lt can
be usedfor obtainingthe unknownfunctionas:

¢(E) - [_ L(E,U)N(U)dU [B.6]

Substitutingintolt an approximatevalueof Ln(E,U) obtainedby the
Byesstheoremaccordingto the given_ prioriprobabilitydensity,
Cn(E),

a(U,E) Cn(E)
En(E,u) = b [e.7]

[a o(U,E)Cn(E) dE

we obtaina recurrentformulafor the followingapproximatelyof the
unknownfunction(bn+I (E): i
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i

td N(U) dU [B.8]¢n+1 - [ Cn (E) .Ic G(U,E) I b
_a o(U,E') _n(E') dE'

Passing to [Equation B.1] andmaking the necessary standardization
_ to meet the conditions of [Equation B.4], we obtain the calculated

algorithm as

n
Cn(E) _ oi(E) -- [B.g]

Cn+z(E)- m i-I Nn
oi(E)

j-1

where

N_ = initialdetectorreadings

N_ - calculateddetectorreadingsaftern iterations.

Irrespectiveof the formof ai(E), the iterationprocess[see
EquationB.8]alwaysconvergesto a non-negativefunction
satisfying[EquationB.I] in the bestway withrespectto the
directeddivergence.Thismethodprovidesa good approximationto
the unknownsolution,sinceit does not requiresmoothnessof the
spectrumand allowsone to use any numberof energypointsand a
sufficientlygreatnumberoF detectors....

The methodologyof Doroshenkoet al.was incorporatedintothe computer

codeSPUNITby usingthe followingalgorithm:

m

Ck
¢i,l _ Rik _ (B.IO)

¢I,I+I" m k=1 NK,.1
Rij

j-1

where ¢11 = the neutronfluxdensityfor energybin i calculatedduring
' the lth iteration

m = the numberof detector/moderatorconfigurations

n = the numberof energybins (26 in currentscheme)
D

Ck = the measuredcountdata for eachof the sevenconfigurations

Nk.l = the recalculatedcountrates,foundby:
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n

Nk,1 - _ Ft+1 Rtk ' (B.11)
i=1

In SPUNIT,Equation (B,9) is solved for all energy bins; then, Equation (B.IO)

is solved for all detector/moderator configurations. A newiteration is then
#

begunusing the F and N values calculated in the previous iteration. The

iterations continue until a convergencecriterion is met.

The code SPUNITuses two convergencecriteria for ending the iterations.

Onecriterion is basedon the numberof iterations and, hence, the running

time of the code. The present default value is 500 iterations, which require

less than 30 secondson a personal computerwith a math coprocessor. The
secondcriterion is the deviation of the recalculated detector counts. This

aeviation is described by:

7 -ck2 1/2
e = ( _ ( NK'I ) x 100% (B.12)

k=1 Ck

for the It_.i!iteration.The currentdefaultvaluein the code is 3%. When _

SPUNITreacheseithercriterion,it terminatesthe iterationsand usesthe

calculatedfluxto derivethe averageenergyfrom

26

El¢i
i=I

= (B.13)
26

i'-I

wherei is the indexfor the energybins,Ei is the energyof the it__bhbin, and

Fr is the neutronfluxdensityin the ith bin. SPUNITthen calculatesthe

dose equivalentrate usingthe flux-to-doseequivalentconversionfactors ¢

givenin ANSI/ANS-6.1.1(ANSI1977).
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As mentionedpreviously,there are an infinitenumber of mathematically

correct, physicallypossiblesolutions. The problem is how to select the

"correct"solution, lt has been demonstratedthat a trial solution can be

provided to the iterativecode, and the code will converge on a solutionthat
w_

minimizes the differencesbetween the calculatedand measured count rates for

the various detector/moderatorconfigurations. In the SPUNIT code, the user
I

can select no initialguess (which is equivalentto all fluxes being the same

for the initialguess) or the user can specifyan initialguess for the solu-

tion. For the version of SPUNIT useclin the field neutron spectrometer,the

code uses an initialguess of a fission spectrumwith a I/E tail (i.e., the

spectrumwith energies below the Maxwelliandistributionof the fission

spectrum is inverselyproportionalto the energy). The number of thermal

neutrons is estimatedfrom the ratio of responsesfrom the bare and cadmium-

covered scintillators. This is usually a good initialguess in most DOE

facilities,becausemost neutron sourcesare moderated fission sources.

SPUNIT has been thoroughlytested in comparisonswith the codes LOUHI

(Routi 1978) and YOGI (Johnsonand Gorbics 19BI), and the resultshave been

quite favorable. The advantageof SPUNIT is that the code convergesto a

solutionmuch faster than almost any other code, thus minimizingthe time

necessaryto obtain a result. T. Johnson has adapted part of the $PUNIT code

into an improvedversion called BUNKI (Loweryand Johnson 19B4),which allows

the user to select a variety of initialguesses for increasedaccuracy.

B.I.2 ResponseFunctionsfor MultisphereSpectr9meters

Although most computer codes give approximatelythe same unfolded

fluxes,the values are highly dependenton the response function selected by

the user. A number of responsefunctionsare available,but all have some

problems associatedwith using them. To save calculationaltime on the

computer,most response functionsare calculated using a one-dimensionalmodel

with sphericalsymmetry. This is quite adequate for larger size spheres, but

not entirely satisfactoryfor small spheres. Consider the case of a Z-in.-

diameter sphere with a 11/16-in.-diameterhole drilled in it for the I/Z-in.-

diameter BLiI(Eu)scintillatorcrystal. This presents a large "hole" for slow

neutrons to leak into the center of the polyethylenesphere,which is not

adequatelymodeled in a one-dimensionalcalculation. The authorshave also
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found thut the 4-mm diameter by 4-m high scintillatorcrystalsmanufactured

by Harshaw Chemical Company are lot adequatelymodeled by publishedresponse

functions.

After extensivetesting, the authorshave verified that the response 4

function data publishedby Sanna (1976) is an accurate representationof the

response of the I/E-in.diameter BLiI(Eu)scintillatordetectormanufactured 4p
by Harshaw Chemical Company,which is used in the field neutron spectrometer.

This detector is patternedafter an LLNL design and has been thoroughlytested

at LLNL and PNL.

A commerciallyavailableBonner sphere set is manufacturedby Ludlum

Measurements,Inc., Sweetwater,Texas. Recently,Hertel and Davidson (1984)

have modeled a responsefor this detector,which uses a much larger (E-in.-

diameter) photomultipliertube and light pipe. The calculationsof Hertel and

Davidson should be much more accurate for the Ludlum instrumentsthan the

Sanna calculationsused here for the Harshawdetector. As explained in

Section 2, particularcare should be exercisedin the selectionof the

multisphereset and detectorsused. The response functionsused should

correspond to a specificmultisphereset if accurate results are expected.

B.2 EQUIPMENTUSeD FOR THE MULTISpH_R_SPECTROM{TER

This sectiondescribesthe fabricationof the necessaryequipmentused

for the multisphereor Bonner sphere spectrometer. This includesdetails of

the sphericalmoderators used for the multispheredetectors, the SLiI(Eu)

scintillatordetector, and the necessaryelectronics.

B.2.1 ModeratorsUsed in the Multi_pherQSet

The Bonner sphereor multispherespectrometerconsists of a set of poly-

ethylene spheres with a hole drilled to the center; a slow neutrondetector

is inserted into the hole and positionedat the center of the spherical

moderator.

The PNL multisphereset consists of five spheresof polyethyleneand a

cadmium cover for the scintillatordetector. The cadmium cover consists of

a cylinder of cadmium O.030-in.(O.76-mm)thick with one end coveredwith

cadmium. The cadmium cover can be readilyfabricatedfrom cadmium sheets.
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Because cadmium metal is soft and malleable, the cover can be cut out by using

scissors.

The spheres are fabricatedfrom high-densitylinear polyethylene. Ordin-

o ary low density polyethylenecan be used, but it tends to flow and distort at

- high temperatures, lt is importantto fabricatethe spheres from the same

type of material for uniformcomposition. The five spheres are 3.0, 5.0, 8.0,

10.0, and 12.0 in. in diameter;the 3-in. and 5-in. diameter spheres are

coveredwith 0.030 in. (0.75 mm) of cadmium. The cadmiumcovers can be made

from hemispheresusing hydroformingtechniques. They can be fabricatedfrom

cadmium sheet cut into segmentsand pressedonto the polyethylenespheres,or

they can be made by metal spinningtechniques. Hydroformingseems to provide

the most uniform thicknessfor hemisphericalcovers. The spheres have 11/16-

in.-diameterholes drilled to the center for the insertionof the SLiI(Eu)

scintillatordetector. The holes are drilled an extra 3/8 in. (9.5 mm) deep

beyond the center of the sphere so that the center of the ]/2-in. scintillator

will be at the geometriccenter of the moderator. Note that the scintillator

housing is only 6-in. long, so that an additional3/8 in. of moderatormust be

removed from the surfaceof the ]2-in. diameter sphere for the scintillator

crystal to be centered in the sphere. The spherescan be made at a local

machine shop, or they can be orderedfrom a commercial supplier. The PNL

sphere set used in the PlutoniumFinishingPlant measurementswas made on-site

at the 300 Area machine shop. Details of the PNL sphere set are contained in

Table B.I.

TABLE B.). Dimensionsof PNL Bonner Sphere Set

Diameter (in.) Depth of Hole (in.) WeiQht of Sphere (q)

3.0 + Cd 2-5/8 213

5.0 + Cd 2-5/8 989

8.0 4-3/8 4130

. 10.0 5-3/8 7814

12.0 6-3/8 14063
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B.2.2 ScintillatorDetectqr

The scintillatordetectorused at PNL is similarto one developed at

LLNL and is availablecommercially. This 6LiI(Eu)scintillatordetector

contains a 1/2-in.-diameter by 1/2-tn.-high crystal mounted on a light pipe o
connected to a 1/2-in.-diameter HamamatsuR647 photomultiplter. A diagram of

the exterior dimensions of the scintillator detector, including a photomulti-

plier tube and voltage divider, is shown in Figure B.2. The detector also

includes a signal splitter circuit used to block the high-voltage supplied to

the photomultiplier from reaching the input to the preamplifier.

B.2.3 Electronics for the Multisphere Spectrometer

The electronic circuits necessary for the multisphere spectrometer

include the BLiI(Eu) scintillator detector, a high-voltage power supply cap-

able of supplying +1000 V DC, a preamplifier, an amplifier, and the necessary

cables. The electronics can be made from circuits described in Section 7.4.2

of PNL-6620, Vol. 2 (Brackenbush et al. 1988) with certain modifications. A

high-gain preamplifier is not required for the circuit, and the circuit should

be modified to include a voltage driver circuit to allow the amplifier to

drive a lO0-ft-long coaxial signal cable. The high-voltage circuit described

in Brackenbush et al. (1988) cannot supply enough current to operate the

photomultiplier voltage divider, but a number of suitable high voltage power

supplies with continuously adjustable voltages up to +1000 V DC are available

from commercial sources.

The electronic components can also be obtained from commercial sources

using NIM bin modules. An example of a system in use at PNL is provided in

Table B.2. There are a number of manufacturers who can provide the necessary

electronics, and the components listed in Table B.I are merely examples.i

Mention of a specific product does not imply endorsement by PNLor the U.S.

Department of Energy. The electronics set listed in Table B.2 was used for

the measurements at the Plutonium Finishing Plant.

Typically, the 6LiI scintillator detector is connected to the signal

splitterbox. The signal is routed to the preamplifierusing a 2-ft-long931_ ,_

coaxial signal cable with male BNC connectorson each end. If an Ortec Model

113 scintillationpreamplifieris used, the input capacitanceis set to
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FIGURE B.2. Diagram of the ScintillatorDetector

0 pF. The signal from the back side of the Ortec Model 113 preamplifieris

then routed to the amplifier in the NIM Bin using a 50- or 100-ft long g3(l

coaxial signal cable with male BNC connectorson both ends. Power is supplied

to the preamplifierfrom the amplifierusing 50- or 100-ft long standardNIM

power cables with nine-pin "D" connectorson each end. The end connectedto

the preamplifierhas a female connector;the end connected to the amplifier

has a male connector. High voltage is suppliedfrom a high voltage supply in

the NIM bin to the voltage splitter using a 50- or lO0-ft long coaxialcable

with male SHV connectorson both ends. The high voltage supply is typically

operated at +700 V to +800 V. The shaping time constantson the amplifierare

typically set to 2 psec, and the gain of the amplifieris adjusted to provide

a thermal neutron peak in channels 300 to 400 of the multichannelanalyzerused in the field neutron spectrometer. Signals from the amplifier are routed

to the input of Port 4 of the field neutron sPectrometer. Specific instruc-

tions on how to set up the field neutron spectrometerand operate the software
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TABLEB.2. NIM Bin Electronic ComponentsUsed to Provide Sigo_ls
from the Multisphere Detector to the Spectrometer _aj

Quantity Component Manufacturer

I NIM Bin and power supply BerkeleyNucleonics Corp. ,_
Model AP-2 or AP-3
or equivalent

I High voltage power supply EG&G Ortec (l
0-5000 volts Model 456 or equivalent

I Signal amplifier EG&G Ortec
Model 572 or 575A
or equivalent

I Scintillationpreamplifier EG&G Ortec
Model 113 or equivalent

I 6LiI(Eu)detector and HarshawChemical Co.
photomultiplier Model 2PA2-Q-I/2-X

I Signal splitterbox with Tektronix Inc.
female SHV connectorand
female BNC connector

I Coaxial signalcable Canberra Industriesor
2_ft-long,93 11, EG&G Ortec or equivalent
male BNC to male SHV

I Coaxial signalcable Canberra Industriesor
6-ft-long,93 fz, EG&G Ortec or equivalent
male BNC to BNC

I Coaxial signal cable Canberra Industriesor
50 or 100-ft-long,g3_z, EG&G Ortec or equivalent
male BNC to BNC

I Preamplifierpower cable Canberra Industriesor
50 or 100-ft-long EG&G Ortec or equivalent
NIM Bin standardg-pin
"D" connectors

(a) See PNL-6620,Vol. 3 (Brackenbushand Scherpelz1990) for additional aL
information.
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are provided in the document PNL-6620 Vol. 3, Personnel Neutron Dose Assess-

ment Uoarade, Volume 3: FteldNe_tron Spectrometer with Mqltisohere Detector_

(Brackenbush et al. 1990).

_ A support stand is used to accurately position the multispheres at a

fixed location. The support stand uses a series of concentric rings to ensure

I that the center of each sphere is located at the same position within 1 mm

It also is used to accurately position the bare scintillator detector, and the

detector with a cylindrical cadmiumcover over the scintillator and light

pipe. The support stand can be placed on top of a video camera tripod using

a 1/4-20 screw thread tapped into the bottom of the support stand.

To use the support stand, place all of the rings into the plate on top.

Position the 3-in. diameter sphere in the first ring, and insert the scintil-

lator detector into the hole in the 3-in. diameter sphere. Then, snap the

scintillator detector into the holder and begin the count. To use progres-

sively larger spheres, remove a ring and repeat the process. The measurements

for bare and cadmium-covered scintillator detectors can be made by placing

the detector into the holder bracket provided. Use of this support stand

considerably simplifies the multisphere measurement process because the user

does not have to measure the distance and reposition the detector for each
measurement.
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APPENDIXC

RAW DATA FROM TLD-ALBEDODOSIMETERS

This appendixincludes the raw and analyzeddata from the Hanford

Multipurposeand Mound LaboratoryTLD-albedodosimeters,as well as the data

from the electrochemicallyetched CR-3g track-etchdosimeters (TEDs). The

data are includedso that other algorithmsfor determiningdose equivalentor

effectivedose can be tested. Also, it may be possibleto evaluate past

dosimeter algorithmsusing these data.

Each page includes informationabout the exposure (theneutron source,

the irradiationgeometry,time of irradiation,etc.) at the top of the page.

The HanfordMultipurposedosimeterresults are then displayed,includingthe

TLD reader counts for each of the five TLD chips. The reader counts corrected

for gamma backgroundare listed,as well as the ratio of TLD chip 3/chip 4.

The last three columnsgive the shallowand deep photon dose and the neutron

dose equivalentin mrem.

The Mound badge results are given in the center of each page. This

includesthe TLD chip readings at each filter position and the dose equivalent

evaluated in mrem for "shallow"and "deep"photons and the fast neutrons.

Finally,the results from the CR-39 track etch dosimeters (TEDs) are

included at the bottom of the page. Three dosimetersare exposedat each

position,and the averagetrack densitycorrectedfor background is given in

the third column. The dose equivalentfor each dosimeteris given in column 4

and the average for the three TEDs is given in column 5 along with one

standarddeviationfrom countingstatisticsin column 6. The coefficientof

variation in percent is given in column 7.
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Californium Source 318-167
Bare at 50 cm for 2.73 Minutes
500.5 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. Adtust_ Chl_ (_ouqts Radiation Dose tn mrem r_
J_e£ Number _ Chip2 _ _ ._ R3.R5 R4-R5 R3/R4 _ _ Neutron
ED420 1477"7 71 70 850 775 67 783 708 1.106 30 30 310,o

ED421 14776 70 72 910 821 70 840 751 1.119 30 30 330

ED422 14775 71 85 812 859 61 751 798 0.941 30 30 350

ED423 14829 72 78 1004 906 69 935 837 1.117 40 40 370

ED425 1_,817 70 67 939 821 66 873 755 1.156 30 30 330

ED429 14824 80 70 959 860 68 891 792 1.125 40 30 350

ED617 14822 76 75 838 785 68 770 717 1.074 30 30 310

ED618 14790 74 79 849 757 64 785 693 1.133 30 30 300
ED619 14806 83 98 932 864 74 858 790 1.086 50 50 350

ED620 14807 76 69 1037 824 67 970 757 1.281 30 30 330

ED621 14787 69 65 893 818 64 829 754 1.099 30 30 330

Average 844 759 1.112 333

Mound Badae Results

ED298 14781 64 57 401 800 58 343 742 0.462 30 30 320

ED304 14790 65 67 398 751 60 338 691 0.489 30 30 300

ED308 14828 65 62 405 840 63 342 777 0.440 30 30 340

ED309 14779 58 60 399 769 56 343 703 0.488 30 30 310

ED419 14778 79 74 430 913 68 362 645 0.428 40 40 370

Average 346 752 0.461 328

Cr.39 Resglts
t

Net Ave Net Average Standard
DESCR Trk/cm= Trk/cm= mrem tamm Dev CV P,_

2 2286 406

2 2386 423

2 2496 2388 443 424 18.5 4.4

8 2731 485

8 2355 418

8 2618 2464 465 456 34.4 7.5

9 2906 616

9 2871 610 J[k

lP9 2964 2920 530 519 10.3 2.0

Average 2590 466 46.3 9.90

39105051.1
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Californium Source 318.167
1.27 cm of PL* at 50 cm tor 6.45 Minutes
1017 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident, Seq. Adluste<_Chlo Coupts Radiation Dose In mrem
_' Number Number .C,_ .P_ _ _ _ _ _ R3/R4 Shallow J_ Neutron

ED165 9139 154 130 2588 275"7 127 2461 2630 0.936 90 70 1130
ED166 9138 131 119 2896 2502 127 _"769 2375 1.166 80 70 1040

ED203 9136 124 137 2536 2246 121 2415 2125 1.136 80 80 930

ED204 9131 129 112 2667 2513 128 2539 2385 1.065 80 70 1040

ED205 9130 135 125 2803 2421 126 267T 2295 1.166 80 70 1000

ED206 9129 138 126 2838 2257 132 2706 2125 1.273 80 70 930

ED208 9128 131 127 2540 2271 127 2413 2244 1.075 70 70 930

ED210 9132 132 152 2336 2138 121 2215 2017 1.098 80 80 880

ED212 9133 127 128 2768 2388 124 2644 2264 1.168 70 70 990

ED229 9134 132 127 2854 2324 126 2728 2198 1.241 70 70 960

ED231 9135 124 116 2648 2281 118 2530 2163 1.170 70 60 940

" Average 2554 2256 1.136 979

Mound Badae Results

ED414 9144 132 114 1078 1888 113 965 1775 0.544 80 70 770

ED142 9143 124 116 1139 2401 126 1013 2275 0.445 70 70 990

ED143 9142 119 110 1180 2327 117 1063 2210 0.481 70 70 960

ED154 9141 129 125 1173 2412 119 1054 2293 0.460 70 70 990

ED160 9140 122 118 1210 2361 120 1090 2241 0.449 70 70 970

Average 1037 2159 0.476 " 936

Cr.39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
Trk/cm= Trk/cm" D1BID1 mrem Dev CV (%_

F6 2603 1041

F6 2498 999

F6 2593 2564 1037 1026 23.0 2.3
F'? 2413 965

I=7 236O 944

F7 2118 2297 847 919 63.0 6.9

F9 2333 993

F8 2488 995

F8 2210 2337 884 935 63.5 6.6

F9 2605 1042

F9 2243 897

F9 2385 2411 954 964

,t,vemge 2402 967 64.2 6.7

"Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 391ososl_.
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Californium Source 318-167
2.54 cm of PL" at 50 cm for 7.04 Minutes

996 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. . Adlusted Chin Couma Radiation Dose in mrem
Number _umbe r _ _ _ _.__._ _ _ R_/R4 _ l_ Neutron "I_
ED232 9127 136 121 3820 3264 131 3689 3133 1.177 80 70 1370

ED233 9126 142 139 3803 3185 132 3671 3033 1.210 80 e0 1330
r

ED235 9125 143 131 4352 3623 132 4220 3491 1.209 80 70 1530 /_

ED236 9124 149 146 3524 2900 143 3381 2757 1.226 80 80 1210

ED237 9123 159 123 3568 3118 138 3430 2980 1.151 100 80 1300

ED238 9121 139 126 4282 3879 133 4149 3546 1.170 80 70 1550

ED239 9120 136 128 4276 3493 138 4038 3355 1.204 80 80 1470

ED241 9119 137 171 3492 3077 131 3361 2946 1.141 100 100 1280

ED255 9113 134 129 3654 3096 133 3521 2963 1.188 80 70 1290

ED258 9112 141 124 3704 3152 128 3576 3024 1,183 80 70 1320

ED25"7 9111 128 119 3753 2887 124 3629 2763 1.313 70 70 1210

Average 3697 3090 1.196 1351

Mound Be;Iea Result,,

ED243 9118 148 132 1716 3103 134 1581 2969 0,533 80 70 1290

ED244 9117 153 145 1826 3287 146 1680 3141 0.535 90 80 1360

ED245 9116 136 131 1828 3010 133 1695 2877 0,589 80 70 1250

ED251 9115 145 133 1817 3801 136 1581 3465 0.485 80 80 1500

ED254 9114 134 127 1721 2785 135 1586 2650 0,598 80 80 1150

Average 1645 3020 0.548 1310

Cr,39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
T_cm= _ mmm _mm Day

F10 2150 860

F10 2240 896

F10 2040 2143 616 857 40.1 4.7

F11 2029 811

F11 2350 940

F11 2338 2237 933 895 72.5 8.1

F12 2493 997

F12 2260 904

F12 2373 2375 949 950 46.5 4,9

F13 2358 943 =,(

F13 2248 699 &

PF13 2080 2228 832 891 55.9 6.3

Average 2246 898 58.4 6.5

•Where PL Is Acrylic Plastic 39105051.1
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Californium Source 318-167
5.08 cm of PL* at 50 cm for 4.55 Minutes
529 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Se¢I. Adlusted Chio Counts Redistifm Dose in mrem
_ _]J2CZ .P..JlJJLI._ Chip3 _ _ R3-R5 R_R5 R3/R4 _bJlJlg_ _ Neutron

ED552 14798 92 86 3062 2521 82 2980 2439 !-222 40 40 1070

ED553 14789 85 83 3166 2249 81 3085 2168 1,423 40 40 960

ED627 14784 108 106 3766 2466 93 3673 2374 1.548 50 50 1050

ED628 14823 101 97 4316 2568 95 4221 2473 1.707 50 50 1110

ED62.q 14785 108 99 3595 2336 97 3498 2239 1.562 50 50 1000

ED630 14805 101 99 3916 2505 96 3820 2409 1.586 50 50 1070

ED631 14804 103 109 4074 2805 101 3974 2704 1.497 50 50 1200

ED632 14803 109 117 4482 3211 96 4387 3116 1.408 50 60 1380

ED633 14802 106 105 3331 2783 92 3239 2691 1_06 50 50 1180

ED634 14800 116 116 3970 2730 112 3858 2618 1.474 50 60 1160

ED635 14790 110 164 3657 2553 104 3553 2449 1.451 90, 90 1080

Average 3663 2516 1.462 1115

Mound Badoe Results

ED622 14830 100 97 1860 2514 98 1762 2416 0.729 50 50 1050

ED623 14790 109 99 2300 2779 101 2199 2678 0,821 50 50 1170

ED624 14788 107 103 1838 2568 97 1741 2491 0.699 50 50 1080

ED625 14810 106 113 2168 2622 103 2085 2519 0,828 60 ,50 1100

ED626 14797 108 101 1763 2310 99 1664 2211 0.753 50 50 960
,

Average 1890 2463 0.766 1072

Cr.39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
¢J_ _ Tr_Jcm_ mrem mrerrl Dev _,_V(%_

3 2666 474

3 2491 442

3 2498 2552 444 453 18.5 4.1

6 2731 485

6 2944 523

6 2856 2844 507 505 19.1 3.8

7 2573 457

7 2786 495

7 2421 2593 430 461 32.7 7.0

Average 2663 473 32.0 6.8

•Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 391os051.4
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Californium Source 318-167
10.16 cm PL* at 50 cm for 7.44 Minutes
448 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Se¢l. Adlusted Chio Counts Radiation Dose in mrem
Number _ _ _ Chiu3 _ Chios _ _ R3/R4 Shallow _ Neutron _'

ED533 17519 101 100 4238 2484 99 4139 2385 1.735 50 50 1070

ED534 17518 116 114 4529 2796 96 4433 2700 1.642 50 50 1200 _ Aih/V
ED535 17517 118 117 4283 2961 111 4182 2850 i.'37 60 60 1260

ED544 17507 1_ 1 105 4739 2866 103 4636 2763 1.678 50 50 1230

ED545 17506 119 123 4889 2869 110 4779 2759 1.732 60 60 1240

ED546 17505 116 110 5262 3288 118 5144 3170 1.623 60 60 1410

ED547 17504 110 106 4710 2457 99 4611 2358 1.355 50 50 1060

ED548 17503 104 104 4179 2492 /97 4082 2395 1.704 50 50 1070

ED549 17502 110 166 4374 2614 106 4268 2608 1.637 90 90 1120

EDS50 17501 113 112 4601 2714 107 4494 2607 1.724 50 50 1170

ED551 17500 104 103 4360 2621 97 4263 2524 1.689 50 50 1130

Average 4457 2647 1.690 1176

Mound BRdoe Results

ED532 17520 111 117 2644 2764 117 2527 2647 0.955 60 60 1150

EDSb"7 17524 130 124 2398 2507 119 2279 2398 0.950 60 60 1040

EDb'71 17523 132 129 2518 2902 114 2404 2788 0.862 60 60 1210

ED572 17522 116 113 2693 2938 105 2588 2833 0.914 60 50 1230

ED573 17521 112 120 2576 2637 113 2463 2524 0.976 60 60 1100

Average 2452 2638 0.931 1146

C:r-39 Results

Net Ave Net Average Standard

20 2369 421

20 2169 385

20 2576 2371 458 421 36.5 8.7

*Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 39109091.5
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Californium Source 318-167
15.24 cm of PL* at 50 cm for 27.3 Minutes
774 mrem Neutron Exposure

. Ident, Seq, Adlusted Chip Counts 1 Radiation Dose In mrem
Number Number _ _ Chio3 _ Chios R3-R5 _ R3/R4 Shallow _ Neutron
ED560 14818 342 335 11319 6891 326 10993 6566 1,b'74 200 200 2920

ED361 14819 320 315 11113 5890 306 10808 5585 1.935 190 180 2520ED561 14820 308 326 11182 6427 310 10872 6117 1.777 190 190 2750

ED563 14821 321 308 11284 6793 301 10983 6492 1.692 190 180 2930

ED564 14813 330 322 11284 7042 318 10966 6724 1.631 190 190 3030

ED565 14814 350 331 11271 7416 330 10941 7086 1.544 210 190 3170

ED566 14815 335 316 11243 7175 307 10936 686_ 1.-_.92 200 180 3080

ED567 14808 3"14 304 11151 6192 329 10822 5863 1,846 190 190 2640

ED568 14811 357 304 11098 6038 322 10776 5716 1,875 220 190 2570

ED569 14812 334 488 11081 6159 306 10775 5853 1.841 280 280 2630

EDS70 14809 336 314 9905 4614 312 9593 4302 2.230 200 180 1960

Average 10770 6107 1.785 2745

Mound Ba_toeResults
ED554 14795 301 297 5798 5431 276 5522 4855 1,138 170 170 2250

ED555 14794 329 316 6608 6493 304 6304 5189 1.215 190 180 2280

ED556 14793 322 320 5672 5521 297 5375 5224 1,029 190 190 2280

ED558 14792 367 376 8391 7627 346 8045 7281 1,105 220 220 3180

ED559 14791 357 369 6510 5906 340 6170 5566 1,109 220 220 2430

Average 6283 5623 1,119 2484

Cr-39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
Trk/cmz Trk/cmZ mrem mrem Dev CV ('%_

1 3416 607

1 3446 612

1 34._8 3440 614 611 3.6 0.6
10 3043 540

I0 3556 632

I 0 3393 3331 603 592 47.0 8.0

11 2958 525

11 27"76 493

11 3693 3142 656 558 86,4 15.5

Average 3311 587 54.4 9.3

"Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 39105051.6
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Californium Source 318-167
D20 Moderated at 50 cm for 24.31 Minutes
1000 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. A_!usted C_hloCgunts ...... Radiation Dose in mrem ,"_
Number Number _ _ _ Chip4 Chi_5 _ R4-R5 R3/R4 Shallow _ Neutron

ED121 9163 2"/7 300 11125 11010 322 10830 10688 1.011 200 200 4260

ED122 9164 3'_8 322 11405 11261 337 11068 10924 1.013 210 210 5340
ED123 9164 313 310 11276 11155 334 10942 10821 1.011 200 200 4880

ED124 9153 303 302 11311 1'1291 337 10974 10954 1.002 210 210 5450

EDi28 9151 326 326 11350 11250 378 10972 10872 1.009 230 230 5270

ED130 9150 3_. 329 11326 11220 342 10984 10878 1.010 210 210 5160

ED133 9149 309 310 11289 11204 331 4.nQ_8 10874 1.008 200 200 5090

ED135 9148 3_,6 471 11392 11260 353 11039 10907 1.012 280 280 5330

ED136 9147 335 339 11234 11145 358 10876 10787 1.008 220 220 4820

ED137 9146 320 333 11335 11163 345 10990 10818 1o016 210 210 4920

ED139 9145 297 309 11170 11062 323 10847 10739 1.010 200 200 4480

Average 10950 10842 1.010 5000

Mound Badoe Results

EDl12 9155 331 322 5645 11013 362 5283 10651 0.496 220 220 4230

EDl14 9156 339 349 6176 11307 386 5790 10921 0.530 240 240 5500

EDl15 9160 331 332 6337 11172 376 5961 10796 0.552 230 230 4920

EDl18 9161 329 342 6339 11227 361 5978 10866 0.550 220 220 5160

ED120 9162 327 324 6426 11180 346 6080 10834 0.561 210 210 4960

Average 5818 10814 0.538 4954

Cr-39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
DESCR TrkJcm= TrK/cm = _ _ Dev CV (%_

F1 2218 887

F1 2268 907

F1 2348 2278 939 911 26.2 2.9

F2 2140 856

F2 2315 926

F2 2203 2219 881 888 35.5 4.0

F3 2483 993 ,/

F3 2525 1010 I

rF3 2610 2539 1044 1016 25.0 2.6

F4 2570 1028

F4 2380 952

F4 2488 2479 995 992 38.1 3.8

Average 2379 952 62.15 6.5
39105051.7
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Plutonium Fluoride Source
Bare at 50 cm for 76.04 Hours
1683 mrem Neutron Exposure

- Ident. Seq. Acllusted Chic) Counts .... J_on Dose in mrem
Number J_Ll:£tJ2__ _ _ .P.cl]Jg__ R3-R5 _ R3/R4 Shallow _ Neutron
ED238 1815 447 399 3275 3013 266 3009 2747 1.095 260 240 1200

"_, ED239 1817 439 399 3476 3101 289 3187 2812 1.133 250 240 1230
ED240 1819 446 427 4115 3565 292 3823 3272 1.168 260 260 1430

ED241 1827 460 425 3100 2803 274 2826 2529 1.117 260 250 1100

ED243 182.8 415 37"7 2882 2579 258 2624 2321 1.131 230 220 1010

ED292 1807 401 384 3303 2938 265 3038 2673 1.137 230 230 1170

ED450 1811 493 469 4341 3655 341 4000 3292 1,215 290 290 1450

ED451 1813 454 496 3669 3497 313 3356 3184 1.054 300 300 1380

ED536 1816 402 389 3324 2760 256 3068 2504 1.225 230 230 1100

ED537 1818 388 389 3203 2648 254 2949 2394 1.232 230 230 1050

ED538 1826 367 367 2800 2431 240 2560 2190 1.169 220 220 960

Average 3131 2720 1.152 1189

Mound Badae Results
ED532 1812 450 421 1496 2919 304 1192 2615 0.456 260 260 1130

ED533 1810 432 402 1451 2987 285 1166 2702 0.432 250 240 1170

ED534 1806 432 408 1306 2694 274 1032 2420 0.426 250 250 1050

ED535 1814 447 413 1320 2933 280 1040 2653 0.392 260 250 1150

Average 1108 2598 0.427 1125

Cr-39 Results

Net Ave Net Average Standard
DESCR Trk/cmz Trk/cm= mrem mrem Dev CV !%)

A9 4274 1716

A9 4084 1640

A9 4114 4157 1652 1670 40.9 2.5

Al0 4094 1644

A10 4434 1781

A10 4309 4279 1731 1718 69.3 4.0

A11 3986 1601

A11 4297 1726

A11 4222 4168 1695 1674 65.1 3.9

• A12 3724 1496

A12 3959 1590

A12 4397 4027 1766 1617 137 8.5

Average 4158 1670 82.3 4.9

39105051.8
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Plutonium Fluoride Source
2.54 cm PL* at 50 cm for 72.43 Hours
1108 mrem Neutron Exposure

IdenL Seq, A_iusted Chip Counts Radiation Dgse in rnrem c"
Number Numl_er _ _ _ _ .C_ -J_ _ J_ Shallow J_ Neutron
ED165 1784 408 358 4695 4677 245 4450 4432 1,004 240 220 1920

ED166 1778 401 367 5622 4584 271 5351 4313 1,241 230 220 1890 _
ED202 1793 403 374 6353 4911 25,=; 6088 4646 1,310 230 230 2040

ED203 1790 413 378 5031 4179 247 4784 3932 1.217 230 230 1720
ED204 1804 360 333 4619 3952 230 4389 3722 1,179 200 200 1620

ED205 1799 368 358 5299 4154 232 5067 3922 1,292 220 220 1720

ED208 1774 385 354 5465 4052 240 5212 3812 1,367 220 210 1680

ED208 1770 390 417 5308 4304 243 6065 4061 1,247 250 250 1780

ED233 1795 392 375 5359 4239 261 5128 3978 1,289 230 230 1740
ED234 1785 388 364 6520 4679 254 6266 4425 1,416 220 220 1950

ED235 1780 363 353 5627 4502 242 5385 4260 1-264 210 210 1870

Average 5199 4137 1-257 1812

Mound Badge Results
ED210 1800 421 390 2576 4327 275 2301 4052 0.558 240 230 1760

ED212 1775 430 415 2779 4368 294 2485 4574 0,543 250 250 !980

ED229 1771 413 402 2612 4249 271 2341 3978 0,589 250 250 1780

ED231 1791 397 365 2578 4294 275 2301 4019 0,573 230 220 1740

ED232 1805 431 405 2582 4738 295 2387 4441 0,538 240 240 1930

Average 4213 2413 0,582 1838

Cr-39 Result_

Net Ave Net Average Standard
DESCR Trk/cma TrWcrtlz mrem mrem Der CV (%)

A5 3014 1210

A5 3014 1210

A5 2797 2942 1123 1181 50.2 4,3
A6 3047 1223

A6 3177 1276

A6 3057 3093 1228 1242 29.3 2.4

A7 3089 1241 J

A7 3147 1264

A7 2949 3062 1164 1230 41,2 3,4 pA8 3386 1360

A8 3154 1267

A8 3164 3235 1271 1299 52,6 4,1

Average 3085 1238 58.0 4,7

•Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 39105051.9
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Plutonium Fluoride Source
5.08 cm PL* at 50 cm for 70.03 Hours

693 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. Adlusted Chio Counts Radiation Dose in mrem
NumOer _ _ _ ._]:IJD._IIIL_ R3-R5 R4-R5 _ Shallow _ Neutron

ED244 1769 490 552 8698 5872 328 8370 5544 1.510 320 320 2450

_ ED245 1798 442 414 8003 5125 285 7718 4840 1.595 240 240 2150
ED251 1782 430 426 8728 6342 297 8431 6045 1.395 250 250 2660

ED252 1796 483 454 9932 6914 345 9587 6569 1.459 270 270 2900

ED256 1773 494 442 8922 6249 309 8613 5940 1.450 280 260 2620

ED257 1797 487 447 9105 5853 306 8799 5547 1.586 270 260 2460

ED261 1787 474 458 11008 5872 328 10680 6544 1.632 270 270 2890

ED300 1788 503 455 11114 7211 341 10773 6870 1.568 290 270 3050

ED310 1803 445 418 11095 6142 305 10790 5837 1.849 250 250 2610

ED329 1789 463 428 11056 7190 313 10743 6877 1.562 260 250 3040

ED330 1783 463 420 11012 7109 310 10702 6799 1.574 260 250 3000

Average 9564 6128 1.562 2712

Mound Badae Results

ED254 1801 513 485 4882 6014 358 4524 5656 0.800 290 290 2450

ED255 1777 496 484 4770 6688 358 4412 6330 0.697 290 290 2740

ED262 1792 464 446 4812 6132 347 4465 5765 0.772 280 260 2510

ED263 1802 506 475 4757 6213 366 4391 5847 0.751 290 280 2530

ED266 1768 489 468 5391 7113 350 5041 6763 0.745 280 280 2930

Average 4557 6072 0.753 2632

Cr.:_9Results

Net Ave Net Average Standard
DESCR TrWcmz Trk/cm2 mrem mrem Dev (;:V(%_

A1 2469 992

A1 2524 1008

A1 2537 2510 1019 964 13.6 1.4
A2 2362 948

A2 2504 1006

A2 2339 2402 939 964 36.4 3.8

A3 2757 1107

A3 2892 1161

A3 2739 2796 1100 1123 33 3.0

A4 2059 827

A4 2577 1035

A4 2292 2309 920 927 104.2 11.2

Average 2504 1005 91.2 9.1
•Where PL is Acrylic Plastic 391o50s_.10
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Plutonium Metal anode 49B 1508 g
Bare at 50 cm for 234.87 Hours
146 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. Adlustsd Chip Counts RadiationDose in mrem i"
Number _ _ _ _ _ _ R4-R5 R3/R4 =_JlJlJ[J.O_JZ¢_ Neutron

ED592 64417 840 741 720 652 373 347 279 1.244 460 400 120

E.D594 64415 622 767 737 666 382 355_ 270 1.315 440 420 120
ED597 64412 801 756 744 681 381 363 300 1.210 430 410 130

ED598 64411 784 744 688 633 381 307 252 1.218 420 410 110

ED599 64410 671 792 767 694 386 381 308 1.237 470 430 130

ED600 64409 907 807 782 657 404 378 253 1.494 500 440 110

ED601 64408 929 821 778 739 418 360 321 1.121 510 450 140

ED602 64406 944 843 718 663 401 317 262 1.210 510 460 110

ED603 64405 514 622 637 527 294 343 233 1.472 370 370 100

ED604 64404 512 631 662 524 315 347 209 1.680 370 370 90

ED605 64403 514 634 658 499 293 365 206 1.772 380 380 90

Average 351 263 1.159 114

Mound Badae Results
ED606 64402 520 486 442 593 299 143 294 0.486 290 290 130

ED607 64401 737 714 517 687 382 135 305 0.443 430 430 130

EDS08 64400 761 720 520 667 392 128 275 0.465 410 400 120

ED609 64399 787 754 535 743 413 122 330 0.370 450 450 140

ED610 64398 804 749 521 677 401 120 276 0.435 .440 410 120

Average 130 296 0.440 126

Cr.39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
DESCR _]_',I:Zl= TrkJcm= mrem tamm Der

D1 387 154

D1 345 137

D1 367 366 146 146 8.5 5.8

D2 322 128

D2 305 121

D2 362 330 144 131 11.8 9.0

D3 295 117 ,d
D3 342 137

D3 332 323 128 127 10.0 7.9 '"

D4 435 173

D4 340 135

D4 310 362 123 144 26.1 18.2

Average 345 137 15.8 11.5
39105051.11
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i

Plutonium Oxide Source lD ARF-102-90-01 846.6 g Pu
Bare at 50 cm for 187.83 Hours
81.0 mrem Neutron Exposure

; Ident. Seq. Adlustad Chit] Counts Radiation Dose in mrem
N.m_ar N.mber _ g_.2 Chi,3 gbm_4,g_ia.,_R3.RSR4-RSR3/R4 Shallow_U= _
ED298 64395 551 467 533 507 341 192 166 1.160 320 280 70

'_ ED304 64394 646 486 546 500 349 197 151 1.300 320 290 70
ED308 64393 533 495 567 533 350 217 183 1.190 300 300 80

ED309 64391 514 478 831 476 341 190 135 1.410 290 290 60

ED419 64390 553 487 549 541 354 195 187 1.040 320 290 80

ED457 64389 578 510 555 519 366 189 153 1.240 330 310 70

ED460 64388 606 533 528 506 357 171 149 1.150 350 320 60

ED463 64387 597 530 565 525 364 201 161 1.250 340 320 70

Average 194 161 1.359 70

Mound Badge Results

Lost Results-Badges Fell on Roor

Cr.39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
TrkJcm= TrkJc,m= mmql Dev CV {%_

B7 206 80

B7 181 70

B7 191 193 74 75 5.0 6.7

B8 173 68

B8 171 67

B8 214 186 83 73 9.0 12.3

Average 189.5 74 6.6 9.0
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Background Measurement-234-5 Bldg Rm 179C
Exposure 336 Hours 29.1 mrem Neutron Exposure

Ident. Seq. AdlustedChln Counts Radiation Dose in mrem i
Number _ _ _ Chip3 _ _ R3-R5 _ R3/R4 Shatlow _ Neutron
ED030 92152 156 80 200 146 52 148 94 1.57 90 40 40

ED136 92151 167 138 196 150 49 147 101 1.46 80 60 40 +ED137 92150 163 138 188 135 44 144 91 1.58 80 60 40
ED205 92149 163 137 201 143 42 149 101 1.48 80 60 40
ED206 92148 17"7 143 216 169 53 163 116 1.41 90 70 40
ED233 92147 165 152 207 150 42 165 108 1.53 70 70 30
ED235 92146 174 136 246 193 50 196 143 1.37 90 60 60
ED238 92145 182 152 217 163 51 166 112 1.48 90 70 30
ED238 92144 259 166 234 194 45 189 149 1.27 140 80 70
ED399 92142 225 149 212 17,_ 51 161 123 1.31 120 70 50
ED411 92141 210 138 228 159 44 184 115 1.60 110 60 20

Average 165 114 1.46 42

Mound Badoe Results

ED412 92140 173 152 141 175 64 77 111 0.69 80 70 50
ED413 92139 126 102 122 155 47 75 108 0.69 60 50 50
ED416 92138 109 88 130 154 40 90 114 0.79 50 40 50
ED451 92137 124 118 165 208 50 115 158 0.73 60 50 70
ED454 92136 176 144 158 183 56 102 127 0.80 90 70 50

Average 92 124 0.74 54

Cr-39 Results

Net Average Average Standard
DESCR TrkJcm= _.t_;l:n= _ mrem Dev
M0001 56 9

M0001 40 7

M0001 105 67 17 11 5.3 48.2
M0002 72 12
M0002 105 17

M0002 40 72 7 12 5.0 41.7
M0003 72 12
M0003 72 12

M0003 89 78 15 13 1.7 13.3
M0004 105 17
M0004 56 9

M0004 89 83 15 14 4.2 30.4
M0005 89 15

MO005 56 9 pl
MO00-_; 56 67 9 11 3,5 31.5
M000(; 40 7
MO006 56 9

MO006 56 51 9 8 1.2 13.9
Average 69.7 11.5 3.7 31.7

391o5o51.13
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